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Introduction

Welcome to the Third Workshop on Document-grounded Dialogue and Conversational Question Answe-
ring (DialDoc), co-located with ACL 2023.
The DialDoc workshop aims to address the challenges of Document-Grounded Dialogue and Conversa-
tional Question Answering. In today’s world, where a vast amount of content is generated across various
mediums, it becomes crucial to not only make this content accessible to users through conversational
interfaces but also ensure that the responses provided by models are accurate and grounded in reliable
knowledge sources.
In our third workshop, we are particularly interested in exploring the theme of Factual Consistency.
With the recent advancements in large language models, a significant concern arises when these systems
generate responses that contain factual inconsistencies compared to external sources. This issue has
implications on user trust and safety. We aim to highlight important community efforts that address the
challenges associated with factual consistency, including but not limited to automatic evaluation methods,
human evaluation, modeling techniques, and datasets.
The Shared Task competition primarily focuses on developing goal-oriented document-grounded dialo-
gue systems in a multilingual setting. These systems allow users to interactively query domain-specific
information based on provided documents. The task of querying document knowledge through conver-
sational systems has gained considerable attention from both research and industrial communities due
to its various applications. While previous Shared Tasks organized by the First and Second DialDoc
Workshops focused on English document-grounded dialogue systems, other languages have been less
explored. As a result, large communities of users are unable to access automated services and informa-
tion. In order to bridge this gap, the Third DialDoc Workshop introduces a shared task that involves
documents and dialogues in diverse languages. The aim is to encourage researchers to explore effecti-
ve solutions for two key challenges: (1) transferring a DGD model from a high-resource language to a
low-resource language, and (2) developing a DGD model capable of providing multilingual responses
given multilingual documents. To evaluate the performance of response generation, the workshop adopts
token-level F1, SacreBleu, and Rouge-L metrics. The score is calculated based on the sum of these me-
trics. A total of 71 teams participated in the Dev Phase, and for the final Test Phase, 29 teams submitted
their models to the leaderboards. Many submissions have significantly outperformed the baseline, with
the best-performing system achieving a score of 215.4 compared to the baseline’s score of 156.0.
The workshop received a total of 19 submissions, featuring 18 paper presentations in either poster or
oral format. Additionally, we are privileged to have invited talks from Greg Durrett, Hannaneh Hajishirz,
Xiang Ren, and Rui Yan.
We would like to express our gratitude to all those who have contributed to the success of this workshop.
Our thanks go to the authors for their valuable paper submissions, the teams for their participation in
the Shared Task competition, the program committee members for their significant contributions, and
the ACL workshop co-chairs for their guidance. We are also grateful to our esteemed invited speakers.
Special appreciation is extended to Alibaba DAMO Academy for their sponsorship of the rewards for the
Shared Task competition.
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Keynote Talk: Assessing LLM Faithfulness: Lessons from
Political Fact-checking

Greg Durrett
The University of Texas at Austin

Bio: Greg Durrett is an assistant professor of Computer Science at UT Austin. His research focuses
on techniques for accessing and reasoning about knowledge in text. Large language models (LLMs) like
ChatGPT and GPT-4 have dramatically advanced the frontiers in this area; currently his team is looking at
where these systems succeed and fail and how to enhance their capabilities, particularly via systems that
use LLMs as primitives. He is a 2023 Sloan Research Fellow and a recipient of a 2022 NSF CAREER
award, among other grants from agencies including the NSF, Open Philanthropy, DARPA, Salesforce,
and Amazon. He completed his Ph.D. at UC Berkeley where he was advised by Dan Klein, and he was
previously a research scientist at Semantic Machines.
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Keynote Talk: Reflex or Reflect: When Do Language Tasks
Need Slow Reasoning?

Xiang Ren
University of Southern California

Bio: Xiang Ren is an assistant professor at USC Computer Science Department and a Research Team
Lead at USC ISI. He is the director of Intelligence and Knowledge Discovery (INK) Research Lab, the
Information Director of ACM SIGKDD, and member of USC Machine Learning Center. Priorly, he was
a research scholar at Stanford University, and received his Ph.D. in Computer Science from University
of Illinois Urbana-Champaign. Dr. Ren’s research focuses on developing label-efficient, prior-informed
computational methods that extract machine-actionable knowledge from natural-language data, as well as
performing neural-symbolic reasoning over heterogeneous data. His research leads to a book and over 50
publications, was covered in over 10 conference tutorials, and received awards including faculty research
awards from Google, Amazon, JP Morgan, Sony and Snapchat, ACM SIGKDD Dissertation Award, The
Web Conference Best Paper award honorable mention, and David J. Kuck Outstanding Thesis Award.
He was named Forbes’ Asia 30 Under 30 in 2019.
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Keynote Talk: Improved Factual Precision in Long-form Text
Generation with Fine-grained Evaluation and Feedback

Hannaneh Hajishirz
University of Washington

Bio: Hanna Hajishirzi is a Torode Family Associate Professor in the Paul G. Allen School of Computer
Science Engineering at the University of Washington and a Senior Research Manager at the Allen Insti-
tute for AI. Her research spans different areas in NLP and AI, focusing on developing general-purpose
machine learning algorithms that can solve diverse NLP tasks. Applications for these algorithms in-
clude question answering, representation learning, green AI, knowledge extraction, and conversational
dialogue. Honors include the NSF CAREER Award, Sloan Fellowship, Allen Distinguished Investigator
Award, Intel rising star award, best paper and honorable mention awards, and several industry research
faculty awards. Hanna received her PhD from University of Illinois and spent a year as a postdoc at
Disney Research and CMU.
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Keynote Talk: Recent Progress of Conversational AI in the
Open Domain

Rui Yan
Renmin University of China

Bio: Rui Yan is an associate professor with tenure at Gaoling School of Artificial Intelligence, Renmin
University of China. He was selected as a young scientist at Beijing Academy of Artificial Intelligence
(BAAI) and a startrack young fellow of Microsoft Research Asia (MSRA). Till now he has published
more than 100 highly peer-reviewed publications with more than 10,000 citations. He regularly served
as an area chair/senior PC member for top-tier international conferences. He has been invited to give
tutorial talks for these conferences as well.
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Cross-lingual Data Augmentation for Document-grounded Dialog Systems
in Low Resource Languages

Qi Gou, Zehua Xia, Wenzhe Du
State Key Laboratory for Novel Software Technology, Nanjing University, China

{qi.gou, zehuaxia, gowott}@smail.nju.edu.cn

Abstract

This paper proposes a framework to ad-
dress the issue of data scarcity in Document-
Grounded Dialogue Systems(DGDS). Our
model leverages high-resource languages to
enhance the capability of dialogue genera-
tion in low-resource languages. Specifically,
We present a novel pipeline CLEM (Cross-
Lingual Enhanced Model) including adver-
sarial training retrieval (Retriever and Re-
ranker), and Fid (fusion-in-decoder) genera-
tor. To further leverage high-resource lan-
guage, we also propose an innovative architec-
ture to conduct alignment across different lan-
guages with translated training. Extensive ex-
periment results demonstrate the effectiveness
of our model and we achieved 4th place in the
DialDoc 2023 Competition. Therefore, CLEM
can serve as a solution to resource scarcity in
DGDS and provide useful guidance for multi-
lingual alignment tasks.

1 Introduction

Document-Grounded Dialogue System (DGDS) is
a meaningful yet challenging task, which not only
allows content accessible to end users via various
conversational interfaces, but also requires gener-
ating faithful responses according to knowledge
resources.

However, in real-world scenarios, we may not
have abundant resources to construct an effec-
tive dialogue system due to the low resources of
some minority languages such as Vietnamese and
French. Previous works only consider building a
DGDS in high-resource languages with rich docu-
ment resources such as English and Chinese (Feng
et al., 2021; Fu et al., 2022), which is contrary
to real-world situations. Extensive minority lan-
guages struggle to build well-founded chatbots
due to the low resource of documents.

Therefore, how to generate evidential responses
under a scarce resources setting deserves our at-
tention. To address this issue, we propose a

novel architecture to leverage high-resource lan-
guages to supplement low-resource languages, in
turn, build a fact-based dialogue system. Thus,
our model can not only handle high-resource sce-
narios but also generate faithful responses under
low-resource settings.Our key contributions can
be split into three parts:

• We proposed a novel framework, dubbed
as CLEM, including adversarial training
Retriever, Re-ranker and Fid (fusion-in-
decoder) generator.

• We presented the novel architecture of trans-
lated training and three-stage training.

• Extensive results demonstrated the effective-
ness of CLEM. Our team won the 4th place in
the Third DialDoc Shared-task competition.

2 Related Work

Document Grounded Dialogue System is an
advanced dialogue system that requires the abil-
ity to search relevant external knowledge sources
in order to generate coherent and informative re-
sponses. To evaluate and benchmark the perfor-
mance of such systems, existing DGDS datasets
can be broadly classified into three categories
based on their objectives: 1) Chitchat, such as
WoW (Dinan et al., 2019), Holl-E (Moghe et al.,
2018), and CMU-DoG (Zhou et al., 2018). These
datasets typically involve casual and open-ended
conversations on various topics; 2) Conversa-
tional Reading Comprehension (CRC), which
requires the agent to answer questions based on
understanding of a given text passage. Exam-
ples of CRC datasets include CoQA (Reddy et al.,
2019), Abg-CoQA (Guo et al., 2021), and ShARC
(Saeidi et al., 2018); and 3) Information-seeking
Scenarios, such as Doc2dial (Feng et al., 2020),
Multidoc2dial (Feng et al., 2021), and Doc2bot
(Fu et al., 2022), where the agent needs to retrieve
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relevant information from one or more documents
to address a user’s query.

Cross-lingual Data Augmentation has
emerged as an effective approach to address
the challenges of multilingual NLP tasks (Zhang
et al., 2019; Singh et al., 2019; Riabi et al.,
2021; Qin et al., 2020; Bari et al., 2021). Par-
ticularly in low-resource language settings, DA
has demonstrated its usefulness (Liu et al., 2021;
Zhou et al., 2022b,a). Explicit DA techniques
mainly involve translation-based templates, such
as word-level adversarial learning (Bari et al.,
2020) and designed translation templates (Liu
et al., 2021; Zhou et al., 2022b). Implicit data
augmentation techniques, on the other hand,
focus on modeling instead of expanding datasets
like representation alignment (Mao et al., 2020),
knowledge distillation (Chen et al., 2021) and
transfer learning (Schuster et al., 2019).

3 Task Description

Formulation. We aim to improve the perfor-
mance of DGDS in low-resource languages (Viet-
namese and French). Formally, given labeled set
D = {xi, pi, ri}, i ∈ [1, ND] , where ND denotes
the number of data and xi, pi, ri denotes the input,
grounding passage and response. Note that the in-
put is obtained by concatenating the current turn
and previous context. In addition, we have access
to some high-resource language labeled datasets
U with size NU , where NU ≫ ND. Our goal is
to explore how to utilize high-resource datasets to
enhance performance in low-resource languages
(Vietnamese and French).

We have access to two large datasets, namely
Multidoc2dial (Feng et al., 2021) for English and
Doc2bot for Chinese(Fu et al., 2022). To fully take
advantage of these high-resource datasets to en-
hance the performance in French and Vietnamese,
we conducted translated training and generated
pseudo-labeled training sets in Vietnamese and
French. Specifically, we utilized the Baidu API1

and Tencent API2 to translate English and Chinese
into French and Vietnamese, separately. Notably,
English and French are Indo-European languages,
indicating a common ancestral language, and Chi-
nese and Vietnamese share historical and cultural
connections and have influenced each other. Our
methodology involved augmenting the training set

1https://fanyi-api.baidu.com/api/trans/product/index
2https://www.tencentcloud.com/products/tmt

data number of turns

Chinese corpus 5760
English corpus 26506
Shared-Task/train 3446 (Vi) and 3510(Fr)
Zh-Vi 4908
En-Fr 4980
Shared-Task/dev 95(Vi) and 99(Fr)
Shared-Task/test 94(Vi) and 100(Fr)

Table 1: Statistics of provided datasets. Chinese and
English corpus is provided by the third workshop com-
mittee of DialDoc. Zh-Vi and En-Fr means the number
of translated data from Chinese to Vietnamese and from
English to French respectively.

by translating 5000 English examples into French
and 5000 Chinese examples into Vietnamese. Af-
ter filtering out instances of poor quality and ex-
cessive length, we ultimately derived 4980 En-Fr
and 4908 Zh-Vi pseudo examples.

Now we have three training data, cross-lingual
training data D, translated pseudo data D

′
and

downstream fine-tuning data Dt. We will show
how to use these data in Section 4.4. And the
statistics are presented in Table 1.

4 Methodology

We adopt the Retrieve-Rerank-Generation archi-
tecture (Glass et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2023) and
incorporate adversarial training into both the Re-
triever and Re-ranker components. To address the
low-resource DGDS scenario, we propose a novel
three-stage training approach.

4.1 Passage-Retriever With FGM
Given an input x, the retriever aims to retrieve the
most relevant top-k documents {zi}ki from a large
candidate pool. We follow the schema of conven-
tional Dense Passage Retrieval (DPR) (Karpukhin
et al., 2020) for passage retrieval:

s(q) = XLM-R1(q)

s(z) = XLM-R2(z)

pϕ(z|q) ∝ dot[s(q)⊤s(z)]

To improve multi-lingual performance further,
where the encoder is initialized from XLM-
RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2019) denote as
XLM-R which are used to convert question tem-
plates into dense embedding vectors for passage
retrieval. Sub-linear time search can be achieved
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with a Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS)
(Shrivastava and Li, 2014).

In addition, inspired by FGM (Miyato et al.,
2017), we extend the adversarial training to doc-
ument retrieval. We apply infinitesimal perturba-
tions on word embeddings to increase the learn-
ing difficulty by constructing adversarial exam-
ples. Based on this, the passage retriever is regu-
larized and has better generalization performance
since it has to retrieve the correct relevant docu-
ments under the attack of adversarial examples.

4.2 Passage-Reranker with FGM

Given a shortlist of candidates, the goal of
Reranker is to capture deeper interactions between
a query x and a candidate passage p. Specifi-
cally, the query x and passage p are concatenated
to form the input for XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau
et al., 2019). And the pooler output of XLM-
RoBERTa is considered as similarity score:

P (p|q) = SoftMax (Linear (XLM-R([p, q])))

As in the previous stage, we still employed FGM
(Miyato et al., 2017) to add perturbations to word
embeddings.

4.3 Knowledge-Enhancement Generation

The generator aims to generate correct and fac-
tual responses according to the candidates of pas-
sages. The key problem is how to leverage the
knowledge of passage candidates as much as pos-
sible. we adopt Fusion-in-Decoder(FiD) (Izacard
and Grave, 2021) as our response generator. Dur-
ing generation, FiD will first encodes every input
with multiple passages independently through en-
coder, and then decodes all encoded feature jointly
to generate final response. Concisely, the decoder
has extra Cross Attention on more passages fea-
ture. This is significant because it is equivalent to
improve grounding passage accuracy from top-k
to top-n. Note that k ≪ n due to the CUDA mem-
ory limitation.

Since prompt-learning is effective in generation
proved by previous work (Wei et al., 2021), we
also adopt this way by adding the prompt to the
front of input query. We choose "please generate
the response:" as our prompt, so the final input of
generator is "prompt <query> query <passage>
passage", where <prompt> and <passage> are
special tokens.

Model Total

Baseline 156.42
CLEM 201.0913

Table 2: Performance of CLEM on Test set

4.4 Training Process

Our training process consists of three stages. In
the first stage, we use all available Chinese and En-
glish training corpora to pre-train the model, aim-
ing to develop its primary cross-lingual percep-
tion capability. We incorporate downstream fine-
tuning data in this stage as well. We denote this
stage as T (D +Dt), where T represents training.

In the second stage, we train the model using
translated pseudo data, which includes both noisy
data and downstream fine-tuning data. We denote
this stage as T (D

′
+Dt).

Finally, we fine-tune the model from the second
stage on downstream low-resource training data.
We denote this stage as F (Dt), where F repre-
sents fine-tuning.

Therefore, the complete training process can
be represented as T (D +Dt)T (D

′
+Dt)F (Dt).

In the Experiment section, we also explore other
training processes, such as two-stage training and
direct fine-tuning.

5 Experiments and Results

In this section, we will introduce our datasets and
baseline system. Additionally, we will demon-
strate the effectiveness of each component in our
methodology, such as adversarial training and the
novel training process.

5.1 Datasets

We train CLEM on the given shared task datasets,
containing Vietnamese (3,446 turns), 816 dia-
logues in French (3,510 turns) and a corpus of
17272 paragraphs in ModelScope3, where each di-
alogue turn is grounded in a paragraph from the
corpus. Moreover, we also utilize Chinese (5760
turns) and English (26,506 turns) as additional
training data.

5.2 Baseline System

The baseline follows the pipeline of Retrieval,
Re-rank and Generation. It simply uses DPR

3https://modelscope.cn/

3
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CLEM F1 BLEU ROUGE Total

CLEM-Full 66.51 57.45 64.38 188.34
CLEM(two-stage) 65.52 55.23 63.15 183.9
CLEM(fine-tune) 63.76 53.41 61.47 178.64
CLEM(two-stage w/o Zh-Vi) 64.24 54.51 62.18 180.93
CLEM(two-stage w/o En-Fr) 61.99 51.21 60.28 173.48
CLEM(w/o prompt) 64.34 55.12 62.31 181.77

Table 3: Ablation results of Modelon Development set. Here, the best are marked with Bold. Two-stage means we
do not use original Chinese and English data. Fine-tune means we just use downstream training data.

CLEM R@1 R@5 R@20 MRR@5

retrieval 0.57 0.78 0.87 0.65
retrieval† 0.62 0.77 0.87 0.68
re-rank 0.74 0.84 0.87 0.78
re-rank † 0.76 0.85 0.87 0.79

Table 4: Effect of FGM on Development set, where
†means we use adversarial training

(Karpukhin et al., 2020) as retriever and Trans-
former Encoder (Vaswani et al., 2017) with a lin-
ear layer as re-ranker.

5.3 Result and Analysis

We evaluate the generation results based on to-
ken level F1, SacreBLEU and Rouge-L. The fi-
nal result is the sum of them. As shown in Table
2, CLEM has a significant improvement by 28%
on total result compared to strong baseline, which
demonstrates the effectiveness of our method.

5.3.1 Ablation Study
We study the impact of different components of-
CLEM, where the results are given in Table 3.

Training process we compare CLEM with two-
stage training and fine-tuning directly. The former
only contains translated corpus without original
Chinese and English data, which can be denoted
by T (D

′
+Dt)F (Dt). While the latter means we

only use downstream fine-tuning data denoted by
F (Dt). From the first three lines of Table 3, we
can observe that CLEM has superior performance
than two-stage training which means CLEM can
leverage cross-lingual corpus to do a better lan-
guage alignment for downstream training and get
a better initialization. Not surprisingly, two-stage
training outperforms fine-tuning directly which
echos the Translated Training (Singh et al., 2019)

Different pseudo corpus As described in sec-
tion 3, we leverage two translated pseudo corpus
Zh-Vi and En-Fr. We also study the impact of
each set with two-stage training. From 4th and
5th line of Table 3, the performance without Zh-
Vi(Chinese to Vietnamese) and En-Fr(English to
French) will decrease, which proved that the trans-
lated corpus is useful for shared task.

Without prompt We also run the experiments
without prompt to explore the impact of prompt.
From the last line of Table 3, the performance of
CLEM will decrease sharply.

Without FGM We also explore the effective-
ness of FGM (Miyato et al., 2017) at retriever and
re-ranker. Results are listed in Table 4. We can
observe significant improvements from retrieval to
re-rank which prove the effectiveness of re-rank.

6 Conclusion

This paper introduces CLEM, a novel pipeline for
document-grounded dialogue systems that uses a
"retrieve, re-rank, and generate" approach. To ad-
dress the issue of low performance due to lim-
ited training data, we extend the adversarial train-
ing to the document Retriever and Re-ranker com-
ponents. Additionally, CLEM leverages high-
resource languages to improve low-resource lan-
guages and develops a new training process under
data-scarce settings.

Experimental results demonstrate that CLEM
outperforms the strong, competitive baseline and
achieved 4th place on the leaderboard of the third
DialDoc competition. These findings provide a
promising approach for generating grounded dia-
logues in multilingual settings with limited train-
ing data and further demonstrate the effectiveness
of leveraging high-resource languages for low-
resource language enhancement.
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epochs=20
train_batch_size=1
accumulation_steps=32
weight_decay=0.1
warmup_steps=1000
max_input_length=512
passages=20
preKturns=2

A.3 Hyper-parameters for generator
learning_rate=2e-4
dropout=0.1
epochs=20
accumulation_steps=16
max_grad_norm=1
train_batch_size=1
accumulation_steps=1
weight_decay=0.1
warmup_steps=1000
max_input_length=1024
max_output_length=128
beam_size=3
passages4gen=5
preKturns=2
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Abstract

Previous research on open-domain question
answering (QA) focuses mainly on short-
answered questions. However, information-
seeking QA often requires various formats
of answers depending on the nature of the
questions, e.g., why/how questions typically
require a long answer. In this paper, we
present MOQA1, a benchmark for open-
domain QA that requires building one sys-
tem that can provide short, medium, long,
and yes/no answers to different questions ac-
cordingly. MOQA builds upon Natural Ques-
tions (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) with multi-
ple types of questions and additional crowd-
sourcing efforts to ensure high data quality. We
adapt state-of-the-art models, and reveal unique
findings in multi-type open-domain QA: (1) For
retriever-reader models, training one retriever
on all types achieves the overall best perfor-
mance, but it is challenging to train one reader
model to output answers of different formats,
or to train a question classifier to distinguish
between types; (2) An end-to-end closed-book
QA model trained on multiple types struggles
with the task across the board; (3) State-of-the-
art large language models such as the largest
GPT-3 models (Brown et al., 2020; Ouyang
et al., 2022) also lag behind open-book QA
models. Our benchmark and analysis call for
more effort to build versatile open-domain QA
models in the future.2

1 Introduction

Open-domain question answering (QA) leverages
a large knowledge source such as Wikipedia to an-
swer open-domain questions (Voorhees and Tice,
2000; Chen et al., 2017). Such a task mimics hu-
mans’ information-seeking process—finding rele-
vant documents and composing answers based on
them—and has potential to become a fundamental

1MoQA = Multi-type Open-domain Question Answering.
It is pronounced as mocha.

2https://github.com/princeton-nlp/MoQA

Short (answers ≤ 5 tokens)
Q: When did Taylor Swift release her first album?

A: October 24, 2006

Medium (answers > 5 tokens)
Q: What does the class on a sd card mean?

A: A minimum rate at which data can be 
written to the card

Long (answers in paragraphs)
Q: Why do we say god bless you when a person sneezes?

A: during the plague of AD 590, "Pope Gregory I ordered 
... that anyone sneezing be blessed immediately ("God 
bless you") ... it became customary ...

Yes/no (answers in yes/no)
Q: Is there a prison break season 5 episode 10?

A: No

Figure 1: Examples of question-answer pairs. MOQA
is designed to build one single open-domain QA system
to answer various types of questions.

component of next generation chatbots and search
engines. An ideal open-domain QA system should
be able to answer all types of questions human
may ask, and provide answers in proper formats
depending on the nature of questions.

However, for the ease of evaluation, most exist-
ing research on open-domain QA focuses on ques-
tions with short answers (Karpukhin et al., 2020;
Lee et al., 2021; Izacard and Grave, 2020), originat-
ing from earlier work by Lee et al. (2019)3. This
trend leaves a large portion of the open-domain QA
task unattended: for example, Why questions often
require sentence-level answers as you cannot ex-
plain “why is the sky blue” in a few words; yes-no
questions like “is there a Prison Break 5 episode
10?” are also prevalent but largely neglected.

There has been recent efforts to study other
forms of answers in open-domain QA (Fan et al.,
2019; Stelmakh et al., 2022). In particular,
GooAQ (Khashabi et al., 2021) is a benchmark con-
sisting of different types of questions mined from
Google autocomplete system and Google’s answers
boxes without human annotation. Nonetheless, all

3Lee et al. (2019) only considered answers ≤ 5 tokens in
Natural Questions and exact match as the metric. This setting
has been adopted by numerous follow-up work.
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of these works consider each type of questions sep-
arately. The closest work to ours is KILT (Petroni
et al., 2021), which also considers different types
of open-domain questions and builds one system
to answer them. However, KILT is a collection of
different tasks such as QA, fact checking, entity
linking, etc., each with its own unique collection
pipeline, which can introduce superficial cues that
help the model determine the format of the answer.

Building one system for different types of ques-
tions has been studied in the reading comprehen-
sion setting (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019; Khashabi
et al., 2020), where the supporting evidence is given
as input. On the other hand, open-domain QA re-
quires retrieving the evidence from a large text
corpus or recalling specific facts from a model’s
parametric knowledge, both of which poses signifi-
cantly different challenges.

Different from previous work, we bring different
types of questions drawn from the same distribution
together, and aim to build a single open-domain
system (either open-book or closed-book QA) that
can handle various types of questions with fine-
grained annotations, based on a single knowledge
source i.e., English Wikipedia. We further discuss
the differences with past works in Section 6.

In this paper, we propose MOQA, a benchmark
that requires an open-domain QA system to an-
swer multiple types of questions (Figure 1). We
build our benchmark by extending Natural Ques-
tions (NQ) (Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) into the
open-domain setup, aligning each answer to a fixed-
length Wikipedia passage, while keeping questions
of four types: short, medium, long, and yes/no. We
also use additional human annotations on the test
set to filter out ill-defined long-answer questions,
ensuring the high quality of MOQA evaluation.

We conduct a comprehensive set of experi-
ments on MOQA with state-of-the-art QA mod-
els (Karpukhin et al., 2020; Izacard and Grave,
2021; Roberts et al., 2020; Brown et al., 2020;
Ouyang et al., 2022), and reveal multiple interest-
ing findings:
• Retrieving text passages for different types of
questions exhibits a similar difficulty, and simply
training a dense retriever (Karpukhin et al., 2020)
on all types achieves overall best performance.

• However, building a single reader remains chal-
lenging. Joint training of a reader model on all
types performs poorly, and it is also difficult to
train a classifier to identify question types before

Type Train Dev Test Description
(avg. ans. length)

Short 79,168 8,757 3,610 ≤ 5 tokens (3.3)

Medium 16,668 1,853 565 > 5 tokens (15.5)

Long 19,649 2,169 201 Long answers (102.9)

Yes/No 3,154 351 99 YES/NO (1.0)

Total 118,639 13,130 4,475 -

Table 1: Dataset statistics of MOQA. Avg. ans. length
is the average number of words in the answers.

applying individual reader models of each type.

• Finally, closed-book QA models trained on all
questions as well as few-shot large language mod-
els (LLMs) without explicit retrieval significantly
lag behind their open-book counterparts.
Our findings suggest building such a versatile open-
domain system still has a series of unsolved chal-
lenges and call for more effort in the direction.

2 The MOQA Benchmark

In open-domain QA, models are given a set of K
passages D = {d1, . . . , dK} for a question q. In
MOQA, the correct answer a to the question q
could be a span ranging from a couple words to
a paragraph, , YES, or NO. Unlike existing open-
domain benchmarks that assume an answer span
to be short (usually ≤ 5 tokens), MOQA does not
assume a length limit and requires models to output
different formats of answers considering the nature
of each question.

2.1 Dataset Collection

We first build our dataset by adapting the Natu-
ral Questions (NQ) dataset (Kwiatkowski et al.,
2019) into the open-domain setting while keeping
all types of questions presented below4. We use the
2018-12-20 Wikipedia snapshot as the knowledge
source and slice it to 100-word passages follow-
ing Karpukhin et al. (2020). We then align each
question-answer pair to a supporting passage and
slightly modify the gold answers so that they could
be found in the passage. Table 1 shows statistics
of our dataset, and about 33% of the dataset is not
short-answer questions. For more details of the
dataset, and preprocessing steps, see §A and §C.
Short. The short-answer questions are defined
as those having at least one short answer up to 5
tokens. It is exactly the same as Lee et al. (2019),

4We do not include unanswerable questions in the original
NQ dataset, since many of them become answerable in the
open-domain setting.
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followed by most open-domain QA research. We
keep our short-type questions consistent with the
train/dev/test sets from Min et al. (2019).

Medium. The medium-answer questions can still
be answered by span of text but contain more than
5 tokens. Most of them are noun or verb phrases
or text around the length of one to two sentences,
other than proper nouns, dates or numbers. For
example, the question “what does the class on a sd
card mean?” can be answered by “a minimum rate
at which data can be written to the card”, which
cannot be reduced to just a couple words.

Long. The long-answer questions have
paragraph-level answers and cannot be answered
by a short string. We focus on long-answers that
originates from paragraph as these questions tend
to be inherently complex and therefore require
long natural language explanations, and filter out
those originating from tables and lists.

Yes/No. The yes/no-type questions can only be
answered by either YES or NO. The original NQ
annotations consider them as short-type questions,
but we separate them since yes/no-type questions
often require a different reasoning ability (Clark
et al., 2019) and model design.

2.2 Mechanical Turk for Data Filtering

From preliminary qualitative analysis, we found
that the original NQ long-answer annotations are
noisy (many questions are marked as ‘long answer’
even though they can be answered by a few words),
we carry out a manual filtering for the long-answer
questions in the test set to ensure that these ques-
tions truly require long explanations to answer. To
this end, we use Mechanical Turk (MTurk) for fur-
ther data filtering, where each question is anno-
tated by at least five MTurk workers. Each worker
is shown both the question and the original long
answers, and decides if the question can only be
answered by the long answer, and if not, what is
the shortest answer.

The Fleiss kappa between the human annotators
is 0.143 when judging if a question requires short
or long answer. The low agreement suggests that
the length of the answer could be subjective for
some questions — the annotator’s familiarity with
the subject may be a factor. Thus, we filter out
any question that is marked as short by at least one
worker. This provides a high guarantee that all hu-
man annotators agree that our long-type questions
truly require long-form answers.

2.3 Evaluation

We use the original NQ development set as the
test set and split the original NQ training sets into
training and development sets with a 9 : 1 ratio.

For retrieval, we report A@k (accuracy at top-
k passages) and MRR@k (mean reciprocal rank).
We consider a passage to be correct if it contains
the long answer of the question. For answer predic-
tion, we report exact match (EM) and F1 for short
and medium answers, EM and ROUGE-L for long
answer, and accuracy for yes/no answers. We also
report the macro-averaged EM as the overall result.

Furthermore, we report the BERTScore (Zhang
et al., 2019) for short, medium, and long-type an-
swers in Table 8, and found that these metrics corre-
late with the F1 score and the ROUGE-L score. We
also conduct human evaluation for selected models
to study the difficulty of our dataset in Section 5.
For more details about the metric, please refer to
Appendix D.

3 Adapting QA models for MoQA

We establish multiple baselines for MOQA, by
adapting state-of-the-art open-domain QA systems,
including both supervised open-book QA mod-
els (Chen et al., 2017; Lee et al., 2019), supervised
closed-book QA models (Roberts et al., 2020), and
LLMs (Brown et al., 2020; Ouyang et al., 2022).

3.1 Open-book QA Models

Open-book QA models first retrieve supporting
passages from a large corpus such as Wikipedia,
and then apply a more expensive reader to predict
answers using the passages. We carefully consider
both components in MOQA by training both the
retriever and the reader on different portions of the
dataset and examine their trade-offs.

Retrievers. Retrievers return the most relevant
passages from a large text corpus for a given query.
We investigate the trade-offs of training one re-
triever on all questions together versus training a
separate retriever for each question types.

We use DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020) for the
retriever component. (1) For the jointly trained
model, we include all questions, and use all anno-
tated gold passages as positive passages and pas-
sages retrieved by BM25 that are not the gold pas-
sages as hard negatives. The resulting model is
DPRall. (2) We also add a reference baseline, DPR†,
which assumes we know the question type, and we
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train a DPR model on only the corresponding type
of questions. See §E for more details and baselines.

Readers. Readers leverages attention across both
the query and the retrieved passages to predict an
answer. Similar to retriever, we are interested in the
trade-offs between training a single reader model
for all question types versus training separate read-
ers for each question type.

Furthermore, we use two common types of
readers: (1) An extractive reader based on
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019), which predicts the
rank of a passage and the start and the end posi-
tions of the answer span given the concatenation
of the question and the retrieved passage5. (2) the
generative reader model Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD;
Izacard and Grave, 2021) based on T5-base (Raffel
et al., 2019), which achieves the state-of-the-art
performance on short-form answers since it is able
to attend to multiple passages during decoding. We
then analyze the performance of readers with dif-
ferent architectures on different types of questions.

For each reader model, we consider training
them on all questions combined, as well as train-
ing them on each individual question type (there
will be four readers in this case). For the latter,
we need to train an extra question classifier in the
pipeline to decide which individual reader to be
applied. The question classifier is implemented by
feeding the question into a RoBERTa model (Liu
et al., 2019) and training a classifier on top of the
[CLS] token (see §G for details).

3.2 Closed-book QA Models

Unlike open-book QA models, closed-book QA
models entirely rely on their parameters to gener-
ate the answers. We consider both fine-tuning ap-
proach and few-shot in-context learning approach.
Furthermore, we examine how the more powerful
LLMs behave under the settings where the question
type is either given or not given.

We follow Roberts et al. (2020) and fine-tune
a T5-large model (Raffel et al., 2019) on all the
questions in the training set, since the fine-tuned
T5 model achieve impressive results on short-form
QA and closed the gap to open-book models. See
Appendix H for training details.

We evaluate the largest GPT-3 models: davinci
(Brown et al., 2020) and text-davinci-003
(Ouyang et al., 2022), due to their abilities to re-

5To support yes/no answers, we prepend every passage
with two special tokens: [YES] and [NO].

Retriever #Train A@1 A@5 A@20 MRR@20

Short

DPRall 89k 36.0 62.8 77.0 47.6
DPR†

short 56k 33.6 59.7 75.1 45.0

Medium

DPRall 89k 41.4 69.5 83.3 53.7
DPR†

medium 11k 45.8 71.9 86.7 57.9

Long

DPRall 89k 37.8 64.7 80.6 49.2
DPR†

long 20k 34.8 65.2 78.1 47.4

Yes/No

DPRall 89k 37.0 64.4 79.5 49.7
DPR†

yes/no 2k 35.6 57.5 72.6 45.9

Table 2: Passage retrieval results on the MOQA test
set (A@k: top-k retrieval accuracy; MRR@k: mean
reciprocal rank at k).

call factual knowledge and performance on open-
domain QA benchmarks. For each LLM, we use
in-context learning with eight-shot ICL consisting
of two demonstrations from each question type. We
randomly sample one question from each type to
construct sets of four demonstration, and balance
the answer labels for yes/no-type questions. We
also consider an oracle setting where the question
type is given, and we only include two demonstra-
tions from that question type for comparison.

Additionally, we use GENREAD (Yu et al., 2023)
and prompt InstructGPT to first generate a sup-
porting passage before outputting the final answer.
Previous works showed that generating a support-
ing evidence improves the LLM’s performance on
short-form QA, and we investigate the method’s
robustness to different question types. For details
on the prompting and examples, see Appendix H.2.

4 Results

Retriever: different types of questions have sim-
ilar difficulty. We first demonstrate the retrieval
results in Table 2. We can see that overall using all
question type training data outperforms using the
corresponding training data for each type, and the
performance across different types does not differ
much. We assume this comes from the nature of
retrieval – because retrieval is mostly about topic,
answer types do not matter much and training data
can generalize to all types of questions.
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Retriever Reader Short Medium Long Yes/No Avg.
EM F1 EM F1 EM ROUGE-L BScore Acc.

Oracle Question Types

DPRall
RoBERTa†* 45.1 53.3 25.1 47.3 23.9 49.8 71.7 59.6 38.4
FiD†

* 47.6 55.7 25.3 50.7 18.4 48.3 71.0 63.6 38.7
None davinci†* 20.6 30.1 0.8 21.1 0.0 20.2 51.9 54.2 18.9
None text-davinci-003†* 20.8 35.9 0.5 26.3 0.0 24.2 59.1 60.3 20.4
GENREAD text-davinci-003†* 31.6 46.9 2.8 29.7 0.0 23.3 59.0 67.3 25.4

Open-book QA Models

DPRall

RoBERTaall 43.8 52.1 18.6 40.5 9.0 31.7 59.1 54.6 31.5
Cls. + RoBERTa∗ × 4 43.4 51.7 8.5 29.4 6.0 21.3 52.4 57.6 28.9
FiDall 46.5 54.8 15.0 36.0 0.0 9.5 44.3 69.7 32.8
Cls. + FiD∗ × 4 46.1 54.5 6.9 29.3 4.5 21.8 52.2 61.6 29.8

Closed-book QA Models

None T5-largeall 16.4 23.0 6.0 19.2 1.5 12.7 46.5 59.6 20.9
None davinciall 17.7 27.1 0.5 17.9 0.0 16.3 51.4 29.0 11.8
None text-davinci-003all 10.9 25.7 0.3 23.6 0.0 20.5 57.5 14.8 6.5
GENREAD text-davinci-003all 28.5 43.8 4.1 31.1 0.0 14.8 51.6 67.0 24.9

Table 3: QA results on the MOQA test set. BScore: BERTScore (Zhang et al., 2019). †: An oracle that assumes that
the question type is known and uses a reader trained only on each individual type. Cls.: a question classifier is used,
and there are four readers trained independently, either for RoBERTa or FiD. Otherwise, all questions are jointly
trained. T5-largeall: a closed-book QA model trained on all questions. davinciall and text-davinci-003all are
prompted with two demonstrations from each question type, and averaged across 3 randomly seeded runs. Avg.
takes the macro-averaged EM of the four types.
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Figure 2: Normalized confusion matrix for question
type predictions. For each ground truth type (row), we
show the normalized prediction ratios over all types.

Reader: challenging to train one versatile
reader that handles all questions. Table 3
shows the main QA results. Different from the
retrieval component, we see that a single reader
trained on all types of questions shows very imbal-
anced performance on different subsets. The sin-
gle reader also significantly lags behind the oracle
(marked by †) that assumes knowing the question
type and applies corresponding readers. Between

the extractive RoBERTa and the generative FiD,
we find that FiD performs better on short-answer
and yes/no questions but RoBERTa is better on
medium and long-answer questions, even though
in previous work FiD always prevails.

Though the oracle model is much better than the
single reader, we see that training question classi-
fier and 4 readers underperforms training jointly.
This comes down to the difficulty to train the ques-
tion classifier – Figure 2 shows the confusion ma-
trix for question type prediction. It is noticeable
that medium and long-answer questions are the
most difficult to predict. For example, it is not triv-
ial to understand that the question “who is covered
under payment of gratuity act 1972” requires a long
answer. Improving the classifier will be a straight-
forward to advance MOQA performance, as the
current systems still have a huge gap to the corre-
sponding type oracles. Please refer to Appendix J
for qualitative examples.

Closed-book QA models significantly lag behind.
Though competitive on short-answer questions as
shown in previous work, closed-book QA models
perform poorly on other types, especially on long-
answer questions. Both the trained T5-large model
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as well as the LLMs lag behind open-book QA
models. Our result suggests that it is still challeng-
ing to solve MOQA relying purely on parameters.

One possible explanation is the fact that more
complex questions and extensive explanations re-
quire more memorization than short-form answers
from the closed-book QA models, so it is harder to
rely on knowledge stored in the model’s parameters
for this task. Furthermore, these explanations are
less likely to appear in the pre-training corpus than
popular entities such as people’s names, famous
places, and significant dates. Even for models such
as GPT-3 that has been trained on an extremely
large corpus, these answers still appear to be harder
to recall than shorter answers.

Generating supporting passages improves per-
formance. By first generating a supporting pas-
sage, InstructGPT can improve its performance on
all question types except for long questions. Our
findings are consistent with previous works that
LLM can improve downstream performance with
intermediate generation steps (Yu et al., 2023; Wei
et al., 2022; Kojima et al., 2022). From qualitative
analysis, we found that the vanilla prompting strat-
egy results in text-davinci-003 generating long
and excessive answers, hence the low performance
on short and medium-type questions. The addi-
tional generation step allows the model to output
more concise and refined answers.

However, text-davinci-003 performs worse
with GENREAD as its outputs becomes shorter for
long-type questions. We will further analyze this
behavior in Section 5.

5 Human Evaluation

5.1 Annotation Process

To further analyze the difficulty of MOQAand gain
insights into how and why current models fail, we
randomly sample and annotate 25 outputs from
each question type on the test set for selected mod-
els: We assign two scores to each output: a correct-
ness score and a sufficiency score, and show the
results in Figure 3.

Correctness score. We first score the output on
the factuality and relevance of the output: correct
means the output is factually correct with respect
to the question; relevant means the output is rele-
vant to the query but not factually correct; wrong
means the output is factually incorrect and irrele-
vant to the query.
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Figure 3: Human evaluation results of 25 randomly sam-
pled questions from the test set on select models. We
plot correctness scores and sufficiency scores. Correct-
ness score rates the output on its factually correctness
and if it answers the question. Sufficiency score reflects
if the output contains the appropriate amount of infor-
mation required by the question.

Sufficiency score. We then determine if the out-
put provides the appropriate amount of context:
lacking means the output lacks the amount of ex-
planation and context expected for the query; good
means the output contains the perfect amount of
explanation; extra means the output supply exces-
sive explanation.

For more details on the human evaluation and
examples of the annotations, please see §I.

5.2 Analysis
Extractive reader can adapt to short, long,
and yes/no type questions. Outputs from the
RoBERTa model are often both correct and contain
the right amount of information. We also noticed
that the model will always return either YES or NO
for yes/no type questions, which supports our find-
ing that boolean questions are relatively easy to
identify. Since the outputs are always a span from
the top 24 retrieved passages, they are almost al-
ways relevant to the query.
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Q: Where does the expression go commando come from?
A: The origins of the phrase “go commando" are uncertain,
with some speculating that it may refer to being “out in the
open" or “ready for action". “Slate" magazineś Daniel Engber
dates the modern usage to United States college campuses
circa 1974, where it was perhaps associated with soldiers in
the Vietnam War, who were reputed to go without underwear
to “increase ventilation and reduce moisture". However, more
recently, Graeme Donald has pointed out that the US forces
are “Rangers" rather than “Commandos"

DPRall+ FiDall: unknown

GPT-3: The term commando is derived from the Spanish
word comando, meaning a “detachment" or “body of troops".
In English, “commando" was originally a term for a type of
soldier, but in the United States military it has come to mean
a member of certain special forces units.

GENREAD+ InstructGPT: The phrase “go commando" is
believed to have originated in the British military during World
War II.

Table 4: Prediction samples on a long-type question
from the test set. While DPRall + RoBERTaall outputs
the ground truth answer, other models’ outputs lack the
expected historical context.

Generative models tend to generate shorter re-
sponses. Consider the examples shown in Table
4, where the question is inherently complex as it
is asking about the historical origin of the phrase
“go commando”. In this example, the RoBERTa
reader outputs the ground truth answer, while the
other models fail in various ways. DPRall + FiDall
simply generates “unknown”, which is irrelevant to
the question and does not answer it at all. davinci
elaborates on the word “commando” but does not
consider the phrase “go commando". GENREAD+
text-davinci-003 only offers one explanation,
while the complexity of the query necessitates more
context given its historical background.

All models typically output relevant informa-
tion. Even when the model does not output the
correct answer, they often return relevant informa-
tion. For instance, for the question “who plays the
woodsman in Over the Garden Wall”, the correct
answer is “Christopher Lloyd”. davinci returned
“Tom Kenny”, who is a voice actor involved in many
animated series similar to Over the Garden Wall.

Furthermore, one of the main challenges of long-
type questions is the complexity of the query. Gen-
erative models output incorrect answers more often
on long-type questions, which suggests that com-
posing an answer with detailed explanations and
historical contexts means more room for the model
to make mistakes.
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Figure 4: The distribution of ∆li over the test
set for DPRall+RoBERTaall, DPRall+FiDall, GPT-3all,
InstrctuGPTall, and GENREAD+ InstructGPTall. We
omit yes/no-type questions since every model almost
always return either YES or NO.

All models struggle with the boundaries of
medium-type questions. All model sometimes
output insufficient or excessive explanations for
medium-type questions, which suggests that the
boundary between medium-type questions and the
other question types are not quite clear. Indeed, this
can be the case since medium-type answers may
contain characteristics of both short and long-type
answers. For example, the answer “Harry Potter
and the Deathly Hallows” is more than 5 tokens
long, but it is also a proper noun typically found
in short-type answers. On the other hand, some
answers such as “a transformative change of heart;
especially: a spiritual conversion” is more descrip-
tive and similar to long-type questions.

5.3 Output Length Distributions

To illustrate the issue of providing insufficient and
excessive information, we show the difference be-
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tween the length of the output generation and the
length of the ground truth answer in Figure 4.

Specifically, let Ai = {a1, a2, . . . , an} be the
set of n possible answers to the question qi and
len(s) be the function that returns the number of
tokens in the string s after whitespace tokenization.
We define the difference in length ∆li between
output oi with Ai:

∆li = (lo − Lmin)1lo<Lmin + (lo − Lmax)1lo>Lmax

where lo = len(oi), Lmax and Lmin are the maxi-
mum and minimum of the answers Ai, respectively.

Extractive model is better at identifying the
question type. Even though the RoBERTa model
often returns outputs shorter than the ground truth
of long-type question, its ∆li distribution is cen-
tered around 0 for all question types. In con-
trast, all generative models’ outputs often lack ex-
planation for long-type questions. Interestingly,
GENREAD causes text-davinci-003 to generate
shorter outputs on average as the density of the ∆li
distribution shifts left. One possible explanation
for this is that text-davinci-003 treats the final
output as a summary of the generated passage. As
a result, it ends up generating sequences shorter
than the passage.

6 Related Work

Long-form QA. ELI5 (Fan et al., 2019) mines
questions and answers from the subreddit Explain
Like I’m Five6, the answers are abstractive and are
not grounded in a knowledge source. Similar to our
work, ASQA (Stelmakh et al., 2022) also consid-
ers long-form answers in open-domain QA and its
questions originates from NQ (Kwiatkowski et al.,
2019). However, it only focuses on the questions
that have long answers due to ambiguity. GooAQ
(Khashabi et al., 2021) propose a dataset consisted
of different question types, but these questions are
mined from Google’s answer boxes and therefore
noisy. Furthermore, ELI5, ASQA, and GooAQ all
study each question type independent of each other.

Extension of Natural Questions. Recent works
leverage the original NQ beyond those with only
short answers. For example, AquaMUSE (Kulka-
rni et al., 2020) use the long answer only questions
from the original NQ for the task of query-based
multi-document summarization. They consider NQ

6https://www.reddit.com/r/explainlikeimfive/

questions that only have long answers as these
question “result in open-ended and complex topic
answers". BoolQ (Clark et al., 2019) focuses on
boolean questions that can be answered by true or
false, and expands on the yes/no questions from the
original NQ by collecting additional questions us-
ing the same pipeline. The authors found the task
challenging and require robust reasoning ability.
The unanswerable questions in NQ were explored
by Asai and Choi (2020), but such questions are
difficult to study in the open-domain setting and
require extensive manually annotations. In contrast
to these works, we study draw a diverse set of ques-
tions with different answers from the same query
distribution and study these types together.

Multi-type Question Answering UnifiedQA
(Khashabi et al., 2020) builds a single QA system
to answer different types of questions. However,
their setting is limited to the closed-domain setup,
and only analyzes fine-tuned generative models.

LLMs achieves impressive performance on many
knowledge-intensive tasks due to the knowledge
packed in its parameters (Brown et al., 2020). They
do not require any additional fine-tuning and only
rely on in-context examples to adapt to different
tasks. A recent line of work proposes to further
improve LLMs capabilities by prompting them to
generate a series of intermediate reasoning steps
(Wei et al., 2022). GENREAD (Yu et al., 2023) ap-
plies a similar idea to open-domain QA, where the
LLM first generates a supporting passage instead
of relying on external retriever models, and then
output the answer.

7 Conclusion

We propose MOQA, an open-domain QA bench-
mark with multi-type questions, and evaluate a
range of baseline models. Our findings suggest
that the main difficulty lies in the reader’s task, and
building a versatile reader or an accurate classi-
fier is challenging. Competitive closed-book QA
models also degrade on the new benchmark. Im-
proving the classifier or mining more data to build a
generalizable reader might be promising directions
towards truly all-round systems.
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Limitations

Though our ultimate goal is to build a versatile QA
system that can handle all types of questions, our
benchmark mainly focuses on extractive questions –
those can be explicitly answered by copying from a
document in the knowledge source. We start from
extractive QA because they cover a wide range of
real-world questions and are easier to be automati-
cally evaluated.

Although we addressed the issue of long-form
QA evaluation with human evaluation and a range
of automatic evaluation metrics, there is still much
room for improvements in terms of evaluation of
long-form text — human evaluation can be expen-
sive and non-reproducible while current automatic
metrics are not without faults. We encourage fu-
ture work exploring various evaluation strategies
of long-form QA.

Furthermore, all questions are in English and
possibly collected from English-speaking users.
We also use the English Wikipedia as our knowl-
edge source. Thus, our models and dataset may
under-represent the non-English speakers.

Ethical Statement

Training language models can use significant
amount of energy as the process is very compu-
tationally expensive, this can come at an environ-
mental cost. In our work, we attempt to mini-
mize this effects by using pre-trained models like
RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) and only doing the
necessary fine-tuning to minimize the computation
cost. Furthermore, to promote reproducible and
accessible academic research, we will publicly re-
lease all of our dataset and code. Natural language
datasets can contain biases like gender and racial
stereotypes. Although this issue is not as promi-
nent in QA datasets compared to large copra used
for pre-training language models, we encourage
the community to build robust QA models that are
more resistant to these biases.
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A Dataset Statistics

We show detailed statistics about the
MOQA dataset in Table 5. We also show
the majority label for our yes/no questions in Table
6.

B Mechanical Turk

The annotation results of our MTurk campaign on
the test set long-type questions is shown in Table 7.

C Pre-processing Steps

C.1 Original Natural Questions

Natural Question is a question answering dataset
collected from the Google search engine. Real
Google queries are first inputted into the Google
search engine to obtain the top ranked Wikipedia
page. Then, both the question and the Wikipedia
article are given to annotators. The annotators first
decide if a question is of good quality, in which
case the annotator will attempt to find an answer
to the question within the Wikipedia page. The
annotators may not find a valid answer or select an
HTML bounding box–typically a natural paragraph
or a table–as the long answer. If a long answer is
selected, then the annotator can choose to select
a substring as the short answer or annotate the an-
swer as simply "YES" or "NO". For more details
about the original Natural Questions dataset, we
refer readers to Kwiatkowski et al. (2019). If the
annotator does not find an answer or deem the ques-
tion of bad quality, then the annotator would denote
the answer as "NULL".

We first obtain all the questions that are found
in NQ-Open (Lee et al., 2019) and denote them as
short-type questions. Specifically, these questions
are all the questions that have at least one annotated
answer that is 5 words or shorter.

For all other questions, we first filter out all
questions where the top Wikipedia page title con-
tains "(disambiguation)", "(disambiguation page)",
"(List of .+)", "(Index of .+)", or "(Outline of .+)".
Then, we use the Python library BeautifulSoup7 to
clean the HTML tags and obtain the text of each
long answer(s) and short answer(s) associated with
the question (if they exist).

We denote all questions with at least one short
answer as medium-type questions. We denote all re-
maining questions with at least one YES/NO answers

7https://www.crummy.com/software/
BeautifulSoup/bs4/doc/

as yes/no-type questions. We denote all remaining
questions with at least one long answer as long-type
questions except for those questions where the long
answer is originally from the HTML boxes "<ta-
ble>", "<td>", "<tr>", or "<ol>" or if the length is
shorter than 10 tokens. We do this because answers
from tables and lists are often low quality after be-
ing converted to paragraph-like texts, when their
structure is lost, or too short to fit the criteria of a
long answer, and we discard these questions. We
do not use any questions that were not annotated
with a long answer.

Finally, we use the original development set as
our test set, as the original test is hidden. Following
the original Natural Questions, we filter out any
questions in the test set that do not have at least 2
non-NULL annotations.

C.2 Long Answers

Since Natural Questions were collected at different
timestamps, each Wikipedia page and therefore the
long answers and short answers are from different
times. This typically don’t affect the short answers,
because short spans of text can be easily found in
different snapshots of Wikipedia.

However, long answers can be affected by minor
grammar changes and the exact paragraph often
cannot be found in different versions of Wikipedia.
This poses a challenge for extractive models be-
cause some long answers might be unanswerable
purely due to the difference in Wikipedia snap-
shots. Therefore, we replace every long answer
with the corresponding string from the December
20, 2018, dump of Wikipedia, which is a popular
version of Wikipedia dump used by many retrievers
(Karpukhin et al., 2020, Lee et al., 2021). Specif-
ically, we use the version where paragraphs are
split into 100 token passages from Karpukhin et al.
(2020) to minimize the variance in passage length.

To do this, we follow the matching strategy from
KILT (Petroni et al., 2021). For every long answer,
we first find the same Wikipedia article in our snap-
shot using the page title. Then, for each passage in
the page, we find the span with the highest BLEU
score to the long answer. We denote the passage
containing the span with the highest BLEU as the
gold passage, and the span as the long answer.

For long-type questions, we do an additional
filtering where the best span must have a BLEU
score of at least 0.5 to ensure that the matching
long answer does not deviate significantly from the
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Type # Examples % of Total
Avg. Question Avg. Answer Min Answer Max Answer Matched

Length Length Length Length Long Answer

Train Set

Short 79168 66.73 9.1 2.2 1 66 56346
Medium 16668 14.05 9.0 11.2 1 215 10891
Long 19649 16.56 9.1 76.5 4 100 19649
Yes/No 3154 2.66 9.1 1.0 1 1 2192
Total 118639 100 9.1 13.8 1 215 89078

Development Set

Short 8757 66.69 9.0 2.2 1 37 6228
Medium 1853 14.11 9.1 11.2 2 140 1196
Long 2169 16.52 9.1 76.8 7 100 2169
Yes/No 351 2.67 8.9 1.0 1 1 234
Total 13130 100 9.0 13.8 1 140 9827

Test Set

Short 3610 80.67 9.1 3.2 1 48 2645
Medium 565 12.63 9.0 13.0 1 62 406
Long 201 4.49 9.0 83.0 9 100 201
Yes/No 99 2.21 9.2 1.0 1 1 73
Total 4475 100 9.1 9.1 1 100 3325

Table 5: Comprehensive statistics of the MOQA dataset. Text length is calculated using whitespace tokenization.
"Has Length" is the number of examples where a matching long answer was found in the 2018-12-20 Wikipedia
snapshot. Recall that every example were originally annotated with at least one long answer, and the long answer
matching process is descried in C.

Dataset %Yes

Train 61.41
Dev 62.11
Test 69.70

Table 6: Percentage of YES in yes/no questions.

Annotation Count

Long 201
Not Long 145

Total 346

Table 7: Resulting annotation of our Mechanical Turk
(MTurk) campaign.

original long answer, and we discard any long-type
questions where we fail to find such span.

For yes/no-type questions, we only add the gold
passage and matching long answer annotation if the
best span’s BLEU score is 0.5, but we do not dis-
card the questions where no matching long answer
is found.

For short-type and medium-type question, we
restrict the gold passage selection to only the pas-
sages where the short or medium answer is found as
an exact substring, but use no BLEU score thresh-
old when matching the long answer, because if the

short or medium answer is found within the same
Wikipedia page, then the long answer is likely to
be found in one of the paragraphs. We also do
not discard the questions where no matching long
answer is found.

Therefore, every long-type question is guaran-
teed to have at least one matching long answer,
while the other types are not guaranteed to have
any matching long answer.

C.3 Unanswerable Questions
Although the original Natural Questions dataset
(Kwiatkowski et al., 2019) includes questions that
were not annotated with any answers, we chose
not to include them in MOQA. This is because the
nature of the dataset collection process does not
guarantee the question to be unanswerable or truly
have NULL as an answer.

Specifically, annotators are only shown the top
Wikipedia result returned by the used search en-
gine and they can only choose an extractive answer
based on that Wikipedia article. However, it is
not always true that the gold answer in the in top
Wikipedia page returned by the search engine: they
can exist in other pages.

Therefore, even though unanswerable questions
are important to study (Rajpurkar et al., 2018), the
questions not annotated with any answers in the
original Natural Question cannot be taken as true
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Retriever Reader Short Medium Long

DPRall
RoBERTa†* 78.8 72.4 71.7
FiD†

* 80.3 74.5 71.0
None GPT-3† 67.9(1.8) 60.2(0.2) 51.9(1.7)
None Codex † 74.3(1.9) 62.6(0.9) 54.5(2.9)
None InstructGPT† 68.0(0.3) 63.7(0.2) 59.1(0.2)
GENREAD InstructGPT† 75.9(0.3) 65.2(0.6) 59.0(0.4)

DPRall

RoBERTaall 77.9 67.2 59.1
Cls. + RoBERTa∗ × 4 77.7 61.5 52.4
FiDall 80.0 65.0 44.3
Cls. + FiD∗ × 4 79.4 61.5 52.2

None T5-largeall 64.9 56.4 46.5
None GPT-3 63.2(2.8) 56.4(1.3) 51.4(1.3)
None Codex 67.4(3.9) 58.7(1.5) 54.6(0.8)
None InstructGPT 60.5(1.4) 61.5(0.8) 57.5(0.4)
GENREAD InstructGPT 73.1(0.7) 65.6(0.3) 51.6(0.4)

Table 8: BERTScore(Zhang et al., 2019) results on the MOQA test set. For the LLMs, we show the mean and the
standard deviation in parentheses across three randomly seeded runs. †: An oracle that assumes that the question
type is known and uses a reader trained only on each individual type. Cls.: a question classifier is used, and there
are four readers trained independently, either for RoBERTa or FiD. Otherwise, all questions are jointly trained.
T5-largeall: a closed-book QA model trained on all questions. GPT-3(Brown et al., 2020): davinci model with
two-shot ICL. InstructGPT(Ouyang et al., 2022): text-davinci-003 model with two-shot ICL. Codex(Chen et al.,
2021): code-davinci-002 model with two-shot ICL.

unanswerable questions without significantly more
annotations.

D Evaluation

For retrieval, we regard a retrieved passage is cor-
rect if the passage contains the matching long an-
swer of the question (we exclude the questions
without matching long answers in retrieval evalu-
ation). We report accuracy@k that checks if the
top k retrieved passages contains a correct passage.
We also report mean reciprocal rank (MRR)@k,
which averages the reciprocal rank of the top cor-
rect passage.

For the final answer, we report the exact match
(EM) and the F1 score for short-type and medium-
type questions, EM and ROUGE-L for long an-
swers, and accuracy for yes/no-type questions. Al-
though EM is often the primary metric used in open-
domain QA research, we believe that the F1 and
ROUGE-L scores are more suitable for medium
and long answers following past work on long-
form QA (Fan et al., 2019; Stelmakh et al., 2022;
Khashabi et al., 2021). We also report the macro-
averaged EM, which averages the EM scores across
the 4 question types.

Furthermore, we also report the
BERTScore(Zhang et al., 2019) on short,
medium, and long-type questions. BERTScore is
a model-based metrics that is better at capturing
semantic similarities between long-form texts than
traditional metrics. This is especially important for
the medium and long type questions, since there
are many possible ways of answering the question
without using the exact same words. We use the
authors’ implementation8 and the set-up with the
best human correlation score at the time of writing:
model is microsoft/deberta-xlarge-mnli9

and the layer is 4010. We found that the BERTScore
correlates with F1 scores and ROUGE-L scores on
short, medium, and long type answers. This sug-
gests that the best performing models RoBERTaall
and FiDall also output the most semantically
similar texts to the ground truth answers.

8https://github.com/Tiiiger/bert_score
9https://huggingface.co/microsoft/

deberta-xlarge-mnli
10hash is microsoft/deberta-xlarge-mnli_L40

_no-idf_version=0.3.12(hug_trans=4.23.0)
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E Retrieval

We use the code repo11 from Karpukhin et al.
(2020) for our DPR experiments. We also follow
all of their hyperparameter settings; specifically,
we use a learning rate of 2× 10−5, and a per GPU
batch size of 16 and a gradient accumulation of 2
on 4 80GB A100 GPUs to achieve a total batch
size of 128. We train for 40 epochs, except for
DPRyesno-gold and DPRyesno-DS where we train for
400 epochs due to its small train set. We then use
the model with the highest validation rank loss as
our final model.

Similar to the original DPR, we also explore how
the final retrieval model perform when using the
annotated gold passage and when using a distant-
supervision annotation approach that selects the
positive passage based on the answer alone. These
two strategies are particularly interesting to investi-
gate in Natural Questions because it’s unique from
other open-domain QA dataset such that all an-
swers are grounded in one gold passage.

In this section, we describe our two approaches
to training DPR, even though we only present DPR
trained using gold passages in the main results.

E.1 Distantly-Supervised DPR

In distant supervision, we first retrieve the top 100
passages from the corpus using an BM25 index. We
use the Pyserini12 implementation of BM25. The
input to the BM25 search is the question in each
example, and we use the default BM25 hyperpa-
rameters also used by DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020).
Specifically, the parameters we use are: b = 0.4
(document length normalization) and k1 = 0.9
(term frequency scaling). Then, for each question-
answer pair, we choose the positive passages by
checking if the answer exists within the retrieved
passage.

Another interesting aspect to consider is which
answer we use for selecting the positive passage.
Namely, we can use either short or long answers
for short questions, and medium or long answers
for medium questions. From preliminary experi-
ments, we found that using the long answers for
choosing the positive passages for short questions
performed better on the development set while us-
ing the medium answers for choosing the positive
passages for medium questions. This is likely due
to long answer filtering reduces the number of false

11https://github.com/facebookresearch/DPR
12https://github.com/castorini/pyserini

Retriever A@1 A@5 A@20 MRR@20

Short

DPRshort-DS 20k 35.5 58.4 73.1 45.6
DPRmedium-DS 8k 23.6 42.6 58.0 32.5
DPRlong-DS 8k 27.3 46.9 62.5 36.4
DPRyesno-DS 1k 16.7 31.4 43.6 23.4
DPRall-DS 36k 35.4 58.9 73.1 45.8

Medium

DPRshort-DS 20k 42.4 67.7 85.0 53.7
DPRmedium-DS 8k 38.7 64.5 75.6 49.5
DPRlong-DS 8k 37.9 66.0 79.1 50.2
DPRyesno-DS 1k 28.1 43.1 56.2 34.7
DPRall-DS 36k 44.3 69.7 83.5 55.7

Long

DPRshort-DS 20k 30.4 52.2 67.2 40.0
DPRmedium-DS 8k 26.9 45.3 57.2 35.1
DPRlong-DS 8k 34.8 59.2 70.7 45.6
DPRyesno-DS 1k 22.9 33.8 45.8 28.5
DPRall-DS 36k 33.8 55.7 71.6 43.8

Yes/No

DPRshort-DS 20k 31.5 54.8 71.2 43.1
DPRmedium-DS 8k 26.0 52.1 65.8 38.2
DPRlong-DS 8k 31.5 57.5 76.7 44.4
DPRyesno-DS 1k 27.4 52.1 65.8 37.8
DPRall-DS 36k 28.8 65.8 82.2 45.0

Table 9: Passage retrieval results on the MOQA test set
using distantly-supervised DPR models. We retrieve top
k passages from each model and evaluate them based
on the presence of the gold long answer in the passages.
We report top-k retrieval accuracy (A@k), and mean
reciprocal rank at k (MRR@k).

positives, and it is often likely to get the short an-
swer string in irrelevant passages, and even though
the training set size is reduced significantly, the
higher quality of data makes up for the smaller
dataset. However, using medium answers for filter-
ing already obtain high enough quality of positive
passages such that the harsher filtering with long an-
swers will cut down on the training set size enough
that it hurts retrieval performance.

When using long answer for filtering, we use
a fuzzy matching where the positive passages are
those that obtain a BLEU score of at least 0.5 with
the long answer. When using short/medium an-
swers for filtering, we check for exact match within
the passage. All passages that were filtered out are
used as hard negative passages.

For DPRall-DS, we use the strategy that worked
the best for each individual types. Specifically, we
use long answer filtering for short, long, and yes/no
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Retriever A@1 A@5 A@20 MRR@20

Short

DPRshort-gold 56k 33.6 59.7 75.1 45.0
DPRmedium-gold 11k 27.0 50.4 67.0 37.4
DPRlong-gold 20k 23.8 48.7 65.1 34.7
DPRyesno-gold 2k 17.7 34.4 48.5 25.2
DPRall-gold 89k 36.0 62.8 77.0 47.6

Medium

DPRshort-gold 56k 30.3 62.8 81.0 44.5
DPRmedium-gold 11k 45.8 71.9 86.7 57.9
DPRlong-gold 20k 32.3 64.5 81.0 46.1
DPRyesno-gold 2k 27.8 50.2 63.3 37.3
DPRall-gold 89k 41.4 69.5 83.3 53.7

Long

DPRshort-gold 56k 24.4 51.7 69.7 36.9
DPRmedium-gold 11k 28.9 52.2 65.7 39.0
DPRlong-gold 20k 34.8 65.2 78.1 47.4
DPRyesno-gold 2k 20.4 42.3 54.2 29.7
DPRall-gold 89k 37.8 64.7 80.6 49.2

Yes/No

DPRshort-gold 56k 24.7 43.8 75.3 35.2
DPRmedium-gold 11k 24.7 53.4 69.9 36.6
DPRlong-gold 20k 21.9 54.8 79.5 38.3
DPRyesno-gold 2k 35.6 57.5 72.6 45.9
DPRall-gold 89k 37.0 64.4 79.5 49.7

Table 10: Passage retrieval results on the MOQA test
set using gold passage supervised DPR models. We
retrieve top k passages from each model and evaluate
them based on the presence of the gold long answer in
the passages. We report top-k retrieval accuracy (A@k),
and mean reciprocal rank at k (MRR@k).

questions and medium answer filtering for medium
questions.

E.2 Gold Passage Supervised DPR

Our main results use the gold passage supervised
DPR. We follow the BM25 retrieval steps previ-
ously described, but we choose our positive pas-
sage differently. That is, we denote the gold pas-
sage as the positive passage for every question, and
we choose all other retrieved passages as the hard
negative passages, except for the gold passage if
it were retrieved. Our final model DPRall uses all
questions and their gold passages.

F Reader

F.1 Extractive Reader

For the reader model, we employ a similar archi-
tecture to the reader model from Karpukhin et al.
(2020). However, one additional change we make

is prepending every passage with two special to-
kens: [YES] and [NO]. This is a necessary addition
in order to always give the reader model the choice
of outputting YES/NO. We separate these two special
tokens from the rest of the passage with a separator
token </s>.

Before training the reader, we first run inference
on the retriever and obtain the top 100 passages
for each question. We train the reader model on 8
RTX-3090 GPU. We train RoBERTaall for 5 epochs,
RoBERTashort and RoBERTamedium for 10 epochs,
RoBERTalong for 20 epochs, RoBERTayesno for 40
epochs. We use a learning rate of 2× 10−5 and a
batch size of 32 questions with 24 passages each;
specifically, we use a batch size of 1 question with
24 passages per GPU and a gradient accumulation
of 4. However, we use a total batch size of 16
for RoBERTayesno due to its small training set by
reducing the gradient accumulation to 2.

We first did a hyperparameter sweep over batch
size = {16, 32} and learning rate = {1×10−5, 2×
10−5} for each question type, and select our final
model based on the development set performance.

For each question, we use 1 positive passage
and 23 negative passages. The positive passages
for short-type, medium-type, and long-type ques-
tions are passages that contain the gold answer, and
the negative passages are any passages that do not
contain the gold answer. We annotate the positive
passage with the starting and ending position of
all answers in the passage. The positive passages
for yes/no-type questions are the retrieved passages
with the highest F1 score with the long answer, and
all other passages can serve as negative passages.
In practice, we use the passages with the lowest F1
score with the long answer as negative passages.
We annotate these positive passages with the cor-
rect answer span as the special tokens [YES] or
[NO] accordingly to the answer.

For each question, we maximize the marginal
log-likelihood of all correct spans in the positive
passage combined with the log-likelihood of the
correct passage being selected. We refer reader to
Karpukhin et al. (2020) for more details.

During evaluation, we input the top 50 retrieved
passages and select the span with the highest com-
bined span score and passage rank score. We follow
the computation in Karpukhin et al. (2020). We
chose to include the top 50 passages by first sweep-
ing over the hyperparameter k = {10, 25, 50, 100},
and chose the best k on the development set.
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F.2 Fusion-in-Decoder

We follow (Izacard and Grave, 2021) and use their
code repo13 for training our FiD models, which
uses T5-base. We follow the hyperparameters de-
scribed in the original paper: the top 100 retrieved
passages and their title are included in the input
during training and evaluation, learning rate is
1 × 10−4, 10k total steps with 1k warm up steps,
and a batch size of 64. We train on 8 RTX-3090
GPUs and a gradient accumulation of 8. We evalu-
ate the model every 500 steps and chose the model
with the best development set performance for our
final model.

G Classifier

We train our classifier similar to sentence classifi-
cation tasks. Specifically, we use the pre-trained
RoBERTa-base (Liu et al., 2019) as our base model,
and finetune it for 10 epochs over our entire dataset.
The input is the question, and we use the last hid-
den state of the [CLS] token followed by a linear
layer and softmax to predict the probabilities of
four question types. We use Huggingface14’s im-
plementation of RoBERTaForSequenceClassifica-
tion to train our classifier; we use Cross Entropy
Loss to maximum the log probability of the correct
question type.

For our hyperparameters, we use a batch size of
8 and a learning rate of 1×10−5. We performed hy-
perparameter search over batch size = {8, 16, 32}
and learning rate = {1×10−5, 2×10−5, 5×10−5},
and chose the model with the highest accuracy on
the development set. We also evaluate the model
after every epoch and choose the model with the
best development accuracy.

H Closed-Book QA

H.1 Supervised models

For supervised closed-book QA, we use T5-large
(Raffel et al., 2019) as our base model. T5-largeall
is trained on all question types together. We follow
(Roberts et al., 2020) for training with a constant
learning rate of 0.001. We use a batch size per
GPU of 8 and 8 32GB GPUs for a total batch size
of 64. We train for 20k steps, and evaluate using
beam search with a beam size of 4. We evaluate
our model on the development set every 1k steps

13https://github.com/facebookresearch/FiD
14https://huggingface.co

and choose the model with the highest performance
on the development set for our final model.

H.2 Unsupervised Large Language Models

We use the following large language models in
our experiments: GPT-3 (davinci; (Brown et al.,
2020)), Codex (code-davinci-002; (Chen et al.,
2021)), and InstructGPT (text-davinci-003;
Ouyang et al., 2022).

The prompt used for the two-shot experiments
with only two demonstration from one question
type is shown in 5. We follow the same prompt-
ing strategy for the experiments with two demon-
strations from each question type. Furthermore,
we balance the in-context examples such that the
first four demonstrations contain one example from
each question type and that the last four demonstra-
tions also contain one example from each question
type. We also use one yes/no question with YES
as the answer and another question with NO as the
answer with the yes/no-type questions are used in
the demonstrations.

For the experiments with GENREAD, we use the
two-step prompting strategy shown in 6, but other
experimental setups are identical to the experiments
without GENREAD.

I Human Evaluation

We describe our procedure for assigning the cor-
rectness score and the explanation in further detail
here. We also show examples of the annotation in
11.

We use the following guidelines when assigning
the correctness score:

1. We assign an output oi with correct(oi) =
correct if it is factually correct and supported
by Ai even if the word/phrasing is not ex-
act. For instance, the question "Who is the
44th President of the United States" has multi-
ple valid outputs: "Obama", "Barack Obama",
and "Barack Hussein Obama" even though
only "Barack Obama" is annotated as the old
answer.

2. We assign an output oi with correct(oi) =
relevant if it does not correctly answer the
question qi according to Ai, but include some
relevant information. For instance, an exam-
ple of such output to the question "Who is the
44th President of the United States" include
"Donald Trump" (who is the 45th President
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Context → Q: What two products are produced in the dehydration synthesis of two amino
acids?
A: a molecule of water (H2O) and two amino acids joined by a peptide bond
Q: When does it change from bc to ad?
A: conception or birth of Jesus of Nazareth
Q: What purpose did seasonal monsoon winds have on trade?

Completion → A:

Figure 5: Example of two-shot in-context learning used for large pretrained language models. We prompt the model
with Context+ A: and take the generation as the final output.

Context → Q: What purpose did seasonal monsoon winds have on trade?

Completion 1 → Passage: The seasonal monsoon winds were an important factor in the
development of trade in the Indian Ocean region. The monsoons were used
to transport goods and people from the Arabian Peninsula to India, and from
India to East Africa and Southeast Asia. The monsoons also allowed traders
to travel from the Persian Gulf to the Bay of Bengal and the Malay Peninsula.
The monsoons were also used to transport goods from India to China, and from
China to the Middle East. The monsoons allowed traders to travel from the
Persian Gulf to the Bay of Bengal and the Malay Peninsula.

Completion 2 → A: The seasonal monsoon winds were an important factor in the development
of trade in the Indian Ocean region, allowing traders to travel from the
Persian Gulf to the Bay of Bengal and the Malay Peninsula.

Figure 6: Example of zero-shot in-context learning with GENREAD used for large pretrained language models. We
first prompt the model with Context+ Passage: to generate Completion 1. Then, we prompt the model again
with the Context+ Completion 1+ A: to generate the answer. We take the generation from the second step as the
final output.

of the United States) and "Joe Biden" (who
was Obama’s Vice President as well as the
46th President of the United States). In prac-
tice, this is the most common mistake that
models make, where if the ground truth an-
swer is a politician, artist, or date, the model
would typically output something in the same
category. Furthermore, outputs are also put
into this category if only parts of the output is
factually correct but also contain unsupported
information (e.g. "Obama and Biden" in this
example).

3. We assign an output oi with correct(oi) =
wrong if it does not correctly answer the ques-
tion qi according to Ai and does not include
any relevant information. For instance, an ex-
ample of such output to the question "Who
is the 44th President of the United States"
could be "turtle eggs". In practice, this mis-
take rarely occurs, and we only assign this
score when there is no obvious connection
between the output and the question topic.

In general, the procedure for determining the
explanation score involves first reading the question

and the ground truth answers to decide the minimal
amount of information that is needed to answer
the entire question. For instance, if the question
asks "what are Poseidon’s symbols and what do
they mean?", then an appropriate answer should
include all of his symbols in Greek mythology (e.g.
the trident, the horse, the bull, etc.) as well as
the meaning of each symbol. If the output only
include one symbol or multiple symbols without
their meaning, then we would consider the output
to be not sufficient, yielding a score of lacking.
If the output includes things beyond the symbols
but also the stories from Greek mythology about
Poseidon, then we will consider the output to be
too long, yielding a score of extra.

J Prediction Samples

We show example output for selected models for
each question type in Figures 12, 13, 15, and 14.
It is interesting to note that while both models are
capable of outputting the correct answers and the
appropriate granularity for some question, they still
have much room for improvement. For example,
both models can generate a short answer where
a long answer would be more appropriate, while
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Question Question Model Output Correctness Sufficency
Type Score Score

Short who plays the woodsman in
over the garden wall

FiDall Christopher Lloyd Correct Good
GPT-3all Tom Kenny Relevant Good

Medium what is the meaning of the
greek word metanoia

RoBERTaall a transformative change of heart; especially: a spiritual con-
version

Correct Good

GPT-3all metanoia is a Greek word meaning "change of mind" or
"change of heart". It is used in the New Testament to describe
a change of mind or heart in regards to one’s relationship with
God.

Correct Extra

Long where does the expression go
commando come from

RoBERTaall The origins of the phrase “go commando" are uncertain, with
some speculating that it may refer to being “out in the open"
or “ready for action". “Slate" magazineś Daniel Engber dates
the modern usage to United States college campuses circa
1974, where it was perhaps associated with soldiers in the
Vietnam War, who were reputed to go without underwear to
“increase ventilation and reduce moisture". However, more
recently, Graeme Donald has pointed out that the US forces
are “Rangers" rather than “Commandos"

Correct Good

GPT-3all The term commando is derived from the Spanish word co-
mando, meaning a “detachment" or “body of troops". In
English, “commando" was originally a term for a type of sol-
dier, but in the United States military it has come to mean a
member of certain special forces units.

Relevant Good

InstructGPTall The phrase “go commando" is believed to have originated in
the British military during World War II.

Correct Lacking

FiD-allall unknown Wrong Lacking

Yes/No do irish passport holders need
visa for thailand

GPT-3all No, Irish citizens do not require a visa to enter Thailand. Correct Extra
InstructGPTall No Correct Good

Table 11: Prediction samples from the test set with the correctness and sufficency scores.

they can also generate some short answer where a
yes/no answer would be correct.

It is also worth noting that questions that may
appear to require short answers may actually re-
quire a much more length explanation. In other
words, even though ”who”, ”when”, and ”where”
questions may seem to only require short answers,
they can actually sometimes require much longer
explanation. For example, both ”Who is respon-
sible for redrawing congressional and legislative
districts?” and "Who is covered under payment
of gratuity act 1972?" may appear to be simple
and straight forward at first, but there is actually
greater complexity behind the question that cannot
be answered by just a few words, and it only be-
comes clear that they require length explanations
given extensive knowledge on the topic. It is worth
noting that our classifier model classifies both of
those questions as short questions, which motivates
future work into question classification.

Other questions that require long answers even
though they appear to be short questions include:

• ”When is a system said to be reproducible?”

• ”Where does the word christ come from and
what does it mean?”

• ”What makes miranda a central character in
the tempest?”

• ”Where does the term spelling bee come
from?”

In summary, question type classification is not
as simple and straight forward as it may appear,
and it actually requires extensive knowledge on the
related background.
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Short - answers up to 5 tokens

Q: Who plays the woodsman in over the garden wall?
A: Christopher Lloyd
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: Christopher Lloyd
DPRall+ FiDall: Christopher Lloyd
GPT-3: Tom Kenny
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: Christopher Lloyd

Q: Who has a ring of power in lotr?
A: Sauron
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: Frodo
DPRall+ FiDall: Sauron
GPT-3: Sauron
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: Sauron

Q: the witch and the hundred knight 2 us release
A: ‘March 2018’ or ‘March 27, 2018’
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: March 2018
DPRall+ FiDall: March 2018
GPT-3: The Witch and the Hundred Knight 2 is a Japanese action role-playing game developed by Nippon Ichi Software and
published by NIS America. It is the sequel to The Witch and the Hundred Knight, and was released in Japan on March 24, 2017,
and in North America and Europe on August 29, 2017.
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: March 27, 2018

Table 12: Prediction samples on a short-type question from the test set.

Medium - answers more than 5 tokens

Q: What is the meaning of the greek word metanoia?
A: a transformative change of heart; especially: a spiritual conversion
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: a transformative change of heart; especially: a spiritual conversion
DPRall+ FiDall: a transformative change of heart
GPT-3: metanoia is a Greek word meaning “change of mind" or “change of heart". It is used in the New Testament to describe a
change of mind or heart in regards to one’s relationship with God.
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: change of heart, mind, and outlook

Q: Where do you get male pattern baldness from?
A: combination of genetics and the male hormone dihydrotestosterone
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: genetics
DPRall+ FiDall: genetics
GPT-3: The most common cause of male pattern baldness is a genetic predisposition. Male pattern baldness is an inherited trait
that is passed down from your parents.
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: a combination of genetics and hormones

Q: the stonewall riot in new york city in 1969 involved a protest by
A: ‘members of the gay (LGBT) community’ or ‘the gay (LGBT) community’
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: members of the gay (LGBT) community
DPRall+ FiDall: members of the gay (LGBT) community
GPT-3: gay men and lesbians
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: members of the gay community

Table 13: Prediction samples on a medium-type question from the test set.
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Yes/no - answers yes/no

Q: Do Irish passport holders need visa for Thailand?
A: NO
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: YES
DPRall+ FiDall: YES
GPT-3: No, Irish citizens do not a visa to enter Thailand.
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: NO

Q: Does any country still fly the f4 phantom?
A: YES
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: YES
DPRall+ FiDall: Iran
GPT-3: Yes, the United States Air Force still flies the F-4 Phantom II. The F-4 was retired from the U.S. Navy in the 1990s, but
the U.S. Marine Corps continues to operate the F-4. The F-4 is also operated by the militaries of Egypt, Greece, Iran, Israel,
Japan, South Korea, Turkey, and Taiwan.
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: YES, Iran

Q: Is there going to be another season of degrassi next class?
A: YES
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: YES
DPRall+ FiDall: YES
GPT-3: Yes, there will be a fifth season of Degrassi: Next Class.
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: NO

Table 14: Prediction samples on a yes/no-type question from the test set.
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Long - answers in paragraph

Q: Where does the expression go commando come from?
A: The origins of the phrase “go commando" are uncertain, with some speculating that it may refer to being “out in the open" or
“ready for action". “Slate" magazineś Daniel Engber dates the modern usage to United States college campuses circa 1974, where
it was perhaps associated with soldiers in the Vietnam War, who were reputed to go without underwear to “increase ventilation
and reduce moisture". However, more recently, Graeme Donald has pointed out that the US forces are “Rangers" rather than
“Commandos"
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: The origins of the phrase “go commando" are uncertain, with some speculating that it may refer to
being “out in the open" or “ready for action". “Slate" magazine’s Daniel Engber dates the modern usage to United States
college campuses circa 1974, where it was perhaps associated with soldiers in the Vietnam War, who were reputed to go without
underwear to “increase ventilation and reduce moisture". However, more recently, Graeme Donald has pointed out that the US
forces are “Rangers" rather than “Commandos", and
DPRall+ FiDall: unknown
GPT-3: The term commando is derived from the Spanish word comando, meaning a “detachment" or “body of troops". In
English, “commando" was originally a term for a type of soldier, but in the United States military it has come to mean a member
of certain special forces units.
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: The phrase “go commando" is believed to have originated in the British military during World War
II.

Q: bankruptcy abuse prevention and consumer protection act of 2005 summary
A: Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA) (), is a legislative act that made several
significant changes to the United States Bankruptcy Code. Referred to colloquially as the "New Bankruptcy Law", the Act of
Congress attempts to, among other things, make it more difficult for some consumers to file bankruptcy under Chapter 7; some
of these consumers may instead utilize Chapter 13. Voting record of S. 256.
DPRall+ RoBERTaall: The Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA) (), is a legislative
act that made several significant changes to the United States Bankruptcy Code. Referred to colloquially as the "New Bankruptcy
Law", the Act of Congress attempts to, among other things, make it more difficult for some consumers to file bankruptcy under
Chapter 7; some of these consumers may instead utilize Chapter 13
DPRall+ FiDall: YES
GPT-3: The Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA) is a United States federal law that
made major changes in the United States Bankruptcy Code. The Act was passed by the 109th United States Congress and signed
into law by President George W. Bush on April 20, 2005. The Act was the first major overhaul of the United States Bankruptcy
Code since 1978.
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: The Bankruptcy Abuse Prevention and Consumer Protection Act of 2005 (BAPCPA) is a federal law
that made it more difficult for individuals to file for bankruptcy under Chapter 7. The law requires debtors to pass a means test to
determine if they are eligible to file for Chapter 7 bankruptcy. It also requires debtors to complete a credit counseling course
before filing for bankruptcy. Additionally, the law makes it more difficult for debtors to discharge certain types of debts, such as
student loans and domestic support obligations.

Q: What are poseidon’s symbols and what do they mean?
A: In Greek myth, Poseidon used his trident to create water sources in Greece and the horse. Poseidon, as well as being god of
the sea, was also known as the “Earth Shaker" because when he struck the earth in anger he caused mighty earthquakes and he
used his trident to stir up tidal waves, tsunamis and sea storms. In relation to its fishing origins, the trident is associated with
Poseidon, the god of the sea in Greek mythology
DPRall+ RoBERTaall:love interest of the Cyclops Polyphemus.They symbolized everything that is beautiful and kind about the
sea
DPRall+ FiDall: the god of the sea
GPT-3: Poseidon’s symbols are a trident and a dolphin. The trident is a three-pronged spear, and the dolphin is a creature that is
half fish and half mammal.
GENREAD+ InstructGPT: The trident symbolizes his power over the sea, the horse symbolizes his power over horses, the bull
symbolizes his power over earthquakes, and the dolphin symbolizes his power over the sea creatures. He was also associated
with the colors blue and green, which symbolize the sea and the land, respectively.

Table 15: Prediction samples on a long-type question from the test set.
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Abstract

Transferring DGD models from high-resource
languages to low-resource languages is a mean-
ingful but challenging task. Being able to pro-
vide multilingual responses to multilingual doc-
uments further complicates the task. This pa-
per describes our method at DialDoc23 Shared
Task (Document-Grounded Dialogue and Con-
versational Question Answering) for generate
responses based on the most relevant passage
retrieved. We divide it into three steps of re-
trieval, re-ranking and generation. Our methods
include negative sample augmentation, prompt
learning, pseudo-labeling and ensemble. On
the submission page, we rank 2nd based on the
sum of token-level F1, SacreBleu and Rouge-L
scores used for the final evaluation, and get the
total score of 210.25.

1 Introduction

Our team fanjuanju participates in the Third Dial-
Doc Workshop Shared Task co-located with ACL
2023. The goal of this task is to query document
knowledge through a multilingual dialogue sys-
tem. The dataset contains 797 dialogues in Viet-
namese (3,446 turns), 816 dialogues in French
(3,510 turns), and a corpus of 17272 paragraphs,
that each dialogue turn is grounded in a paragraph
from the corpus. We need to use the dialogue his-
tory and the current query to retrieval the paragraph
that supports the answer to the current question,
and generate corresponding responses based on the
knowledge in the paragraph. The score is calcu-
lated based on the sum of token-level F1(Rajpurkar
et al., 2016), SacreBleu(Post, 2018) and Rouge-L
metrics, hereinafter referred to as F1, Bleu, Rouge
respectively.

2 Related Work

2.1 Document-grounded Dialogue (DGD)
When we have a conversation, we usually refer to
the document information we know. DGD refers

to the technology that uses the document as a refer-
ence in the conversation to support the conversation
interaction. In practical applications, such as cus-
tomer service conversation system, smart home
control, etc, the document can be a product de-
scription, user manual or an article, in this case,
documentation is external knowledge provided to
the model, and document-based conversations can
help people find answers and solve problems faster.
Doc2dial(Feng et al., 2020), a doc-based dialogue
data set, consists of two tasks: 1. Seeking sentences
related to questions from documents (information-
seeking); 2. Use the results of the previous step to
generate a reasonable response; In Chinese, there
are movie-chats published by Tsinghua University,
in which both parties are chatting about one or more
movies in a dataset; Existing document dialogue
data sets mainly focus on the plain text content in
documents, while ignoring the importance of com-
mon structural information such as title, serial num-
ber and table in documents to machine understand-
ing of document content. Therefore, Doc2Bot(Fu
et al., 2022), a large-scale multi-domain document
dialogue data set in Chinese, was proposed by Fu
et al.

2.2 Pre-trained language models

The representation of natural language is to
represent human language in a way that is
easier for computer to understand. Methods
such as word2vec(Mikolov et al., 2013) and
glove(Pennington et al., 2014) based on deep learn-
ing can represent words with similar semantics,
but they can’t solve the polysemy problem well.
The subsequent Elmo(Peters et al., 2018), which
takes into account contextual information, can bet-
ter solve the polysemy representation problem.
And Elmo started the pre-training and fine-tuning
paradigm. Since Elmo, transformer(Vaswani et al.,
2017), as a more powerful feature extractor than
lstm, has been applied to various subsequent pre-
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Figure 1: The framework we used in this competition.

training language models (such as GPT(Radford
et al., 2018) and BERT(Devlin et al., 2019)), con-
stantly updating the existing optimal results in var-
ious tasks of natural language processing. The
most classic pre-training language model is BERT,
which designed two pre-training tasks to dynam-
ically learn word vectors. There are many subse-
quent improved versions of BERT, such as roberta
dynamic masking(Liu et al., 2021), Bert-wwm(Cui
et al., 2021) implementation of full word masking
in Chinese, and ernie(Zhang et al., 2019) intro-
ducing entity information, etc. GPT series mod-
els are more representative of autoregressive mod-
els, which learn word vectors by predicting the
next word by the current statement. These pre-
training models pretrain and learn on large-scale
corpus, and then fine-tune downstream tasks to
fit the current data. For this competition, we
also relied on the "shoulders of giants" of the pre-
training language model, and since the data set was
geared towards French and Vietnamese, we used a
multi-language version of the pre-training language
model for this competition.

3 Method

According to baseline(Zhang et al., 2023), we di-
vide the tasks into three steps: retrieval, re-ranking
and generation. Firstly, we use the method of con-
trast learning to train the retrieval model, and ex-
pand the negative example in the training process
to improve the performance of the retrieval model.
In the re-ranking step, we fine-tune the XLM-
RoBERTa(Conneau et al., 2020) and InfoXLM(Chi
et al., 2021) models, then ensemble the two models
to predict the scores of the retrieved paragraphs.

In the generation step, we use the prompt learn-
ing method to fine-tune MT5(Xue et al., 2021) to
generate the corresponding language response, and
finally add the pseudo-tag retraining to get the final
response. The framework we used in this competi-
tion is illustrated in Figure 1.

3.1 Retrieval
Based on the conventional comparative learning
training method, the original data set is divided
into n small batches of data, and the n mini-batches
of data are stored in advance. When training begins,
each training batch is constructed with a normal
In-Batch(IB) negative sample. At the same time,
for n mini-batches of data stored in advance, if i >=
1, the previous batch of data is taken to construct
incremental negative samples. We use eQuery and
ePassage to represent the vectors of query and pas-
sage respectively, and use the cosine similarity
function to calculate the correlation score between
them.

cos(eQuery, ePassage) =
eQuery · ePassage

∥ eQuery ∥∥ ePassage ∥
(1)

When prescribed to Addictive Margin InfoNCE
Loss(Chen et al., 2020)(Yang et al., 2019) and a
learnable temperature parameter τ , it’s the follow-
ing:

L = −log
e(φ(h,r,t)−γ)/τ

e(φ(h,r,t)−γ)/τ +
∑|N|

i=1
e(φ(h,r,ti))/τ

(2)

Margin γ > 0, usually 1.0. is the score of the
triplet, which is in the range of -1 to 1. The temper-
ature t is adjustable and τ = log 1

τ is defined as a
learnable parameter(Wang et al., 2022).
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Figure 2: Concrete example of adding a prompt to a response.

3.2 Re-ranking
We fine-tune the XLM-RoBERTa and In-
foXLM models on the FrDoc2BotRerank and
ViDoc2BotRerank datasets. In the training process,
FGM is used for adversarial training to increase
the generalization performance of the model. We
load the fine-tuned XLM-RoBERTa and InfoXLM
models for inference. The query and the passages
retrieved from the previous step are spliced
separately as the input of the model, and the logits
output by the model are weighted average. We use
the softmax function to get the probability, and
sort according to the probability to get the final
result of the re-ranking model.

3.3 Response Generation
We fine-tune MT5 on the FrDoc2BotGeneration
and ViDoc2BotGeneration datasets. The input of
the model is a simple concatenation of the query
and the passage most relevant to the query, and the
output is a response. Given the input x = {xi}Mi=1

and its response y = {yi}Ni=1, we minimize the
following negative log likelihood (NLL) loss:

LNLL = −
N∑

i=1

logpθ(yi|x, y<i) (3)

We add prompt and pseudo-labels to increase
model performance, we also add FGM(Miyato
et al., 2017) and AWP(Wu et al., 2020) for con-
frontation training to improve the generalization
ability of the model.

3.3.1 Multilingual prompts
We employ a simple but effective prompt strategy:
Add the prefix of the corresponding language to the
label to guide the model to generate the response of
the corresponding language. The biggest challenge

in multilingual generation tasks is the problem of
multilingual performance degradation(Zhu et al.,
2021), the essence of its performance degradation
is the interference between languages. Most of to-
day’s multilingual translation models tell the model
which language to translate to by adding language
tags. Inspired by this, we add corresponding pre-
fixes to French response and Vietnamese response
as prompt when fine-tuning MT5. This guides the
model to generate responses for the corresponding
languages. Then we use post-processing to remove
the corresponding prompt in the generated text. See
the Figure 2 for specific practices.

3.3.2 Pseudo label
Because the competition does not restrict pseudo-
label, we use the fine-tuned model to infer the test
set to obtain pseudo-label. We add it to the train-
ing set to fine-tune the model again, and load this
model for inference to get the result of final test
set.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experimental Settings
Our implementations of XLM-RoBERTa, In-
foXLM and MT5 are based on the public Pytorch
implementation from Transformers1. The query
encoder and context encoder of the retrieval model
both use XLM-RoBERTa-base, and other models
are in large size. In the search task, we set the
maximum input length of both query and context
to 512 tokens, and set to top-48 on the dev-test set
and top-100 on the final-test set. The input to both
the re-ranking model and the generation model is
a concatenation of query and passage. When fine-
tuning the re-ranking model and generate model,

1https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
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Table 1: The results of comparative experiments on
retrieval model. "pre-batch-neg" means "use the data of
the previous batch to expand the negative example" and
"top-48" means "the number of retrieval model recalls
is set to 48".

Methods
On dev-test set

F1 Bleu Rouge
Baseline 58.39 40.12 55.64
pre-batch-neg 59.54 46.56 57.37
pre-batch-neg/top-48 59.06 46.29 56.79

we truncate the length of the query to 195 tokens
and maximum input length to 512 tokens. We fine-
tune these models on a single Tesla A100s GPU
with 80gb memory, and the three steps of retrieval,
re-ranking, and generation take about 10 hours, 24
hours, and 8 hours respectively.

4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

Since the organizer is not provide the labels of the
final-test set, we only did comparative experiments
on the dev-test set. We conduct experiments on
retrieval, reranking, and generation in sequence,
and the current experiment is based on the results
of the previous step. Table 1 shows the retrieval
contrast experimental results on dev-test set of our
method. We fine-tune baseline on the three steps
corresponding data sets and get the F1 of 58.39,
Bleu of 40.12 and Rouge of 55.64 on the dev-test
set. We extend the negative example when fine-
tuning the retrieval model, and get the F1 of 59.54,
Bleu of 46.56 and Rouge of 57.37. This result
proves that the expansion of negative examples in
training can improve the performance of retrieval.
The top-k of baseline is set to 20. When we expand
it to 48 (our setting of the best score on the dev-test
set submission page), the performance will slight
drop. This is because the re-ranking model at this
time is underperforming, and wrong predictions
cause the generation model to receive mismatched
input.

Table 2 shows the contrast experimental results
on dev-test set of re-ranking step. Experiment
under top-48, we replace the initial pre-training
weight of the re-rank model with XLM-RoBERTa
and InfoXLM, both of which are large size(baseline
use base size). We get the F1 of 63.14, Bleu of
49.23 and Rouge of 60.78 on XLM-RoBERTa. By
comparing top-48 and top-20, it can be seen that
after the performance of the re-ranking model is
improved, increasing the number of recalls of the

Table 2: The results of comparative experiments on re-
ranking model. "top-20" means "the number of retrieval
model recalls is set to 20" and "Adv" means “adversar-
ial”.

Methods
On dev-test set

F1 Bleu Rouge
RoBERTa(top-20) 62.74 48.76 60.35
RoBERTa 63.14 49.23 60.78
InfoXLM 62.83 48.75 59.46
RoBERTa(Adv) 63.59 50.47 61.43
InfoXLM(Adv) 62.77 49.21 60.38
RoBETA(adv)+
InfoXLM(adv)

63.62 50.41 61.40

Table 3: The results of comparative experiments on
generation model. "GS/Adv/Prompt/PL" in the table re-
spectively represents "greedy search/adversarial/prompt
learning/pseudo label".

Methods
On dev-test set

F1 Bleu Rouge
GS 65.76 50.58 64.44
GS/Adv 67.83 58.42 66.59
GS/Adv/prompt 69.56 60.23 67.51
GS/Adv/prompt/PL 70.14 60.98 68.26

retrieval model can improve the score. We add
adversarial perturbations during training, and per-
formance has been improved on both models. Our
ensemble of the two models shows a slight drop in
performance on the dev-test set, but a 2.05-point
improvement on the final-test set.

Table 3 shows the contrast experimental results
of generation on dev-test set. We conduct experi-
ments on the improvement of the generation model
under the highest score combination of the current
retrieval model and the re-ranking model. We re-
place the generation strategy from beam search to
greedy search and get the F1 of 65.76, Bleu of
50.58 and Rouge of 64.44. During training, we add
adversarial perturbations using fgm and awp. The
F1, Bleu and Rouge increase to 67.83, 58.42 and
66.59. Then we add a prompt to the response and
get the F1 of 69.56, Bleu of 60.23 and Rouge of
67.51. It proves that prompt-learning on task data
can further improve performance. At last, we add
pseudo-labeled data for training and achieve 70.14
F1, 60.98 Bleu and 68.26 Rouge on the dev-test
set. The last method(use ensemble on re-ranking
step)achieves 210.25 score on the final-test set.
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5 Conclusion

We have introduced our submission for the Third
DialDoc Workshop Shared Task. Our team ranks
2nd on the final submission page. We have made
improvements on the baseline and tried programs
such as negative sample augmentation, ensemble,
prompt learning, adversarial training, and pseudo-
tagging. There are other methods that could further
improve the performance of our model. Try to
translate the official Chinese and English data into
Vietnamese and French, and then use all available
Vietnamese and French data for pre-training. You
can try to combine the retrieved top k with the re-
ordered relevancy for weighted ranking. Try com-
bining a reorder task with a build task for training.
You can try training a dichotomous model to score
the generated statements to pick out the responses
with the highest scores. Because of time and equip-
ment constraints, we didn’t try everything during
the competition. We hope the above methods can
be helpful to future contestants.
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Abstract

With the power of large pretrained language
models, various research works have integrated
knowledge into dialogue systems. The tradi-
tional techniques treat knowledge as part of
the input sequence for the dialogue system,
prepending a set of knowledge statements in
front of dialogue history. However, such a
mechanism forces knowledge sets to be con-
catenated in an ordered manner, making models
implicitly pay imbalanced attention to the sets
during training. In this paper, we first investi-
gate how the order of the knowledge set can
influence autoregressive dialogue systems’ re-
sponses. We conduct experiments on two com-
monly used dialogue datasets with two types of
transformer-based models and find that models
view the input knowledge unequally. To this
end, we propose a simple and novel technique
to alleviate the order effect by modifying the po-
sition embeddings of knowledge input in these
models. With the proposed position embed-
ding method, the experimental results show that
each knowledge statement is uniformly consid-
ered to generate responses.

1 Introduction

Transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) pre-
trained language models are widely used to build di-
alogue systems (Zhang et al., 2020; Xu et al., 2021;
Komeili et al., 2021; Roller et al., 2020; Thoppilan
et al., 2022; Rae et al., 2021; Chen et al., 2021;
Ham et al., 2020; Hosseini-Asl et al., 2020; Bao
et al., 2021). In addition to general-purpose dia-
logue systems, many specialized dialogue systems
have been proposed. Representative examples in-
clude personalized dialogue systems (Wolf et al.,
2019; Zhang et al., 2018; Wu et al., 2021; Cao et al.,
2022; Song et al., 2020), knowledge-grounded dia-
logue systems (Dinan et al., 2019; Kim et al., 2021;
Tao et al., 2021; Cai et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2021),
and prompting dialogue systems (Su et al., 2022).

∗Work done when interning at Intel Labs.

I'm 22 years old What's your plan today?

I'm 22 years, I am not sure.

I am an teacher What's your plan today?

I teach Math in a school.

I love baseball What's your plan today?

Play baseball at the park.

Imbalanced

K1

K2

K3

K3

K1

K2

Knowledge History

Figure 1: The order effect illustration. Models’ re-
sponses are influenced by the order of the input knowl-
edge set.

To build specialized dialogue systems, integrat-
ing additional information into the input sequence
is necessary. Wolf et al. (2019) prepend persona
sentences to personalize the history; while Su et al.
(2022); Dinan et al. (2020); Keskar et al. (2019);
Xu et al. (2020a) prepending task-specific signals
to prompt and control the model.

These methods prepend additional information
in front of the history as a sequence for models’
input. Furthermore, the approach generates an un-
necessary order among equal knowledge sets since
the knowledge is connected in the sequence. Thus
models might be influenced by the order and gen-
erate imbalanced responses.

Previous works focus on how perturbations in
dialog history affect models’ responses (Sankar
et al., 2019; O’Connor and Andreas, 2021; Sinha
et al., 2021; Lampinen et al., 2022; Webson and
Pavlick, 2021; Xu et al., 2020b; Khandelwal et al.,
2018). They conduct many experiments and mea-
sure the effect of perturbations from the aspect of
response quality and information theory to show
that these language models are robust and not sen-
sitive to the perturbations in input history. How-
ever, dialog history and knowledge are inherently
different aspects of a conversation. Dialog his-
tory has a temporal property, i.e., the topic and
specificity of conversation change as the dialog
progresses, whereas knowledge facts are informa-
tion referenced to generate a response. Although
the perturbation in history does not influence the
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I live in NYCI have a dog I love baseballI like to go shopping I'm 22 years old What's your plan today?

Knowledge History

t1 x 4t1 x 4 t1 x 3t1 x 5 t1 x 4 t2 x 4
Word Embedding

12, 13, 14, 155, 6, 7, 8 9, 10, 110, 1, 2, 3, 4 16, 17, 18, 19 20, 21, 22, 23
Token Embedding

Position Embedding

Multiple Position Embedding

0, 1, 2, 30, 1, 2, 3 0, 1, 20, 1, 2, 3, 4 0, 1, 2, 3 0, 1, 2, 3Updated 
Position Embedding

Figure 2: Input format for GPT-series models. The position ids do not treat knowledge equally but as a sequence.
The updated position embeddings show our proposed method, where each knowledge statement is encoded with its
own position embeddings, hence, models can treat each input sentence equally during training. The same color of
blocks indicates using the same layer to generate embeddings.

results generated by the model (Sankar et al., 2019;
O’Connor and Andreas, 2021), in our early obser-
vation, we found that prepending knowledge influ-
ences models’ responses. For example, Figure 1
demonstrates an example where the model exhibits
imbalanced attention to input knowledge, and the
order of knowledge influences the generated re-
sponses. This might cause the model to generate
inappropriate responses since it attends to knowl-
edge that might not be relevant to a dialog context.
The contributions of this work are as follows:

• We conduct experiments across two typical
methods and two models on multiple datasets
to show that the order of knowledge sentences
does affect generated responses.

• We propose a simple approach to alleviate this
sentence-level order effect by manipulating
the position embedding layers.

2 Knowledge-grounded Dialogue
Methods

In this work, we study the order effect in Trans-
ferTransfo (Wolf et al., 2019), which is a state-
of-the-art knowledge-grounded method. We train
TransferTransfo on two datasets and measure the
sentence-level order effect on the test datasets.

2.1 TransferTransfo

The TransferTransfo architecture is built on top of
GPT-series models, which simply concatenates the
knowledge sets and context in a single sequence,
putting the reply at the end. To help models dis-
tinguish speakers and position of input tokens, it
builds three parallel input sequences for word, po-
sition, and segments, and fuses them into a single
sequence. For the loss function, in addition to a

language modeling loss, a next sentence predic-
tion loss is added. The total loss is the weighted
sum of the 1) language modeling loss, which is
computed as the cross-entropy loss between the
predicted logits and the ground truth response and
2) the next-sentence prediction loss, which is a
classification loss to distinguish the ground truth re-
sponse from distractors that are randomly sampled
from the dataset.

In the original TransferTransfo implementation,
the authors have already pointed out that the order
of the knowledge set influences the model’s perfor-
mance. To this end, they augment training data by
permuting the knowledge sets several times.

2.2 Experimental Setups

We conduct experiments on two datasets:
Persona-Chat (Zhang et al., 2018): This persona-
grounded dialogue dataset consists of crowd-
sourced dialogues between a pair of annotators
provided with 4-5 persona statements each.
Topical-Chat (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019): This
is a knowledge-grounded dialogue dataset, where
the dialogs are constructed by a pair of annotators
conversing about specific topics. The annotators
are provided with wiki data with 4-5 facts as knowl-
edge sources.

In our experimental setup, we shuffle the knowl-
edge set’s order 50 times during testing and im-
plement TransferTransfo on GPT (Radford et al.,
2018) and GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) models.

3 The Order Effect of the Knowledge Set

Models are said to have an order effect of input
if the generated responses are sensitive and influ-
enced by order of input sequence. Previous works
(Sankar et al., 2019; O’Connor and Andreas, 2021;
Sinha et al., 2021; Lampinen et al., 2022; Webson
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Figure 3: Experimental results under TransferTransfo method, the lines indicate the average of 50 times shuffling
results with standard deviation represented in the area. The data with 4 and 5 knowledge sets are displayed
separately.
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(d) GPT on Topical-Chat
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(e) GPT-2 on Persona-Chat
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(f) GPT-2 on Persona-Chat
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(g) GPT-2 on Topical-Chat
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(h) GPT-2 on Topical-Chat

Figure 4: Experimental results under LM loss only method, the lines indicate the average of 50 times shuffling results
with standard deviation represented in the area. The data with 4 and 5 knowledge sets are displayed separately.

and Pavlick, 2021; Xu et al., 2020b; Khandelwal
et al., 2018) focus on whether perturbation in di-
alogue history affect models’ responses. In this
work, to be more specific, we investigate if sen-
tence level change in the order of input knowledge
sets will result in substantial semantic differences
in the generated responses.

3.1 The Order Effect Measurement

To address the sentence-level order effect of the
input knowledge set in models, we aim to measure
the semantic difference given different orders of
knowledge sentences. It is intuitive to measure if
the response content is influenced by knowledge
sets order. In other words, we measure the distri-
bution of response-knowledge relationship in dif-
ferent positions. We build a Natural Language

Inference (NLI) classifier to evaluate the degree of
entailment between responses and each knowledge
in the set.

The Natural Language Inference Classifier is
built with BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019),
trained on the Dialogue NLI dataset (Welleck et al.,
2019), which is built on top of Persona-Chat dataset
(Zhang et al., 2018). The annotators label the rela-
tionship between persona and response in Persona-
Chat with entail, neutral, and contradict classes.

3.2 Results and Discussions for Order Effect

Figures 3 and 4 show the entailment scores of the
response with each position of knowledge. Fig-
ure 3 presents the experiments of TransferTransfo
with GPT and GPT-2 models across Persona-Chat
and Topical-Chat datasets. Figure 4 shows the re-
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Model Method Persona Topical
TT. LM. TT. LM.

Entailment Max - Min

GPT Origin .048 / .037 .052 / .035 .037 / .022 .046 / .041
Multi Pos .023 / .028 .051 / .041 .031 / .016 .058 / .044

GPT-2 Origin .062 / .062 .075 / .085 .052 / .036 .052 / .027
Multi Pos .039 / .044 .038 / .045 .027 / .018 .035 / .021

Perplexity ↓
GPT Origin 52.29 54.31 39.31 36.80

Multi Pos 55.47 58.43 42.37 42.98

GPT-2 Origin 61.69 61.80 20.50 18.84
Multi Pos 60.18 58.91 17.40 17.30

Coherence

GPT Origin 0.633 0.636 0.793 0.770
Multi Pos 0.644 0.621 0.732 0.744

GPT-2 Origin 0.661 0.667 0.840 0.843
Multi Pos 0.648 0.662 0.830 0.831

Diverstiy ↓
GPT Origin 0.815 0.822 0.844 0.846

Multi Pos 0.821 0.833 0.870 0.862

GPT-2 Origin 0.808 0.811 0.833 0.833
Multi Pos 0.816 0.817 0.843 0.845

Table 1: The results of measurements. The Max-Min of
entailment are reported in 4 knowledge / 5 knowledge.
The mean of quality across 50 runs are reported and
standard deviation are reported in Appendix A.3.

sults with "LM Loss only Method", which refers
to TransferTransfo without the next sentence pre-
diction. We observe that the distribution of data
containing only four knowledge statements is very
different compared to data containing five knowl-
edge statements. Hence we show them separately.

The NLI classification results are shown with
BLUE lines. We can see that the distribution of
entailment scores on different positions are imbal-
anced. In the experiments on the GPT model, (fig-
ures 3a, 3b, 3c, 3d, 4a, 4b, 4c, and 4d), it can
be observed under both TransferTransfo and LM
loss only methods, the entailment score on the last
position is always the highest. In fact, there is a
huge gap between the entailment scores with the
first knowledge and the last knowledge statements.
This indicates that GPT model focuses more on the
last position of knowledge.

However, the behavior of GPT-2 is very different
from GPT model. From Figures 3e, 3f, 3g, 3h, 4e,
4f, 4g, and 4h, we can see that GPT-2 models focus
more on the earlier knowledge statements in the
sequence rather than the later ones.

These results show that the order effect exists
across GPT and GPT-2 models (although different)
and is influencing models’ responses and this needs
to be solved.

4 Alleviate the Order Effect

In this section, we analyse the reason for the or-
der effect in the GPT-series models and propose
a method to alleviate the phenomenon. Figure 2
shows the input format of the classic GPT-series.
There are three types of embeddings in the model:
word embedding to capture the semantic meaning
of each word, token embedding to represent the
speaker and absolute position embedding that en-
codes position information of input sequence.

Figure 2 shows that the position ids for each
knowledge start from zero with different positional
embedding layers. In this naive setting, knowledge
of the set are treated equally and not input with the
order during training.

4.1 Results and Discussion
In the same Figures 3 and 4, the RED lines demon-
strate the entailment result after applying multiple
position embedding. We observe that all the red
lines, which are the GPT-series applied multiple po-
sition embeddings, are much smoother compared
to BLUE lines in both figures. Furthermore, we
report the difference between maximum and mini-
mum entailment across the positions in Table 1. It
shows that the difference is negligible after apply-
ing multiple position embeddings. This indicates
that we can alleviate the order effect under mod-
els trained with with multiple position embedding.
However, we also observed that on Figure 4 some
red lines are still as steep as before, which means
the order effect still exists. We think that the model
trained only with LM loss treats knowledge like
history and does not ground models on knowledge
sets. Under this scenario, the multiple position
embedding doesn’t work well.

For the measurement of quality, Table 1 shows
the perplexity, coherence, and diversity. The de-
tails are included in Appendix A.2. We found tiny
drops between origin and multiple position embed-
ding. More specifically, our proposed method does
not crash the models and can still make models
generate plausible responses.

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we investigate whether the order of
knowledge set will influence dialogue models’ re-
sponses. Our experiments across several datasets
show that the GPT-series models unfairly pay atten-
tion to the knowledge set and are influenced by or-
der of knowledge. To solve this problem, we study
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the reason for the phenomenon and propose sim-
ple method to alleviate the order effect in models.
The experimental results show that our approach
reduces the order effect and makes the model select
the knowledge uniformly.

Limitations

This work has potential limitations:

• We found that on the Figure 3 and 4, The en-
tailment of the methods after applying multi-
ple position embedding (RED lines) are some-
times lower than origin methods(BLUE lines).
This is not meet our expectations since we
don’t want our method to decrease perfor-
mance. In our opinion, we think the reason
might be the embedding method has never
been seen before during the pretraining of
models, which requires the model’s additional
efforts to adapt the embedding, thus hurts the
performance.. We leave it as future work to
be improved.

• We also found that the multiple position em-
bedding does not work very well to alleviate
the order effect in the LM loss-only settings4.
We have discussed this in previous sections.
Since LM loss only does not help the model
distinguish which parts in the input sequence
are knowledge set and thus treat them the
same as history. The multiple position em-
bedding will not be trained finely to help the
model distinguish. We also left this as a future
work to be improved.
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A Appendix

A.1 Experimental Details

• Hyperparameters: For the Hyperpa-
rameters we use to conduct experi-
ments, we follow TransferTransfo link
https://github.com/huggingface/
transfer-learning-conv-ai. They obtain
these Hyperparameters by grid searching.
More specifically, They finetuned the model
with a batch size of 32 sequences , and
finetune the models approximately 2 epochs
over training dataset. They used Adam with
a learning rate of 6.25e-5, and a coefficient
of 2 on the LM loss when summing with the
next-sentence prediction loss . The learning
rate was linearly decayed to zero over the
course of the training.

• Datasets: The link to download Persona-Chat
https://parl.ai/docs/tasks.html#
persona-chat and the train/valid/test
split is 9907/1000/968 dialogues.. For
the link to download Topical-Chat https:
//github.com/alexa/Topical-Chat and
the train/valid/test split is 8628/1078/1078
dialogues.

• Pretrained Models: For GPT model we use
gpt-medium as our pretrain model and use
microsoft/DialoGPT-medium as initial check-
point for GPT-2 model.

A.2 Evaluation Metrics

In addition to entailment, we aimed to employ other
metrics that are also important to measure a dia-
logue system.
Perplexity (Chen et al., 1998): Here we employed
the pretrained GPT-2 language model GPT to
judge if the output sentence C(x) was an accept-
able sentence. The computation of Perplexity
(Chen et al., 1998) is shown below.

PPL =
T∏

i=1

1

(GPT (C(x,D)i|x))1/T
(1)

Coherence: We employed the DialogRPT (Gao
et al., 2020) to calculate the coherence between
conversation model’s output and the input context.
DialogRPT (Gao et al., 2020) is a GPT2-based
ranker that finetuned on 133M human feedback
data. With the contrastive learning approach that
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DialogRPT used. The ranker has better understand-
ing on how relevant the response is for the given
context. In our evaluation, we take the the proba-
bility that output by DialogRPT coherence model
(human_vs_rand) as our coherence metric.
Diversity: BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002) is a
commonly used metric for automatically evaluat-
ing machine translation. However, the Self-BLEU
(Zhu et al., 2018) score here was applied to mea-
sure the diversity of chatbot responses. Regarding
one sentence as the prediction and the others as the
reference, we can calculate BLEU score for every
sentence, and the average is the Self-BLEU score.
A lower Self-BLEU score implies more diversity
of the chatbot responses.

A.3 Standard Deviation of Quality Metrics

Model Method Persona Topical
TT. LM. TT. LM.

Perplexity

GPT Origin 0.23 0.27 0.20 0.25
Multi Pos 0.22 0.26 0.27 0.22

GPT-2 Origin 0.31 0.29 0.120 0.09
Multi Pos 0.28 0.23 0.10 0.110

Coherence

GPT Origin 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002
Multi Pos 0.001 0.001 0.002 0.002

GPT-2 Origin 0.002 0.001 0.001 0.001
Multi Pos 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001

Diverstiy

GPT Origin 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Multi Pos 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002

GPT-2 Origin 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.002
Multi Pos 0.002 0.002 0.002 0.001

Table 2: The results of quality measurements. The
standard deviation across 50 runs are reported.
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Abstract

The Dialdoc23 shared task presents a Multilin-
gual Document-Grounded Dialogue Systems
(MDGDS) challenge, where system responses
are generated in multiple languages using user’s
queries, historical dialogue records and relevant
passages. A major challenge for this task is the
limited training data available in low-resource
languages such as French and Vietnamese.
In this paper, we propose Cascaded Prompt-
based Post-training Models, dividing the task
into three subtasks: Retrieval, Reranking and
Generation. We conduct post-training on high-
resource language such as English and Chinese
to enhance performance of low-resource lan-
guages by using the similarities of languages.
Additionally, we utilize the prompt method to
activate model’s ability on diverse languages
within the dialogue domain and explore which
prompt is a good prompt. Our comprehensive
experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of
our proposed methods, which achieved the first
place on the leaderboard with a total score
of 215.40 in token-level F1, SacreBleu, and
Rouge-L metrics.

1 Introduction

Document-Grounded Dialogue Systems (DGDS)
have emerged as a research focus in the natural
language processing field. They leverage docu-
ments to provide targeted information for special-
ized tasks such as question answering and rec-
ommendations (Chen et al., 2019; Rashkin et al.,
2021). These systems ensure accuracy and reliabil-
ity by leveraging comprehensive knowledge bases
while enhancing real-time responsiveness and in-
formation retrieval efficiency (Gao et al., 2022).
Additionally, they can accommodate the expand-
ing scalability of new documents and knowledge
sources (Rashkin et al., 2021). Nonetheless, these
systems encounter challenges when operating with

∗Equal contribution.
†Corresponding author.

low-resource languages, including limited training
data (Dabre et al., 2019; Gritta et al., 2022), and
significant disparities in grammar, vocabulary, and
semantics across languages (Artetxe et al., 2017).
To address these challenges, researchers are de-
veloping multilingual approaches to improve the
performance of low-resource languages in DGDS.

The DialDoc23 shared task introduces training
and evaluation datasets for MDGDS in Vietnamese
and French. The training dataset comprises three
distinct components: query, passage, and response.
Additionally, the dataset includes a set of docu-
ments for retrieval. The query combines the his-
torical dialogue with the current inquiry. During
inference, the intelligent agent retrieves the most
relevant document from the document set based on
the query and generates a response. Notably, this
task focuses on low-resource languages, setting it
apart from previous tasks.

In this paper, we propose cascaded prompt-based
post-training models to solve MDGDS challenge.
As inspried by Re2G (Glass et al., 2022) frame-
work, our approach tackles the overall task by di-
viding it into three subtasks: Retrieval, Rerank-
ing, and Generation, with parallel training and se-
quential inference. As illustrated in Figure 1, the
retrieval step identifies top k relevant passages,
followed by reranking to select the most relevant
passage, and in generation step the query and pas-
sage information are incorporated to generate the
final response. To enhance the performance of re-
trieval and generation in low-resource languages
such as French and Vietnamese, we conduct post-
training on high-resource languages such as En-
glish and Chinese to learn language similarities.
Additionally, we activate the models’ capabilities
in diverse languages within the dialogue domain by
employing the prompt method. Besides, We em-
ploy domain loss function to align the domain of
the query and passage during retrieval training.
We conducted comprehensive experiments on the
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Figure 1: The framework comprises three main stages: (1) Retrieval Stage, which retrieves the top k relevant passages
based on a dialogue context. (2) Reranking Stage, which reranks the top k retrieved passages to find the candidate
passage. (3) Generation Stage, which generates a system response using user’s query, historical dialogue, selected
passage, and language prompts.

DialDoc23 shared task, which demonstrated the
effectiveness of our proposed methods and resulted
in the first place position in the competition.

2 Related Works

2.1 Document Grounded Dialogue Systems

In recent years, substantial advances have been
made in DGDS, facilitated by high-quality anno-
tated datasets like SQuAD 2.0 (Rajpurkar et al.,
2018), CoQA (Reddy et al., 2019), and Mul-
tiDoc2Dial (Feng et al., 2021). Retrieval-and-
Generation is a typical framework for implement-
ing DGDS. The framework comprises two sequen-
tial stages: (i) retrieving relevant passages from
knowledge bases, and (ii) generating responses
based on the retrieved passages and users’ input. To
improve knowledge retrieval, scholars have pro-
posed a variety of approaches such as learning
sentence embeddings from dialogue (Liu et al.,
2022, 2021a), adding a reranker after retriever
retrieval (Re2G) (Glass et al., 2022), and using
priori and posteriori knowledge selection (Chen
et al., 2020). As for generation, recent studies have
also introduced new techniques, such as improv-
ing dialogue generation via proactively querying
grounded knowledge (Zhao et al., 2022) and lever-
aging fusion-in-decoder (FiD) (Izacard and Grave,
2021).

2.2 Multilingual Dialogue Generation

Multilingual dialogue is a new research topic in
DGDS, aiming for high-quality and fluent com-
munication across different languages. Pre-trained
language models have the benefit of automatically
learning similarities between languages and en-
abling unsupervised learning to improve perfor-
mance in conversations across different languages.
Models such as XLM-RoBERTa (Conneau et al.,
2019), InfoXLM (Chi et al., 2020), mT5 (Xue et al.,
2020), and mBART (Tang et al., 2020), can assist
in implementing multilingual transfer learning to
improve the performance and fluency of multilin-
gual conversations. However, despite recent tech-
nological advancements(Ma et al., 2022), multi-
lingual dialogues continue to face challenges. In
particular, the lack of training data for many of the
world’s languages, especially those with limited
resources and research, has significantly impeded
the development of multilingual dialogue gener-
ation(Majewska et al., 2023). In order to combat
the aforementioned challenges, our model lever-
ages the similarities between language structures
to augment post-training data, while incorporating
prompt techniques to enhance language compre-
hension.
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3 Method

The proposed method consists of three main stages:
retrieval, reranking, and generation, as depicted
Figure 1. Using contrast learning techniques, the
retrieval step efficiently identifies top k relevant
passages, followed by reranking to select the most
pertinent passage. In the generation step, the query
and passage information are incorporated to gen-
erate the final response. Each step is described in
detail in the following section.

3.1 Passage Retrieval

Passage retrieval constitutes a fundamental
component of MDGDS. Given the historical
dialogue records {u1, u2..., uT−1} and the user
turn uT , the passage retrieval identify the top-k
relevant passages from a given document set
P = {p1, p2, ..., pM}.

Retriever For efficient passage retrieval, we im-
plement a Bi-encoder architecture to encode the
dialogue context and passages independently, as
described in Zhang et al. (2023). Further, we
leverage two InfoXLM cross-lingual models to de-
rive semantic representations. During the inference
phase, we regard the input dialogue context C as
the search query and retrieve the top-k passages
from the document set based on dot product sim-
ilarity. In the training stage, each training sample
consist of three attributes: the dialogue context,
relevant passage, and non-relevant passage. In a
training batch, the positive passage refers to the rel-
evant passage, while the negative passage includes
the non-relevant passage and the other passages in
the batch. The objective function LInfoNCE for the
constrastive learning is formulated as:

L(1)
InfoNCE = − log

exp
(
q · p+/τ

)
∑

p∈P± exp (q · p/τ) (1)

where q and p represent the semantic features of
dialogue context and passage extracted by multilin-
gual models, respectively.

Domain classification The Bi-encoder archi-
tecture has exhibited efficacy in text retrieval.
Nonetheless, the absence of fine-grained supervi-
sion signals might hinder the alignment of seman-
tic features between queries and passages. To sur-
mount this constraint, we suggest incorporating do-
main classification information to guide the repre-

sentation learning of queries and to align the encod-
ing information of both queries and passages, with-
out compromising the Bi-encoder architecture’s ef-
ficiency. Technically, for a given dialogue context
C, we derive its domain label y from the associated
golden passage and employ a linear layer to classify
the dialogue context’s semantic feature accordingly.
We subsequently train the model by minimizing the
cross-entropy loss function Ldomain.

Ldomain = −
d∑

i=1

yi · log(pi) (2)

L = LInfoNCE + αLdomain (3)

where d represent the number of domain set D ,
and pi denote the probability of a given category
i, α is a hyper-parameter weighting the domain
classification loss.

Retrieval Post-training To further address
the low-resource target language problem while
leveraging the cross-lingual pretraining model’s
capabilities, we conducted a post-training on
English and Chinese dialogue datasets for the
same task. Techinically, we utilized the golden
passage of the dialogue as the positive samples and
retrieved the most relevant documents using the
BM25 algorithm from the remaining document set
as negative samples.

3.2 Passage Reranking

Passage reranking is the process of reordering the
top-k highest-scoring passages Cp retrieved in the
previous step, with the aim of improving the proba-
bility of the most relevant passages being retrieved
correctly. To perform the reranking, We employ
XLM-RoBERTalarge as the encoder of the reranker,
following the pipeline developed by (Zhang et al.,
2023). The reranker concatenated the dialogue con-
text C with the candidate passages p ∈ P±, insert-
ing a “<passage>” token between them as a sepa-
rator. The reranker then utilized a contrastive loss
function, known as the InfoNCE loss, to recalculate
the scores of the passages. The highest-scoring pas-
sage is thereafter selected as an input for generation.
The objective function LInfoNCE is formulated as:
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S (C|p) = Sigmoid {linear [XLM-R ([C, p])]}

(4)

L(2)
InfoNCE = − log

exp (S (C, p+) /τ)∑
p∈P± exp (S (C, p+) /τ)

(5)

where S (C|p) represents the similarity between the
dialogue context and passage, which is obtained by
applying a Sigmoid activation function and a linear
layer to the output of XLM-RoBERTalarge model,
τ is a temperature factor which is set to 1 in our
experiment. To enhance the model’s generaliza-
tion ability, we apply an ensemble method in which
multiple models receive the input, and the most
relevant passages are voted on separately. Subse-
quently, the passage with the most votes is used as
input for the generation stage.

Although both retrieval and reranking are meth-
ods used to evaluate the relevance of passage and
dialogue context, they differ in the way they under-
stand and score relevance. Retrieval method em-
ploys two encoders to encode the passage and di-
alogue and then calculates the similarity between
them. In contrast, reranking methods prioritize se-
quence structure and semantic information, en-
abling a more profound comprehension of the con-
tent. Due to reranking requires greater computa-
tional resources, it is implemented after retrieval.

3.3 Response Generation
The main objective of response generation is to
present the user with a system response uT+1

that is constructed using the historical dialogue
records {u1, u2, ..., uT−1}, a user turn uT , and the
selected passage p, while ensuring that it blends
skillfully into the ongoing discourse.
We leverage the large pre-trained model
mBARTlarge (Liu et al., 2020) to deal with
multilingual generation task. Our dataset contains
a significantly greater amount of data in English
and Chinese languages compared to French and
Vietnamese. In order to improve the performance
of low-resource languages utilizing data-rich lan-
guages, we employ prompt-based and post-training
techniques.

3.3.1 Input Representation
Language Prompts The prompt method that

aims to make better use of pre-trained knowledge

Language Prompts

En
Answer user questions based on document
content and historical conversations.

Zh 根据文档内容和历史对话回答用户问题。

Fr
Répondre aux questions des utilisateurs sur
la base du contenu des documents et de
l’historique des conversations.

Vi
Trả lời câu hỏi của người dùng dựa trên nội
dung tài liệu và các cuộc hội thoại lịch sử.

Table 1: In-lingual prompts in different languages

has recently been successful in transferring pre-
trained language models (PLMs) to downstream
tasks (Liu et al., 2021b). Some researchers also find
prompts can be effective in multilingual scenar-
ios (Fu et al., 2022b; Huang et al., 2022). We lever-
age prompt techniques to activate model’s capabil-
ity of different languages. As inspired by Fu et al.
(2022b), we design both in-lingual prompts(IP)
and cross-lingual prompts(CP). In-lingual prompts
refer to the prompts where the language used is
identical to the target language. The prompts for
the different languages are listed in Table 1. While
cross-lingual prompts are the prompts templates
which involve using the same language across var-
ious languages. We use Vietnamese prompts as the
unified prompts for all languages.

Input Setting For the input of generation model,
we define our input to a concatenation:

x := [prompt;uT ;uT−1...u1; p] (6)

where prompt, ut, p is the prompt correspond-
ing to the target language, the utterance of turn t,
the chosen passage respectively.

Separator tokens We define several separa-
tor tokens to delimit different components of
the input, as illustrated in Figure 1. We uti-
lize the token <Langs>∈S to correspond with
the target language, where the set S is defined
as S={<En>,<Zh>,<Fr>,<V i>}. We add
<last_turn> before uT to identify the last query,
we utilize <agent> and <user> tokens to spec-
ify historical system responses and user’s utterance,
respectively. <passage> token is added to specify
the selected passage. <s> and </s> tokens are
used to specify the start and the end of generation
tokens.

Type Embedding We use type embedding to
distinguish prompt, query, history and passage as
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illustrated in Figure 1. This embedding comprises
of four distinct values.

3.3.2 Training
Training objective Our approach use a

sequence-to-sequence language model to achieve
multilingual generation training. The objective
function is to maximize the log-likelihood of the
output text and is defined as follows:

L = −
|y|∑

i=1

logP (yi | y<i, x; θ) (7)

Where |y| is the number of tokens in the decoded
text, yi is the ith token and y<i is the tokens before
the time step i. Here, x denotes the input of the
model specified by the Equation 6. The symbol θ
represents the set of training parameters.

Generation Post-training The post-training
method is used to transfer knowledge from high-
resource languages to low-resource languages. To
begin with, the model is post-trained on English,
Chinese, French, and Vietnamese with a response
generation task. Here, the French and Vietnamese
data undergo translation from the English language.
The model is then fine-tuned on our target lan-
guages, French and Vietnamese.

R-drop Regularization methods like the dropout
technique are crucial in training a deep neural net-
work as they prevent overfitting and enhance the
generalization ability of deep models. However,
dropout results in a unnegligible inconsistency be-
tween the training and inference stages (Ma et al.,
2016). R-drop (Wu et al., 2021), which allows each
data sample to go through the forward pass twice,
is an effective measure to mitigate this inconsis-
tency. R-Drop forces the two forward pass dis-
tributions for the same data sample outputted by
the different dropout model to be consistent with
each other, through minimizing the bidirectional
Kullback-Leibler(KL) divergence between the two
distributions.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metrics
We conduct our experiments on DialDoc23 shared
task, which introduces multilingual document-
grounded dialogue dataset in Vietnamese and
French1. This dataset contains 797 dialogues in

1https://modelscope.cn/datasets/DAMO_
ConvAI/FrViDoc2Bot

Vietnamese (3,446 turns), 816 dialogues in French
(3,510 turns), and a corpus of 17272 paragraphs.
Each turn utterance is annotated with a number of
grounding passages and a corresponding response.
And we incorporate additional English and Chinese
datasets for post-training. Vietnamese language
has a significant number of words derived from
Chinese while English and French both belong to
the Indo-European language family. We utilize the
Doc2Bot dataset (Fu et al., 2022a), which com-
prises 5760 turns of dialogue in Chinese, and Mul-
tiDoc2Dial (Feng et al., 2021), containing 26,506
turns of dialogue in English.
The leaderboard evaluation method employs the
token-level F1 score (F1), SacreBLEU (S-BLEU),
and ROUGE-L metrics (Feng et al., 2021).

4.2 Experiment Detail
For the retrieval training stage, we utilized a batch
size of 128 and a learning rate of 1e-4 and 2e-5
for post-training and fine-tuning, respectively. And
retrieval passage number top-k is 20. In the rerank-
ing training stage, we set the batch size to 20 and
the learning rate to 2e-5. During the generation
stage, we used a batch size of 32 with a learning
rate of 1e-4 and 1e-5 for post-training and fine-
tuning, respectively. For R-drop, we set the dropout
rate to 0.1, and the KL-divergence loss weight α
0.02 (Wu et al., 2021). For post-training, we post-
train the model on English, Chinese, French, and
Vietnamese with a response generation task. Here,
the French and Vietnamese data undergo transla-
tion from the English language. During each train-
ing session, AdamW is utilized as our optimizer
with a 10% linear warmup technique. All experi-
ments are conducted on an NVIDIA A100 GPU.
To select the best model, we separated 200 French
and 200 Vietnamese samples as our validation set.
For testing, we utilize two test sets, referred to as
DevTest and Test, obtained from the Leaderboard
platform, each consisting of 194 dialogues. Since
the Test dataset is not accessible to the public now
and only the Score-all is visible on the leaderboard,
we opted to present only the Score-all result. And
due to the limit on the number of submissions for
the Test dataset and the closure of the leaderboard,
we only have the results of a relatively good perfor-
mance.

4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis
Retrivel Results Table 3 presents the experi-

mental results on the validation set for different
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Method
TestDev Test

F1 S-BLEU ROUGE-L Score-all Score-all

Re2G(Baseline) 58.55 42.03 55.83 156.42 -
mBartlarge 67.26 56.94 65.06 189.26 -

+FID 63.54 54.92 62.39 180.85 -
+CP 67.42 57.25 65.39 190.06 -
+CP+Post 69.27 58.39 66.39 194.05 -
+CP+Post+R-drop 69.19 59.13 66.85 195.17 214.46
+IP 68.09 57.56 66.06 191.71 -
+IP+Post 69.95 58.95 67.36 196.26 -
+IP+Post+R-drop 70.25 59.73 68.48 198.46 215.40

Table 2: Results of generation method on Leaderboard of MDGDS. The “+Fid” method denotes the application of
the Fusion-in-Decoder model, while the “+Post” method refers to fine-tuning the model on the post-training model.
“+IP” and “+CP” represent the usage of in-lingual prompts and cross-lingual prompts, respectively. Besides, the
“+R-drop” method utilizes the R-drop technique.

Model R@1 R@5 R@10 R@20

XLM-Rbase 48.75 68.25 76.25 81.25
XLM-Rlarge 55.75 73.25 80.25 88.00
InfoXLMlarge 57.75 76.75 81.75 89.00

+Post 62.25 80.25 85.75 90.50
+Post+DomainCls 64.50 82.50 87.00 91.25

Table 3: Retrieval results on the development set. The
“+Post” method refers to the use of the InfoXLMlarge

multilingual pre-training model, followed by post-
training with Chinese and English languages, and finally
fine-tuning on the target language dataset. “DomainCls”
represents the adoption of topic category optimization
for sentence representations within dialogue records.

multilingual models, with post-training and
domain classification.

In the experimental setup, we evaluated the
capabilities of XLM-Rbase, XLM-Rlarge, and
InfoXLMlarge multilingual models to identify the
most suitable cross-lingual model. Furthermore,
we conducted post-training on the InfoXLMlarge

model using Chinese and English, and then fine-
tuned it on the target language. Moreover, we as-
sessed the effectiveness of optimizing dialogue
content representation using topic category infor-
mation based on the previous two steps.

Experimental results indicate that the perfor-
mance of InfoXLMlarge surpasses that of XLM-
Rlarge. Furthermore, post-training of the pre-
trained model has improved the R@20 score by
1.50. Additionally, introducing domain-specific su-
pervision signals in the representation learning of

Model R@1 R@2 R@3 R@5

XLM-Rbase 80.50 86.25 86.25 94.50
XLM-Rlarge 92.50 97.00 98.25 99.00

+Ensemble 93.75 - - -

Table 4: Reranking results on the development set. The
“+Ensemble” method involves the integration of 10
XLM-Roberta-large models created in the same train-
ing, and subsequently making the final selection through
a voting process to identify the best passages.

dialogue content can enhance the semantic fea-
ture representation, which has improved the R@20
score by 0.75.

Reranking Results Table 4 presents the exper-
imental results on the validation set for different
multilingual models. The results illustrate that em-
ploying a model ensemble in the reranking stage
yields an improvement of 1.25 in R@1 score.

Generation Results Tabel 2 presents the results
of different methods. Our generation methods em-
ploy the passage selected through the best retrieval
and reranking models. Our method outperforms the
baseline by a significant margin. This improvement
can be attributed to both the generative model’s de-
sign and the retrieval of the most relevant passages
by the first two tasks.

To determine which type of prompt is more
effective, we conducted experiments using both
in-lingual and cross-lingual prompts. It is shown
that in-lingual prompts outperform cross-lingual
prompts in all settings. We think that the model’s
ability in various languages is triggered by distinct
language prompts. This makes it easier to recall
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knowledge from the pre-training stage using in-
lingual prompts.

To leverage the retrieval of multiple passages
by the first two stages, we conducted an experi-
ment using Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD) (Izacard and
Grave, 2021). The FiD model employs the seq2seq
framework to encode each passage independently
with a query and subsequently decode all the en-
coded features to generate responses. Specifically,
we configured the encoder to accept two passages
as input. The results indicate that the FiD model
does not perform well in our generation task. We
think this is due to the fact that the gold response
is highly relevant to the retrieved passage, whereas
FiD considers the top 2 passages, introducing noise
to the model.

The results indicate that the method of post-
training on datasets of English, Chinese, French,
and Vietnamese followed by fine-tuning on the
target languages, French and Vietnamese, en-
hances the performance a lot. The post-training
method improves the performance of both cross-
lingual prompts and in-lingual prompts consider-
ably, yielding scores of 3.99 and 4.55 respectively.
This suggests that using high-resource languages
to enhance low-resource languages, by leveraging
the similarities between the languages, can be an
effective approach. Additionally, when combined
with R-drop, it further enhances the performance
of cross-lingual prompts and in-lingual prompts
by 1.12 and 2.20, respectively, offering an effec-
tive solution to mitigate the inconsistency between
training and inference.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a cascaded prompt-
based post-training framework comprising Re-
trieval, Reranking, and Generation three-stage, to
solve the MDGD challenge. To enhance the re-
trieval and generation performance in low-resource
languages such as French and Vietnamese, we
exploit the similarities between these and high-
resource languages such as Chinese and English by
applying post-training techniques. Prompt method
are used to activate model’s ability in a specific lan-
guage and dialogue domain, and in-lingual prompts
show superior results. Furthermore, we employ
DomainCls loss function in retrieval, emsemble
method in Rerank, and R-drop method to attain the
best results in the Dialdoc23 shared task.
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Abstract 1 

Document-grounded dialogue generation 2 

based on multilingual is a challenging and 3 

realistic task. Unlike previous tasks, it need 4 

to tackle with multiple high-resource 5 

languages facilitating low-resource lang-6 

uages. This paper summarizes our research 7 

based on a three-stage pipeline that includes 8 

retrieval, re-rank and generation where 9 

each component is individually optimiz-10 

ed.  In different languages with limited data 11 

scenarios, we mainly improve the robust-12 

ness of the pipeline through data augmen-13 

tation and embedding perturbation with 14 

purpose of improving the performance 15 

designing three training methods: cross-16 

language enhancement training, weighted 17 

training with neighborhood distribution 18 

augmentation, and ensemble adversarial 19 

training, all of that can be used as plug and 20 

play modules. Through experiments with 21 

different settings, it has been shown that our 22 

methods can effectively improve the 23 

generalization performance of pipeline  24 

with score ranking 6th  among the public 25 

submissions on leaderboards. 26 

1 Introduction 27 

Question Answering (QA) system has received 28 

extensive attention in recent researches. The QA 29 

system aims to provide precise answers in response 30 

to the user’s questions in natural language. An 31 

essential task in the QA system is conversational 32 

question answering and document-grounded 33 

dialogue modeling. Lack of data is one of the main 34 

challenges (Zhang et al., 2020). 35 

Retrieval-augmented Generation (RAG)  (Lewis 36 

et al., 2020) proposes a two-stage generation 37 

method with retriever extracting multiple 38 

documents related to the query and feeding them 39 

into answer generator. A survey of document-40 

grounded dialogue systems (Ma et al., 2020) points 41 

that it is a mainstream method to indirectly search 42 

for key text before directly generating replies. 43 

There have been various works for knowledge-44 

grounded dialogue systems (Zhan et al., 2021; Wen 45 

et al., 2022; Ma et al., 2020) to address this 46 

problem. A new framework UniGDD (Gao et al., 47 

2022) use prompt learning for context guidance 48 

and design multitask learning. PPTOD (Su et al., 49 

2022) proposes a dialogue pre-trained model that 50 

implements the current SOTA. 51 

As a more realistic task, MultiDoc2Dial (Feng et 52 

al., 2021) faces challenges of identifying useful 53 

pieces of text from documents and generating 54 

response simultaneously which is goal-oriented 55 

dialogues generation based on multiple documents. 56 

Unlike former task, Doc2dial (Zhang et al., 2023) 57 

upgrades the difficulty level by introducing 58 

multiple languages. 59 

To alleviate the problem of limited datasets in 60 

low-resource languages, on the one hand, it is 61 

necessary to effectively utilize datasets in the other 62 

high-resource languages. On the other hand, we 63 

design three training methods. These designs are all 64 

aimed at enhancing the generalization ability of the 65 

model. Our model is based on a three-stage 66 

framework: retriever, re-ranker and generator, the 67 

aims of first and second step are obtaining the most 68 

relevant paragraphs to the question, and then 69 

generating answer text. The first stage is 70 

responsible for the coverage of relevant texts that 71 

is the comprehensiveness of input texts; in the 72 

second stage, it is necessary to filter out the most 73 

relevant text that is the accuracy of the input text; 74 

the third stage generates answers based on the input 75 

text, which is clearly the most important part. Our 76 

contributions are as follows: 77 

• a cross language enhancement training 78 

method is designed which can effectively 79 

improve generalization ability by 80 

replacing the high-frequency tokens of 81 

Enhanced Training Methods for Multiple Languages 
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high-resource languages with that of low-82 

resource languages in pre-trained model. 83 

• enhanced weighted training approach 84 

based on neighborhood distribution is 85 

presented, the diversity of input texts can 86 

be increased through data augmentation, 87 

and the problem of semantic inaccuracy 88 

can be alleviated through weight. 89 

• ensemble adversarial training method is 90 

proposed including two classic 91 

adversarial training methods to improve 92 

the model's anti-interference ability and 93 

reduce text generation bias. 94 

The above three enhancement training methods 95 

can be easily applied to other languages models as 96 

plug and play modules. Based on the published 97 

dataset, sufficient experiments are conducted  98 

confirming the method can effectively improve the 99 

generalization performance of the model. 100 

2 Task Definition 101 

Given dialogue history {𝑞1,⋯ , 𝑞𝑡−1}  and current 102 

user’s query 𝑞t,  DialDoc task need to produce the 103 

response based on knowledge from a set of relevant 104 

documents 𝐷0 ⊆ 𝐷  , where 𝐷  denotes all 105 

knowledge documents. Besides, the task provides 106 

similar format dataset of four languages including 107 

two high-resource languages (English and Chinese) 108 

and two low-resource languages ( French and 109 

Vietnamese), and the latter one is evaluated. 110 

3 Methodology 111 

To start with design，our pipeline is based on the 112 

three-stage baseline (Zhang et al., 2023). The three 113 

training augmentation methods that we propose 114 

can be applied to retrieval and generation. The 115 

specific framework process is as Figure 1. 116 

3.1 Cross-Language Enhancement Training 117 

(CET) 118 

From perspective of tokenizer, we designed a 119 

enhancement training method with token exchange 120 

between various languages. In different languages 121 

pairs, words with high frequency may have similar 122 

semantics, so that transfer learning can be used to 123 

facilitate low-resource languages training with 124 

embedding layers of high-resource languages. The 125 

basic idea is that as for pre-training model’s 126 

tokenizer , replace high-resource languages’ tokens 127 

with that of low-resource languages according to 128 

the rank of tokens’ frequency which should follow 129 

four principles: (i) the total number of tokens of the 130 

high-resource languages need to be larger than that 131 

of the low-resource languages. (ii) select every 132 

similar language pairs, replace the high-resource 133 

tokens with low-resource tokens according to the 134 

rank order of frequency separately. In this paper, it 135 

should replace Chinese with Vietnamese and 136 

English with French. (iii) if the tokens of a 137 

language pair are insufficient, they can be mapped 138 

to the remaining unaligned tokens of another 139 

language. In this paper, there does not need to do it 140 

as the number of tokens in English higher than that 141 

of French, so do Chinese and Vietnamese. (iv) 142 

punctuation marks, [UNK] and other special marks 143 

remain unchanged. 144 

After obtaining the mapping relationship of the 145 

tokenizer, we replace low-resource languages’ 146 

datasets into high-resource languages’ datasets as 147 

additional data, setting training weight 𝑤  for the 148 

new one. 149 

3.2 Enhanced Weighted Training of 150 

Neighborhood Distribution ( EWTND ) 151 

To alleviate the limited datasets about low-resource 152 

languages, we propose enhanced weighted training 153 

of neighborhood distribution method.  By 154 

enhancing the texts from semantic neighbor-155 

hood distribution, the diversity of input text 156 

increases, and the problem of semantic inaccuracy 157 

of neighborhood distribution is alleviated through 158 

weighted training. The steps of the method are as 159 

follows: (i) in top 𝑛  words {𝑤1,⋯ ,𝑤𝑛}  with the 160 

highest frequency, using the last layer of pre-161 

trained mT5 (Xue et al., 2021; Raffel et al., 2020;  162 

Zhang et al., 2020) encoder to produce 512 163 

dimensional vectors {𝑣1,⋯ , 𝑣𝑛}  for each token 164 

(except for punctuation mark).  (ii) for every 𝑣 , 165 

find the 𝑘 words with the largest similarity through 166 

vector retrieval by Faiss (Johnson et al., 2019) 167 

vector retrieval library, and record their 168 

similarities. So we get the text neighborhood 169 

 
Figure 1: Training process of our pipeline. 
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matrix 𝑡ij and similarity matrix 𝑠ij, where 1 ≤ i ≤170 

n, 1 ≤ j ≤ k . (iii) during training, each sentence 171 

has a 𝑝%  probability to apply replacing that is 172 

words in 𝑤 are replaced by one of its neighborhood 173 

from 𝑡 with equal probability, and the calculation 174 

weight of sample loss is updated to the mean of 175 

similarity from 𝑠 in every sentence. 176 

 177 

3.3 Ensemble Adversarial Training （EAT） 178 

As a regularization method, adversarial training 179 

can improve the robustness of the model by 180 

introducing perturbations in embedding (Tramèr et 181 

al., 2020; Miyato et al., 2021). We propose an 182 

ensemble adversarial training method that blend 183 

two classic adversarial training methods to 184 

improve the model's anti-interference ability and 185 

reduce text generation bias. Adversarial training 186 

can be described by a general formula as follows: 187 

(Madry et al., 2019) 188 

 𝔼(𝑥,𝑦)~𝐷[𝜃
𝑚𝑖𝑛 𝐿(𝑥 + ∆𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜃)∆𝑥∈Ω

𝑚𝑎𝑥 ]  189 

where 𝐷 is training dataset, x is input, y is target, 𝜃 190 

is model parameter, 𝐿(𝑥 + ∆𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜃)  is loss of 191 

single sample,  Ω  is disturbance space, ∆𝑥  is 192 

perturbation. What’s more, the main changes in 193 

different adversarial training methods are ∆𝑥  and 194 

Ω.  FGM method (Ian et al., 2015; Wong et al., 195 

2020) raise the gradient with parameter 𝜖  and 196 

standardize it getting new ∆𝑥: 197 

∆𝑥 = 𝜖
∇𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜃)

‖∇𝐿(𝑥, 𝑦; 𝜃)‖
 198 

While PGD method (Madry et al., 2019) split ∆𝑥  199 

into multiple steps, set the constraint space to a 200 

sphere: 201 

∆𝑥𝑡+1 =∏ (∆𝑥𝑡 + 𝛼
∇𝐿(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦; 𝜃)

‖∇𝐿(𝑥𝑡 , 𝑦; 𝜃)‖
)

𝑥+𝑆
 202 

where 𝑆 = 𝑟 ∈ ℝ𝑑, ‖𝑟‖2 < 𝜖, 𝛼 is step size. 203 

We add the FGM and PGD into training. For each 204 

batch in training process, we set the probabilities of 205 

the different training methods, there is 𝑝1% 206 

probability of PGD, 𝑝2%  probability of FGM, and 207 

𝑝3%  probability of not changing. The proportion 208 

can be determined by the ordinal of the model's 209 

convergence effect. In this paper, the rank of PGD, 210 

FGM, and non enhancement are 3:2:1 respectively, 211 

which means the probabilities are 50%, 33%, 17%. 212 

After multiple experiments, we believe that there is 213 

a correlation between the final convergence loss of 214 

the method and the dataset, so the all possibilities 215 

should cannot be directly set and need to be 216 

determined based on the training results. 217 

4 Experiments 218 

We evaluate our methods using datasets provided 219 

by shared task which include four languages. As for 220 

generator, EWTND uses French and Vietnamese 221 

dialogue generation dataset, while CET also 222 

requires English and Chinese dialogue dataset. 223 

Besides, the score is calculated based on the sum of 224 

token-level F1, SacreBleu and Rouge-L metrics. 225 

The experiments are mainly conducted on fine-226 

tuning the retriever and generator based on the 227 

open-source baseline in three-stage framework. All 228 

the performances of methods can be evaluated by 229 

score of generator. 230 

 231 

𝒘 F1 Sarcebleu Rouge-L Score 

0 58.55 42.03 55.83 156.42 

0.2 60.74 43.30 57.92 161.96 

0.25 61.85 43.72 59.21 164.78 

0.3 61.97 44.38 59.31 165.66 

0.35 61.71 43.63 59.08 164.42 

0half bz 61.13 43.36 58.18 162.67 

Table 1: The results of CET on Doc2dial validation 232 

dataset. 233 

Implementation As for  CET and EWTND, when 234 

they are used in generator, we change the 235 

"passages" and "re-rank"  corresponding text in 236 

dataset; when they are used in retriever, we change 237 

the "positive" and "negative" corresponding text in 238 

dataset; while "query" text and "target" text won’t 239 

 

Figure 2: The key parts of EWTND. 
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be changed. As for EWTND, we use the cosine 240 

similarity. Faiss vector retrieval use product 241 

quantization to divide vector into 8 sub vectors, 242 

with 100 k-means clustering for each sub vector. 243 

There is no threshold set to limit the number of 244 

synonyms 𝑘  which facilitates parallelization 245 

acceleration. We also set no limit to training epochs 246 

with early stopping epochs as 5, as EAT will need 247 

at least double training time. 248 

 249 

Results Table 1 reports the performance of 250 

generator by using CET. When the weight is small, 251 

there can be a significant improvement. As weight 252 

increases to a certain extent, there will be score 253 

jitter. It proves that the CET can utilize the 254 

embedding of high-resource languages to improve 255 

low-resource languages. Meanwhile, this may also 256 

be due to more training batches. By reducing the 257 

batch size to half, it can be observed that score still 258 

improves, but under nearly equal training time, 259 

CET still achieves better results. 260 

 261 

𝒏 𝒌 𝑝 Score 

500 1 0.2 170.23 

500 2 0.2 172.45 

500 3 0.2 166.38 

500 2 0.3 171.81 

1000 2 0.2 170.75 

Table 2: The results of EWTND on Doc2dial 262 

validation dataset. 263 

Table 2 shows the effect of generator by using 264 

EWTND, it still use CET and EWTND but only 265 

strengthen the origin data. When 𝒌 increases from 266 

2 to 3, the reason why score drops might be 267 

uncertainty of the neighborhood’s semantic 268 

meaning, the same reason can explain the time 269 

when 𝒏 increases.  270 

 271 

𝒑𝟏 𝒑𝟐 𝒑𝟑 Score 

100% 0% 0% 175.05 

0% 100% 0% 172.45 

50% 33% 17% 175.39 

60% 25% 15% 174.48 

45% 35% 20% 173.60 

Table 3: The results of EAT on Doc2dial validation 272 

dataset. 273 

Table 3 shows the ensemble effect of adversarial 274 

training, it proves that such training method will 275 

provide stable improving although not much. 276 

 277 

Method EWTND EAT CET Score 

Retriever ✓   181.57 

Retriever ✓ ✓  181.60 

mT5    173.42 

mT5   ✓ 183.05 

mT5 ✓  ✓ 186.71 

mT5 ✓ ✓ ✓ 188.62 

Table 4: The results of adding training methods into 278 

other models on Doc2dial validation dataset. 279 

Table 4 shows effectiveness of three training 280 

methods as plug and play modules. By enhancing 281 

the retriever, the generator still improves but  282 

disadvantage is that it increases training time 283 

around 1.5 times. Besides, the improved 284 

performance is not as good as methods applied to 285 

the generator. With the best retriever and origin re-286 

ranker, we replace the generator with origin mT5 287 

(Xue et al., 2021) model which shows that it is 288 

better than generator in baseline. Finally, we 289 

achieve best performance by adding three 290 

enhanced training methods into mT5. 291 

The above experiments have shown that our 292 

methods have significant advantages: (i) three 293 

training methods can effectively increase model’s 294 

performance without affecting prediction speed. (ii) 295 

almost all language models with token as input can 296 

apply these methods. (iii) the methods can have 297 

more potentials in future work, especially in cross 298 

language scenarios, EWTND can be extended to 299 

more similar language pairs; EAT can use more 300 

complex sampling methods based on the neighbor-301 

hood distribution of different languages. 302 

5 Conclusion 303 

In this paper, we propose three training methods to 304 

improve model’s performance from perspective of 305 

embedding enhancement  and data augmentation. 306 

CET Introduces cross language learning through 307 

high-frequency words; EWTND use weighted 308 

augmentation from the neighborhood distribution 309 

of high-frequency words; EAT strengthen the 310 

robustness of the model through embedding 311 

perturbation. Compared to the baseline mode, our 312 

methods achieve the stable rise in score.  313 
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Abstract

Multilingual document-grounded dialogue,
where the system is required to generate re-
sponses based on both the conversation multi-
lingual context and external knowledge sources.
Traditional pipeline methods for knowledge
identification and response generation, while
effective in certain scenarios, suffer from er-
ror propagation issues and fail to capture the
interdependence between these two sub-tasks.
To overcome these challenges, we propose the
application of the SLDT method, which treats
passage-knowledge selection as a sequential de-
cision process rather than a single-step decision
process. We achieved the winner 3rd in dialdoc
2023 and we also validated the effectiveness
of our method on other datasets. The ablation
experiment also shows that our method signifi-
cantly improves the basic model compared to
other methods.

1 Introduction

The advancements in neural models and the
development of large-scale dialogue datasets
have significantly propelled dialog generation re-
search (Huang et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2022a;
Ma et al., 2022). Open-domain dialogue systems
strive to produce more informative and fluent re-
sponses (Ke et al., 2018; Zhang et al., 2020; Liu
et al., 2021; Meng et al., 2021), finding applica-
tions in a wide array of areas such as emotional
companionship, mental health support, and social
chatbots.

Despite demonstrating promising results, most
existing dialogue generation systems (Liu et al.,
2022b; Bao et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020) depend on
substantial data resources. In real-world scenarios,
dialogue corpora for many languages are not read-
ily available, thereby restricting the applicability
of dialogue systems for low-resource or even zero-
resource languages. Consequently, it is crucial to
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develop methods capable of effectively transfer-
ring knowledge from a source language with ample
resources to a target language.

One such task is multilingual document-
grounded dialogue (Sannigrahi et al., 2023), where
the system is required to generate responses based
on both the conversation multilingual context and
external knowledge sources, such as documents
or databases (Glass et al., 2022; Qi et al., 2022).
While various methods have been proposed to ad-
dress the challenges of knowledge selection and re-
sponse generation in this task (Kim et al., 2020; Lai
et al., 2023), including sequential latent knowledge
selection for document-grounded dialogue. There
is a need for a novel approach that combines the ad-
vantages of these methods (Zhang et al., 2022b). In
this paper, we propose a new method to address the
problem of document dialogue by employing the
Sequential Latent Document Transformer (SLDT)
to select the most relevant knowledge for conversa-
tion from a multilingual document set.

The motivation behind focusing on multilingual
document-grounded dialogue lies in its potential to
provide more informative and engaging responses
by leveraging external knowledge sources (Gao
et al., 2022; Zhang et al., 2022a), thereby enabling
the dialogue system to better assist users in sat-
isfying their diverse information needs. Tradi-
tional pipeline methods for knowledge identifica-
tion and response generation, while effective in cer-
tain scenarios, suffer from error propagation issues
and fail to capture the interdependence between
these two sub-tasks. To overcome these challenges,
we propose the application of the SLDT method,
which has shown promising results in knowledge-
grounded dialogue, to the task of document dia-
logue. The use of SLDT in document conversations
is expected to bring several advantages, such as bet-
ter modeling the diversity in document-knowledge
selection, more accurate leveraging of response
information, and the ability to work even when
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Multilingual Documents
 

Monolingual  Document-grounded Dialogue
User:Quelles sont les étapes d'évolution du Néolithique à l'Antiquité 
classique ? 
Bot:Une progression continuelle et qui amènera ultérieurement par 
exemple, au fourneau, et à sa ventilation, a fourni la capacité à 
fondre, et à forger, d'abord les métaux les plus accessibles. 
User:Quels sont les plus anciens outils en pierre connus ? 
Bot:Les plus anciens outils de pierre connus, regroupés sous le nom de 
Pré-Oldowayen ou d'Oldowayen, datent d'il y a 2,3 millions d'années. 
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Multilingual  Document-grounded Dialogue
User:Quelles sont les étapes d'évolution du Néolithique à l'Antiquité 
classique ? 
Bot:Une progression continuelle et qui amènera ultérieurement par 
exemple, au fourneau, et à sa ventilation, a fourni la capacité à 
fondre, et à forger, d'abord les métaux les plus accessibles. 
User:Quels sont les plus anciens outils en pierre connus ? 
Bot:Les plus anciens outils de pierre connus, regroupés sous le nom de 
Pré-Oldowayen ou d'Oldowayen, datent d'il y a 2,3 millions d'années. 
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Bot: Một số nhỏ bằng chứng trong nghiên cứu y khoa ủng hộ ý tưởng 
rằng kiểm tra thể chất trước khi đi làm thực sự có thể làm giảm sự 
vắng mặt, chấn thương tại nơi làm việc và bệnh nghề nghiệp có chất 
lượng thấp.
User: Một số nhỏ bằng chứng chất lượng thấp trong nghiên cứu y 
khoa ủng hộ ý tưởng gì? 
Bot: Một số nhỏ bằng chứng chất lượng thấp trong nghiên cứu y 
khoa ủng hộ ý tưởng rằng kiểm tra thể chất trước khi đi làm thực 
sự có thể làm giảm sự vắng mặt, chấn thương tại nơi làm việc và 
bệnh nghề nghiệp.
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rằng kiểm tra thể chất trước khi đi làm

thực sự có thể làm giảm sự vắng mặt, chấn
thương tại nơi làm việc và bệnh nghề

nghiệp.  

Kvi：

Figure 1: Introduction of Multilingual Document-grounded Dialogue.

knowledge selection labels for previous dialogues
are not available . These properties of SLDT make
it a suitable candidate for selecting relevant knowl-
edge from documents to carry on the conversation.
Our primary research goal is to develop an SLDT-
based method for document dialogue that can effec-
tively select the K most relevant documents from
the document set based on the conversation history
and input them into the generation module after
concatenation.

Our method achieved excellent results on dialdoc
2023 Share Task. Obtained 208 points in online
testing. We also validated the effectiveness of our
method on other datasets. The ablation experiment
also shows that our method significantly improves
the basic model compared to other methods.

2 Related Works

Document-grounded dialogue systems (DGDS) cat-
egorize unstructured, semi-structured, and struc-
tured data in documents to facilitate the compre-
hension of human knowledge and interactions, thus
fostering more natural human-computer interac-

tions (HCI) (Zhou et al., 2018). The objective of
DGDS is to generate conversational modes based
on information (utterances, turns, context, clarifi-
cation) supplied by a document or documents (Ma
et al., 2020). DGDS are particularly advantageous
in task-oriented and goal-oriented settings as they
replicate the natural dialogue flow. A recent ex-
ample of DGDS, closely related to our work, is
Doc2Dial, a multi-domain DGDS dataset designed
for goal-oriented dialogue that models hypotheti-
cal dialogue flows and scenes to simulate authentic
interactions between a user and a machine agent
in information-seeking contexts (Feng et al., 2020).
In our proposed task, we adopt a similar approach,
but we also permit users to pose clarification ques-
tions, the responses to which may not be directly
grounded in the document. This aspect is crucial
in the development of instruction-giving conver-
sational agents, as the dialogue pipeline requires
increased flexibility, as previously mentioned.

Multilingual dialogue tasks typically utilize a
code-switching approach to achieve semantic align-
ment between various languages (Liu et al., 2020b;
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Chapuis et al., 2021; Qin et al., 2021). This method
of code-switching enables implicit semantic align-
ment without the need for parallel corpus pairs.
Drawing inspiration from these studies, we apply
the code-switching technique to transfer knowl-
edge from English dialogue history to other target
languages lacking training examples. In line with
previous work (Chapuis et al., 2021) on multilin-
gual representation, we implement code-switching
at the utterance level, although code-switching at
the word or span level is more prevalent (Baner-
jee et al., 2018; Bawa et al., 2020; Doğruöz et al.,
2021).

3 Methodology

We utilize XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020) as our
retrieval model, employing a representation-based
bi-encoder consisting of a dialogue query encoder,
denoted as q(·), and a passage context encoder,
represented by p(·).

For a given input query Q and a set of passages
{Pi}Mi=1, the encodings for the query and passage
are computed as q(Q) and p (Pi), respectively. The
similarity between these encodings is determined
by the dot product ⟨q(Q), p (Pi)⟩, with the model
being trained to minimize the negative log likeli-
hood of the correct passage among L in-batch and
challenging negatives.

Subsequently, we pre-calculate the representa-
tions for all passages and index them offline. Dur-
ing inference, the top-K passages are retrieved us-
ing Maximum Inner Product Search (MIPS) in con-
junction with Faiss.

We introduce a Sequential Latent Document
Transformer tailored for multilingual document-
based dialogue, as illustrated in Figure 2. The
objective of the model is to generate customized
and informative responses by learning a proba-
bilistic model p(R|C,K,P) that leverages passage-
knowledge and context flowing (Kim et al., 2020).

We proceed by iterating through dialogue turns
with 1 ≤ t ≤ T , iterating over words in the ut-
terances of the apprentice and wizard using 1 ≤
m ≤ M and 1 ≤ n ≤ N , and denoting knowledge
sentences in the pool with 1 ≤ l ≤ L. Here, T rep-
resents the dialogue length, M and N correspond
to the lengths of the apprentice and wizard’s utter-
ances, and L denotes the passage-knowledge pool
size.

The input to the SLDT at turn t comprises pre-
vious conversation turns, which include user utter-

ances x1, ...,xt, system responses y1, ...,yt−1, and
the passage pool k1, ...,kt, where kt = {kt,l} =
kt,1, ...,kt,L. The model’s output consists of the
chosen sample passage-knowledge kts and the re-
sponse yt. We provide an in-depth explanation of
sentence embedding, passage-knowledge selection,
and utterance decoding.

First, we consider passage-knowledge selection
a sequential rather than a one-step decision-making
process. Due to the diversity of passage-knowledge
selection in dialogue, we model it with latent vari-
ables. Therefore, we can conduct joint inference
for multiple turns of passage-knowledge selection
and response generation, as opposed to distinct
inference on a turn-by-turn basis.

Various studies have been conducted on sequen-
tial latent variable models. For instance, some have
proposed a posterior attention model that repre-
sents the attention mechanism in seq2seq models
as sequential latent variables. Drawing inspiration
from these works, we factorize response generation
with latent document passage-knowledge selection
and derive the variational lower bound as follows.
The conditional probability of generating response
yt given dialogue context x≤t and y<t:

p(yt|x≤t,y<t) ≈
t−1∏

i=1

∑

ki

qψ(k
i)
(∑

kt

pγ(y
t|x≤t,y<t,kt)πγ(k

t)
)

(1)

Note that pγ(yt|·) is a decoder network, πγ(kt)
is a categorical conditional distribution of knowl-
edge given dialogue context and previously se-
lected knowledge, and qψ(k

t) is an inference
network to approximate posterior distribution
pγ(k

t|x≤t,y≤t,k<t).
Eq.(1) means that we first infer from the knowl-

edge posterior which knowledge would be used up
to previous turn t− 1, estimate the knowledge for
current turn t from prior knowledge distribution
and generate an utterance from the inferred knowl-
edge. Figure 2 shows an example of this generation
process at t = 3. We parameterize the decoder net-
work pγ , the prior distribution of knowledge πγ ,
and the approximate posterior qψ with deep neural
networks as will be discussed.

4 Experiments

For the retrieval training stage, we utilized a batch
size of 128 and a learning rate of 1e-4 and 5e-5
for post-training and fine-tuning, respectively. And
retrieval passage number top-k is 25. During the
generation stage, we used a batch size of 32 with
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Figure 2: Subfigure (a) and (c) show the document-based dialogue in two-stage and three-stage (Glass et al., 2022),
respectively, while subfigure (b) show our SLDT, a new paradigm between (a) and (c).

a learning rate of 1e-4 and 1e-5 for post-training
and fine-tuning, respectively. For R-drop, we set
the dropout rate to 0.1, and the KL-divergence loss
weight 0.02.

4.1 Datasets

FrViDoc2Bot contains annotated Vietnamese
and French document-grounded dialogue training
data, the development data that the participants
are required to provide the model predicts, as well
as the passage corpus that the training and devel-
opment data depend on (DAMO_ConvAI, 2023).
Each piece of data in the training set contains three
attributes: query, passages, and response. The
query is a concatenation of the conversation his-
tory in reverse order, with the last turn marked as
“<last_turn>" and the rest marked with “" for user
input and “" for system output. The ‘passages‘ at-
tribute contains the passage arranged according to
reply dependencies, followed by a reverse-ordered
chain of titles concatenated with “/" as the delimiter.
The response attribute is the desired output, begin-
ning with “". They have provided the ‘passage
corpus‘ that all dialogues in the training, validation,
and test sets rely on in passages.csv. We sampled

200 pieces of train data from it as a dev set during
offline validation for Table 1 and 2.

Wizard of Wikipedia dataset is a large dataset
with conversations directly grounded with knowl-
edge retrieved from Wikipedia. It is used to train
and evaluate dialogue systems for knowledgeable
open dialogue with clear grounding. The dataset
contains dialogues in which a bot needs to respond
to user inputs in a knowledgeable way. Each re-
sponse should be grounded on a sentence from
Wikipedia that is relevant to the conversation topic.
WoW encompasses a total of 18,430 dialogues for
training, 1,948 dialogues for validation, and 1,933
dialogues for testing (Dinan et al., 2019a). The
test set is divided into two subsets: Test Seen, con-
taining 965 dialogues on topics overlapping with
the training set, and Test Unseen, consisting of 968
dialogues on topics not previously encountered in
the training and validation sets.

4.2 Automatic Evaluation

The F1 (Dinan et al., 2019b) value is used to eval-
uate the consistency between the predicted and
golden responses when the golden response exists.
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Model Parameters
Response Generation

B-1 B-2 B-3 DIS-1 DIS-2 R-1 R-2 R-L F1 S-BLEU

MT5S (golden kg)
300M

24.7 23.2 21.3 5.3 9.8 32.1 28.4 31.2 19.7 21.3
MT5S (no kg) 19.1 17.6 15.7 3.3 4.1 26.5 22.8 25.6 14.1 15.7
MT5B (golden kg)

580M
45.3 43.8 42.0 25.9 30.3 53.0 49.3 52.1 40.3 42.0

MT5B (no kg) 30.3 28.8 27.0 10.9 15.4 37.7 34.0 36.8 25.3 27.0
MBARTB (golden kg)

170M
47.4 45.9 44.0 28.0 32.4 55.0 51.3 54.1 42.4 44.0

MBARTB (no kg) 30.6 29.1 28.0 11.2 15.6 39.0 35.3 38.1 25.6 28.0
MBARTL (golden kg)

680M
53.7 52.2 50.3 34.3 38.7 61.0 57.3 60.1 48.6 50.2

MBARTL (no kg) 32.4 30.9 29.3 13.5 16.9 41.4 37.7 39.9 36.2 35.3

Table 1: Automatic evaluation results of different Pre-trained models on the FrViDoc2Bot dev set.

Model
Response Generation

B-1 B-2 B-3 DIS-1 DIS-2 R-1 R-2 R-L F1 PPL S-BLEU

MBART + No knowledge 31.4 27.9 19.3 10.5 12.9 21.4 20.7 19.9 16.2 - 35.3
MBART + Random knowledge 33.4 30.4 21.8 12.8 17.2 26.1 21.6 23.4 23.1 - 37.8
MBART + Repeat last utterance 35.5 32.9 23.3 15.1 18.5 31.4 22.5 26.9 26.7 103.7 40.3
MBART + Norm retrieval 47.6 45.3 39.8 27.4 25.8 46.2 38.4 38.4 37.0 88.3 42.8
MBART + XLM-R 49.6 47.6 43.3 29.8 30.0 51.0 44.3 45.8 45.4 83.5 45.3
MBART + XLM-R + SLDT 51.7 49.9 46.8 32.1 34.3 56.1 50.8 53.2 52.2 76.4 47.8
MBART + XLM-R + SLDT + Copy 53.7 52.2 50.3 34.3 38.7 61.0 57.3 60.1 58.6 64.4 50.3

Table 2: Automatic evaluation results of different models on the FrViDoc2Bot dev set.

Perplexity (PPL) (Meister and Cotterell, 2021) can
determine the coherence of the predicted query to
a certain extent. We additionally used BLEU (Pa-
pineni et al., 2002; Chen and Cherry, 2014; Post,
2018) to evaluate the consistency of predicted re-
sponses with standard responses, Distinct (Li et al.,
2016a) to evaluate the diversity of responses in the
test set (Li et al., 2016b).

4.3 Pre-training Models

XLM-R (Conneau et al., 2020) is an improved
version of XLM based on the RoBERTa model (Liu
et al., 2019). XLM-R is trained with a cross-lingual
masked language modeling objective on data in
100 languages from Common Crawl. To improve
the pre-training data quality, pages from Common
Crawl were filtered by an n-gram language model
trained on Wikipedia (Wenzek et al., 2020).

mBART (Liu et al., 2020a) is a multilingual
encoder-decoder model that is based on BART
(Lewis et al., 2020). mBART is trained with a

combination of span masking and sentence shuf-
fling objectives on a subset of 25 languages from
the same data as XLM-R.

MT5 (Multilingual T5) is a massively multilin-
gual pretrained text-to-text transformer model (Xue
et al., 2021). It is trained following a similar recipe
as T5. Current natural language processing (NLP)
pipelines often make use of transfer learning, where
a model is pre-trained on a data-rich task before
being fine-tuned on a downstream task of interest.

4.4 Knowledge Access Methods

Weak correlation passage-knowledge in
knowledge-based dialogue refers to the knowledge
that is not directly related to the current dialogue
context but is still useful for generating a response.
It is called weak correlation because it is not
directly related to the current dialogue context
but is still useful for generating a response.
For example, if you are talking about a movie
and you mention that you like action movies,
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Model
Response Generation (Test seen)

B-1 B-2 B-3 DIS-1 DIS-2 R-1 R-2 R-L F1 PPL S-BLEU

MBART + No knowledge 9.0 6.5 4.3 5.7 7.8 5.4 3.9 4.7 5.2 - 9.3
MBART + Random knowledge 8.9 6.1 4.0 6.8 8.5 6.9 4.2 5.8 6.6 - 9.6
MBART + Repeat last utterance 14.1 11.7 9.7 10.6 15.2 12.4 2.1 10.0 12.0 89.7 13.6
MBART + SLDT 17.3 15.3 13.4 15.4 20.9 16.9 5.4 14.4 16.4 64.4 18.6
MBART + SLDT + Copy 18.5 16.9 15.1 18.2 24.6 19.4 6.7 16.8 18.8 52.1 21.6

Table 3: Automatic evaluation results of different models on Wizard of Wikipedia test seen set.

Model
Response Generation (Test Unseen)

B-1 B-2 B-3 DIS-1 DIS-2 R-1 R-2 R-L F1 PPL S-BLEU

MBART + No knowledge 6.3 5.2 4.1 4.0 6.7 3.9 - 1.5 2.9 - 5.8
MBART + Random knowledge 6.4 5.8 5.6 4.4 7.5 7.3 - 4.6 6.3 - 6.6
MBART + Repeat last utterance 12.5 9.7 9.1 7.5 12.3 10.6 2.2 7.7 9.7 113.4 13.4
MBART + SLDT 15.6 12.6 12.6 11.6 17.1 14.9 3.7 11.8 11.0 90.5 15.2
MBART + SLDT + Copy 16.7 13.5 14.2 13.7 19.9 17.2 4.1 13.9 13.3 81.3 18.0

Table 4: Automatic evaluation results of different models on Wizard of Wikipedia test unseen set.

Model
Response Generation

B-1 B-2 B-3 DIS-1 DIS-2 R-1 R-2 R-L F1 PPL S-BLEU

Ours-FiD 43.6 51.5 58.4 32.3 36.0 58.4 53.9 56.3 46.2 73.2 46.3
Ours-R_drop 54.2 52.8 51.5 35.9 39.3 62.1 58.8 61.3 50.5 65.2 52.6
Ours-Prompt 56.6 54.0 52.2 36.4 39.6 63.2 56.0 61.8 53.2 63.8 53.1
Ours-Post_pretrain 58.9 56.2 53.9 40.5 44.3 64.6 57.2 62.1 61.8 47.3 58.6
Ours-Ensemble 60.7 58.5 55.6 43.4 48.8 67.0 61.4 66.3 66.7 38.9 60.5

Table 5: Automatic evaluation results of leaderboard submission which is based on the FrViDoc2Bot test set.

then the system can use this weak correlation
passage-knowledge to recommend other action
movies that you might like.
Norm retrieval means regaining the norm of the
lost signal from its intensity measurements. It arises
naturally from phase retrieval when one utilizes
both a collection of subspaces and their orthogonal
complements. Norm retrieval can be done using
projections and can be used to extend certain results
for frames.

4.5 Results and Analysis
4.5.1 Performance of Pre-training models
The experimental analysis presented in Table 1
aims to compare the performance of different pre-

trained models on the FrViDoc2Bot dev set. The
models investigated include MT5 and mBART,
with small (S), base (B), and large (L) variants.
The table further distinguishes between the models’
performances when utilizing the golden knowledge
(golden kg) and when relying solely on dialogue
history information (no kg).

Upon analyzing the results, it is evident that the
models’ performance generally improves with the
inclusion of the golden kg, as indicated by higher
scores across most evaluation metrics. This implies
that the utilization of external knowledge is benefi-
cial for response generation tasks. For instance, the
MT5_S model achieves a B-1 score of 24.7 with
the golden kg, while the same model without the kg
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attains a B-1 score of 19.1. Similar improvements
can be observed for other models and evaluation
metrics.

Comparing the performance of MT5 and
mBART models, it can be observed that mBART
consistently outperforms MT5 for the same model
size and knowledge condition. For example,
mBART_B (golden kg) achieves a B-1 score of
47.4, while MT5_B (golden kg) scores 45.3. This
trend is consistent across most of the evaluation
metrics, indicating the superior performance of
mBART models in this specific task.

Furthermore, it is noticeable that larger mod-
els generally yield better results than their smaller
counterparts. For instance, mBART_L (golden kg)
achieves a B-1 score of 53.7, outperforming both
mBART_B (golden kg) and mBART_S (golden kg)
with respective B-1 scores of 47.4 and 24.7. This
suggests that larger model sizes can enhance the
performance of response generation tasks.

4.5.2 Knowledge Access Methods
In this section, we analyze the performance of var-
ious knowledge acquisition methods on the FrVi-
Doc2Bot dev set, as presented in Table 2. The mod-
els can be divided into several categories based on
the knowledge acquisition strategy employed, and
we will discuss the impact of these strategies on the
performance of the knowledge dialogue system.

Performance of Basic Models The MBART +
No knowledge model serves as the baseline, rely-
ing solely on the conversation history without in-
corporating any external knowledge. As expected,
this model yields the lowest performance across
all evaluation metrics. Introducing random knowl-
edge (MBART + Random knowledge) provides
some improvement, suggesting that even arbitrary
knowledge can be useful in generating responses.

Incorporation of Targeted Knowledge When
knowledge is specifically targeted to the conver-
sation, such as with the MBART + Repeat last
utterance model, we observe a significant improve-
ment in performance. Repeating the last utterance
as knowledge allows the model to generate more
coherent responses by drawing on the context pro-
vided. However, this model’s performance is still
limited by its reliance on only one piece of knowl-
edge.

Retrieval-Based Knowledge Acquisition The
next category of models utilizes retrieval-based

methods to acquire relevant knowledge from a
knowledge base. The MBART + Norm retrieval
model leverages a traditional retrieval model and
exhibits a considerable performance boost com-
pared to the previous models. This improvement
underscores the importance of selecting appropri-
ate knowledge to inform dialogue generation. The
MBART + XLM-R model replaces the traditional
retrieval model with XLM-R, a more advanced
retrieval model. This change results in further per-
formance gains across all metrics, highlighting the
effectiveness of using powerful retrieval models to
acquire relevant knowledge.

Sequential Latent Document Transformer The
MBART + XLM-R + SLDT model incorporates the
Sequential Latent Document Transformer (SLDT)
into the knowledge selection process. This addi-
tion allows the model to perform a second stage
of knowledge selection, leading to even better per-
formance compared to the previous models. The
SLDT mechanism effectively refines the retrieved
knowledge, enabling the model to generate more
accurate and coherent responses.

Incorporating Copy Mechanism Lastly, the
MBART + XLM-R + SLDT + Copy model opti-
mizes the decoding strategy by introducing a copy
mechanism. This mechanism allows the model to
copy or point to elements from the input sequence,
leading to a more nuanced and accurate response
generation. The introduction of the copy mech-
anism results in the best performance across all
evaluation metrics, demonstrating the importance
of a well-designed decoding strategy in knowledge
dialogue systems.

Through the analysis of various knowledge ac-
quisition methods and their impact on the knowl-
edge dialogue system, we observe that incorpo-
rating targeted and relevant knowledge is crucial
for generating coherent and accurate responses.
Advanced retrieval models and techniques, such
as XLM-R and SLDT, can significantly improve
performance. Additionally, the incorporation of a
copy mechanism in the decoding strategy leads to
further enhancements. Overall, this analysis un-
derscores the importance of effective knowledge
acquisition and utilization in the development of
high-performing knowledge dialogue systems.
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4.5.3 Performance on the Wizard of
Wikipedia

In this section, we examine the efficacy of vari-
ous models on the Wizard of Wikipedia dataset,
focusing on the impact of knowledge acquisition
methods on knowledge dialogue systems. The per-
formance of each model is evaluated on both seen
and unseen test data.

Table 3 presents the results of the response gen-
eration for the test seen data. We observe that the
MBART + SLDT + Copy model performs the best
across most metrics. This demonstrates that the
Sequential Latent Document Transformer model
(SLDT), when combined with the copy mechanism
(Li et al., 2019), significantly improves the efficacy
of the knowledge dialogue system. The copy mech-
anism, which is inspired by the Pointer Network
(Vinyals et al., 2015; Yang and Tu, 2022), allows
the model to copy or point to input sequence ele-
ments, improving the generated output.

In contrast, the MBART + No knowledge and
MBART + Random knowledge models exhibit
lower performance in most metrics. This finding
indicates that merely considering the conversation
history or randomly selecting knowledge from the
knowledge base is not sufficient for generating
high-quality responses in a knowledge dialogue
system.

Table 4 reports the results for the test unseen
data. Similar to the test seen data, the MBART +
SLDT + Copy model outperforms the other models
across various metrics. This result confirms the
robustness of the SLDT model combined with the
copy mechanism, even when tested on unseen data.

The performance trends observed in this anal-
ysis are consistent with those reported in related
research on the Wizard of Wikipedia dataset. For
example, previous studies have shown that incorpo-
rating external knowledge and employing effective
retrieval mechanisms enhance the response quality
in knowledge dialogue systems.

4.5.4 Performance of Leaderboard
Submission

In this section, we present a comprehensive analy-
sis of various models’ performance on the FrVi-
Doc2Bot test set, focusing on response genera-
tion. Table 5 provides the automatic evaluation
results for different models, showcasing their per-
formance on metrics. The models in consideration
are Ours-FiD, Ours-R_drop, Ours-Prompt, Ours-
Post_pretrain, and Ours-Ensemble.

Ours-FiD is a model that leverages the Fusion-
in-Decoder (FiD) (Izacard and Grave, 2021) mech-
anism, which has been demonstrated to improve
knowledge integration and retrieval capabilities in
large-scale language models. Despite the promise
of the FiD mechanism, our implementation yields
relatively modest performance in comparison to
other models, suggesting that further optimization
is required.

Ours-R_drop employs the R-drop (Wu et al.,
2021) regularization technique, which encourages
the model to generate diverse responses by mini-
mizing the KL-divergence between two indepen-
dently sampled outputs. This model exhibits im-
provements over Ours-FiD in various metrics, par-
ticularly DIS-1 and DIS-2, indicating that the R-
drop technique contributes positively to response
diversity.

Ours-Prompt focuses on utilizing prompt engi-
neering to enhance the model’s contextual under-
standing and control. The model’s performance
on most metrics surpasses that of Ours-FiD and
Ours-R_drop, which highlights the effectiveness
of prompt engineering in improving the model’s
ability to generate more contextually relevant and
coherent responses.

Ours-Post_pretrain incorporates additional post-
pretraining steps to fine-tune the model on the spe-
cific task of response generation in the Chinese
and Englinsh of FrViDoc2Bot dataset. This model
demonstrates superior performance across all met-
rics, especially in F1 and PPL scores, as compared
to the previous models. The results support the no-
tion that further task-specific pretraining can lead
to significant performance gains.

Lastly, Ours-Ensemble combines the strengths of
the aforementioned models by employing a voting-
based ensemble method. This approach achieves
the highest scores across all metrics, underlining
the benefits of leveraging diverse model architec-
tures and techniques in an ensemble setting.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel SLDT method for
multilingual document-grounded dialogue , with a
focus on addressing the challenges of selecting the
most relevant documents for conversation and gen-
erating informative responses based on the selected
knowledge. We then present an extensive experi-
mental evaluation of our method, demonstrating its
effectiveness in comparison to existing approaches.
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Abstract

In healthcare, the ability to care for oneself
is reflected in the "Activities of Daily Living
(ADL)," which serve as a measure of functional
ability (functioning). A lack of functioning
may lead to poor living conditions requiring
personal care and assistance. To accurately
identify those in need of support, assistance
programs continuously evaluate participants’
functioning across various domains. However,
the assessment process may encounter consis-
tency issues when multiple assessors with vary-
ing levels of expertise are involved. Novice
assessors, in particular, may lack the necessary
preparation for real-world interactions with par-
ticipants. To address this issue, we developed
a dialogue system that simulates interactions
between assessors and individuals of varying
functioning in a natural and reproducible way.
The dialogue system consists of two major mod-
ules, one for natural language understanding
(NLU) and one for natural language genera-
tion (NLG), respectively. In order to gener-
ate responses consistent with the underlying
knowledge base, the dialogue system requires
both an understanding of the user’s query and
of biographical details of an individual being
simulated. To fulfill this requirement, we exper-
imented with query classification and generated
responses based on those biographical details
using some recently released InstructGPT-like
models.

1 Introduction

Conversational AI is expanding beyond use in gen-
eral applications like virtual assistants (Sciuto et al.,
2018) to use in specialized domains such as health-
care and finance where it can aid patients or cus-
tomers in various scenarios. Specifically, there is
interest in applications of this technology for pa-
tient care and monitoring after hospital discharge
(Fadhil, 2018). Assessing functioning is crucial
in clinical and non-clinical fields, such as nurs-
ing, physical and occupational therapy, geriatric

medicine, neurology, rheumatology, disability, and
human services. A person’s ability to perform day-
to-day activities independently depends on their
cognitive, motor, and perceptual abilities, which
are collectively referred to as Activities of Daily
Living (ADL) (Edemekong et al., 2023). Impair-
ments in these abilities often require assistive de-
vices, external supervision, assistance, or a long-
term support plan. The Minnesota Department of
Human Services (MNDHS) provides significant
public resources to assist individuals with impaired
functioning based on their specific needs. Certified
assessors conduct face-to-face interviews with in-
dividuals to determine the level of support required
to meet their needs, covering a wide range of areas
related to ADLs. The goal of these assessments is
to determine an individual’s level of independence
in performing ADLs. However, ensuring consis-
tency across numerous assessors (e.g., 1,700 in the
state of Minnesota) and preparing novice assessors
for diverse field interactions poses a challenge to
the state’s intake process.

Despite the availability of free corpora for train-
ing end-to-end neural models, most dialogue sys-
tems in healthcare are still rule-based (Laranjo
et al., 2018). With the proliferation of neural mod-
els, there has been an increasing concern about
the factual consistency of AI-powered applications.
Factual consistency with a knowledge source, ex-
plicated in prior work as knowledge-grounding or
attributability (Rashkin et al., 2022), refers to the
ability of a model to generate responses that are ac-
curate and consistent with the information present
in a verified knowledge base. Knowledge ground-
ing is particularly important in language models
used for tasks that require accurate information,
such as question-answering, dialogue systems, and
chatbots (Honovich et al., 2022; Tam et al., 2022;
Nan et al., 2021).

To tackle these challenges and facilitate the train-
ing of certified assessors in conducting ADL as-
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sessments, we propose a coaching dialogue system
presented in this paper. Specifically, our contribu-
tions can be summarized as follows: 1. We created
a novel dataset for developing and evaluating dia-
logue systems focused on ADL assessments. 2. We
compared several statistical models used for natural
language understanding. 3. We experimented with
several approaches to grounding language genera-
tion with large language models by using knowl-
edge contained in a manually constructed knowl-
edge base.

2 Related Work

Relevant previous work has been conducted on di-
alogue systems developed for use in healthcare
settings (Jaffe et al., 2015; Llanos et al., 2015;
Nirenburg et al., 2008; Laleye et al., 2020). These
dialogue systems simulate a virtual standardized
patient to deliver healthcare education from struc-
tured encounter data and rely on matching algo-
rithms to extract scripted answers. In contrast,
the dialogue system we have created generates re-
sponses that are dependent on various synthetic
profile characteristics and allows off-topic conver-
sations, thus offering a greater degree of variability
while still remaining grounded in the knowledge
contained in the synthetic profile. This allows the
system to simulate several possible patients with
different attributes, with the goal of giving asses-
sors a chance to practice their interview skills with
simulated patients of different functioning levels
and communication styles. Knowledge grounding
using external knowledge graphs in combination
with transformer models was previously explored
(Lucke, 2023; Liu et al., 2021; Agarwal et al., 2021;
Koncel-Kedziorski et al., 2019). Open domain con-
versational dataset and dialogue systems based on
factual knowledge have also been developed (Di-
nan et al., 2019; Dziri et al., 2022). In this paper we
focus on the fine-tuning of InstructGPT-like mod-
els, and also on the combination of these fine-tuned
models with a knowledge base of pre-written nat-
ural language facts using query classification and
information retrieval via similarity matching. We
previously published on earlier versions of this sys-
tem, referred to as Conversational Agent for Daily
Living Assessment Coaching(CADLAC) (Gayd-
hani et al., 2020). These earlier versions as well as
the current version of the system were deployed as
a demonstration with a web-based interface (Finzel
et al., 2021).

3 Methods

3.1 Data

3.1.1 Synthetic Dialogues
We administered a survey to approximately 1,700
certified assessors aiming to collect sample dia-
logues across 18 ADL domains(Appendix A). The
assessors were requested to recall interactions they
had with participants during past assessment inter-
views and provide up to 3 dialogue turns between
themselves and the person being interviewed. The
survey also included questions on the gender and
age category of the person, the domain of the con-
versation, and the person’s ability level within the
domain. The survey results in a total of 2,885
dialogues. A labeled sample record is shown in Ap-
pendix B. The survey data was utilized to fine-tune
a query classification model for our system.

3.1.2 Historical Assessment
The grounded knowledge relies on the database
of 10,000 historical assessments that were con-
ducted by experienced certified assessors and were
overseen by Minnesota Department of Human
Services(DHS). Each assessment includes various
fields that detail each individual’s ability to perform
ADLs, along with basic demographic information
such as age range and gender. Additionally, the
assessments contain notes taken by the certified
assessors during the interview, which briefly de-
scribe the person’s difficulties, preferences, and any
assistive devices they use, among other informa-
tion organized by the ADL domains. All historical
records were anonymized by removing any individ-
ually identifiable information including names and
exact age. Likewise, sensitive information such as
phone numbers, email and physical addresses were
removed.

3.1.3 Synthetic Profiles
The de-identified historical assessment notes were
utilized to create synthetic profiles of individuals
that specify varying levels of independence in 18
ADL domains and their specific needs. Categor-
ical attributes related to independence levels in
the historical assessments were mapped to numer-
ical ratings to create these profiles. Furthermore,
the synthetic profiles were populated with assessor
notes about intents or action types from the histori-
cal data. Since the synthetic profiles were created
based on real individual data, they can convey vari-
ous sources of biases. To mitigate those biases, we
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Figure 1: Workflow of the dialogue system: the user communicates with a pre-selected profile through the web
interface and with typing or voice. A pre-trained classification model on the back-end dispatches the query to
the correct domain. The system tries to match the query against the knowledge base through some similarity
measurements. If there is no contents similar to the incoming query, it turns to a fine-tuned InstructGPT model to
generate a reasonable turn of dialogue.

conducted a stratified sampling based on gender
and race from the original assessment collection,
and create a balanced set of profiles in terms of
demographics.

3.1.4 Manual Annotation

The synthetic profiles are used as grounded docu-
ments for the dialogue system to generate responses
that are tailored to the question asked by the asses-
sor and are factual consistent with the underlying
profile information. However, as the original histor-
ical assessments only represent brief descriptions
of different ADL conditions for the assessed partic-
ipant, they can not be directly used as materials for
response generation. To overcome this challenge,
we manually translated short assessor notes into
natural conversations with several turns, which is
correlated with the note. Specifically, our annota-
tors, who had domain-related language expertise,
wrote the responses by inferring what the person
being assessed might have said during the assess-
ment that led the assessor to jot down the particular
note. To illustrate, suppose a 60-year old male was
commented "Prefer shower" in the assessor’s note.
In that case, the annotator may deduce that during
the interview, the assessed person answered "I do
not like baths, I prefer to shower." and continue
the conversation with several follow-up responses:

"I like taking long showers.", "It’s nice to have re-
minders to get out of the shower when I have been
in there for a while."

This proposed annotation guideline generated
two distinct types of responses, "direct" and "in-
direct," based on the requirements of the assess-
ment situation. Direct responses are written in
first-person narrative, while indirect responses are
in third-person narrative. The responses primar-
ily rely on the information present in the assessor
note, but other fields of information are also used
to formulate the response. Direct speech is gener-
ated for adults, while indirect speech is used for
simulating assessments of children, in which case
the assessor would be interviewing the child’s par-
ents/caregivers.

For the experiments presented in this paper, 10
annotated synthetic profiles were included and their
characteristic are shown in Table 4. Given the
amount of data we have collected and the efforts
made to create the annotated conversations, we be-
lieve it would be a valuable novel corpus for the
computational linguistics community. We plan to
develop this corpus and release it in the near future.

3.2 Dialogue System

A typical dialogue system consists of distinct NLU
and NLG modules that interact with a dialogue
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manager to maintain a conversation. For the rest of
this paper we focus on the NLU and NLG modules
which will be referred to as query classification
and response generation, respectively, as shown in
Fig 1. The back-end of the system is built upon
the open conversational AI platform MindMeld
1. The current iteration of the system is equipped
with recently emerging deep transformer models,
which represents a better ability to capture desired
knowledge, and provides a framework in which to
evaluate the capacity of the InstructGPT family of
transformers.

3.2.1 Query Classification
To ensure the factual consistency of the system, the
incoming user query can be mapped to a domain
and intent to assist the generative model in produc-
ing reasonable responses. In the following experi-
mental setup, we only considered performance dif-
ferences in the domain classification task because
a large portion of intents under the same domain
share similar utterances. When we apply similarity
measurements we are searching over all the intents
except certain ones(e.g. preference, equipment).
This strategy increases the system’s sensitivity and
makes the impact of intent classification more sub-
tle. We used DistilBERT (Sanh et al., 2019) as the
intent classifier for the sake of efficiency through-
out the conversation experiments.

For domain classification we conducted experi-
ments with 4 different models, ranging from sim-
ple multinomial logistic regression to transformer
based encoders including BERT (Devlin et al.,
2018), RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2019) and De-
BERTa (He et al., 2021). All the pre-trained models
from Section 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 were available from
the public Huggingface model hub 2. In the deploy-
ment of the dialogue system, two additional fields
follow up and other were added to existing do-
mains to allow assessors to ask more about specific
responses or to converse casually. A collection of
phrases for greeting, ending the conversation, and
also phrases for generic follow up questions were
created and added to the labeled corpus specifically.
For experiments, 20% of the resultant corpus was
randomly sampled for testing and the remaining
80% was used for training. As one can observe
from Figure 2, the original training corpus contains
a limited number of utterances from each domain
and may undermine the ability of the deep trans-

1https://github.com/cisco/mindmeld
2https://huggingface.co/models

former models to distinguish between domains. To
investigate the effect of this limited corpus, we
applied the abstractive text summarization model
PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2019) to generate para-
phrases of the original utterances. This model em-
ployed a self-supervised objective for pre-training
transformer encoder-decoder models that involves
removing several whole sentences from a document
and then asking the model to recover them without
extensive human annotation efforts. In our case,
the model recovers and recreates utterances in the
training corpus under each domain. The frequency
distribution of the augmented training corpus is
also shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2: Counts of examples for each domain in the
training data.

We fine-tuned different models with the two
training corpus and repeated each experiment 10
times to get the statistics of different settings.

3.2.2 Response Generation
The primary goal of developing this dialogue sys-
tem is to generate human-like responses that are
consistent with factual information present in the
knowledge base. This requires the generation to
at least partially rely on the documents that have
been collected and used to construct synthetic pro-
files. Even though there is plenty of evidence show-
ing that large language models learn some factual
knowledge during pre-training (Wang et al., 2020)
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and could potentially be used as sources of accu-
rate information (Petroni et al., 2019), model adap-
tation is still needed for the models to represent
concepts from specific domains. Model fine-tuning
is a common way to ensure that a language model
includes some external knowledge. This section
will showcase assessments of the response gener-
ation of some InstructGPT-like models, including
an evaluation of a zero-shot methodology, a fine-
tuned model, and an assessment of a methodology
that uses an InstructGPT-like model as a fallback
when bespoke responses that are significantly sim-
ilar to the current query (as determined by query
classification) are not available in the knowledge
base.

Over the past few months, large language mod-
els (LLMs) such as ChatGPT (Ouyang et al., 2022),
have been garnering attention due to their impres-
sive ability to understand instructions and gener-
ate human-like responses. The InstructGPT-like
models are trained on massive amounts of natural
language data in auto-regressive fashion and then
fine-tuned to follow large-scale human instructions
(Wang et al., 2022). They exhibit robust perfor-
mance across a wide range of natural language pro-
cessing tasks and can generalize to unseen tasks,
making them promising unified solutions for text
generation and conversational AI.

We hope to leverage the strength of open-source
LLMs to generate answers by understanding as-
sessor questions and responding with human-like
reasoning about functioning. However, given that
publicly available models are generally pre-trained
on data outside of the ADL domains, it is neces-
sary to create a dataset explicitly for our task. By
further fine-tuning an InstructGPT on our ADL
specific dataset, we can benefit from the model’s
conversation capability while also adapting to the
style of an assessment interview. Researchers re-
cently found that achieving the best performance
with a fixed computer budget does not solely de-
pend on model size. In some cases, smaller models
that have been pre-trained with a greater amount
of data can outperform larger models (Hoffmann
et al., 2022). This is important to the deployment of
applications like dialogue systems in the real world
as they need to interact with users with very low la-
tency. This requires models to have high computa-
tion efficiency at inference time. LLaMA (Touvron
et al., 2023) is a set of fundamental instruct-based
language models, varying in size from 7 billion to

65 billion parameters. The models were trained
on a mixture data source consists of roughly 1.4
trillion unique tokens. It has been reported LLaMA
7B models demonstrated competitive performances
against GPT-3 on multiple tasks such as Common-
Sense Reasoning and Closed-book Question An-
swering. (Touvron et al., 2023). Considering the
computational burden, we decided to investigate
the 7B LLaMA model and experiment under sev-
eral settings to evaluate its factual consistency with
the grounded documents.

As described earlier in Section 3.1.4, the histor-
ical assessments were transformed into numbers
of synthetic profiles with certain age, gender and
various levels of daily living functioning in differ-
ent domains. We rely on these synthetic profiles
to establish the knowledge base, which currently
contains 10 sampled profiles.

When InstructGPT models are used in the di-
alogue system, it is essential to feed the model
with a well-designed prompt which embeds factual
context and also provides a clear description of
the task. We first translated numerical ratings of
functioning for each assessment into plain English,
then inserted that information into tailored prompt
templates. We designed one template for typical
interrogative sentences and another for follow up
questions.

1. General: Write your next response in the fol-
lowing conversation about {domain} as if
you {plain English functioning}
and you are {age} {gender}.

2. Follow-up: Provide more details to this state-
ment about {domain} as if you {plain
English functioning} and you are
{age} {gender}.

The fine-tuning data was derived from both the
human written synthetic dialogues from survey data
and annotated historical assessments introduced
above. The instruction-following fine-tuning data
format contains 3 fields: context, input, and output.
The context field is filled with one of the prompts
above, while the input and output fields are filled
with one question answer pair. To accommodate
multi-turn conversation from the source data, we
concatenated all previous turns with a newline sep-
arator "\n" to account for dialogue history. The
resultant dataset has 6,123 question/answer pairs
and examples of short conversations. The dataset
covers diverse profiles and questions from all the
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ADL domains of interest. While fine-tuning the
whole 7B models is prohibitively costly, there ex-
ist a family of methods called Parameter Efficient
Fine-Tuning methods(PEFT) that only train a tiny
number of parameters, but which result in compara-
ble performance to whole-model fine-tuning (Man-
grulkar et al., 2022). Low-Rank Adaptation(LoRA)
(Hu et al., 2021) is the one of those methods we
selected for our task. The idea behind LoRA is
to fix the pre-trained model weights and add train-
able rank decomposition matrices to every layer
of the transformer architecture. In order to train
the LoRA adapter with conversational capabilities
for activities of daily living context, we apply the
strategy demonstrated in Figure 3. We first trained
a LoRA adapter using the public Stanford Alpaca
dataset (Taori et al., 2023) to take advantage of
the 52K instruction-following dataset, and then
merged the LoRA weights back into LLaMA to
create a single base model. We then trained another
LoRA adapter with our ADL conversation specific
instruction-following dataset described above. This
training strategy is similar to the one employed in
ChatDoctor (Li et al., 2023), but at this time we
have only investigated the LoRA training approach,
while Chatdoctor did a concurrent investigation
of fine-tuning the whole model with the Stanford
Alpaca dataset. All of our locally trained models
were quantized using 8-bit precision to allow for
fine-tuning on a single GPU.

ADL LoRA
Adapter

Alpaca
LoRA

AdapterLLaMA 7B

INPUT

OUTPUT

Figure 3: Diagram of LoRA training

3.3 Evaluation Methods

3.3.1 Query Classification
In order to generate sensible responses from our
knowledge base of pre-prepared facts, the domain
of a given query needed to be classified so that
the system could accurately identify candidate re-
sponses. We assessed domain classification per-
formance, across 4 different metrics, including
weighted F1, micro F1 and macro F1 for multi-
classification task. The accuracy measures how

the model performs regardless of the domain dif-
ferences and the other 3 aggregated f-measures
implies the performance when imbalance exists
across domains.

3.3.2 Response Generation

In dialogue system research, evaluating the quality
of the conversation automatically is still an open
problem (Deriu et al., 2020). There have been ef-
forts to develop reference-free metrics for evaluat-
ing factual consistency in knowledge grounded dia-
logue systems (Honovich et al., 2021) based on au-
tomatic question generation paired with a question
answering model. However, given the style of the
knowledge base in our system and various possible
definitions of factuality, we only pursued human
ratings at this time to evaluate the quality of con-
versations. We evaluated text excerpts through the
notion of sensibleness and specificity, and provided
a separate evaluation of factual consistency. Sensi-
bleness and specificity average (SSA) is a metric
to capture human likeness of generated responses
(Adiwardana et al., 2020). Sensibleness measures
whether the generated response is coherent and
makes sense given the context while specificity
measures whether the generated response seems
uniquely suited to the questions that are asked,
rather than just sensible in general. We generated a
short conversation snippet using each NLG method
with a fixed set of questions in an effort to keep
the style of conversation consistent across meth-
ods. Two domains for which we had the most data
(bathing, dressing) were selected and we created
5 questions for each. The 5 questions comprise 1
general question, 1 follow up question and 3 ques-
tions for detailed aspects. Next we randomly se-
lected one profile and filled those questions into the
prompt by design. Besides our fine-tuned LLaMA
model, we also tested a 13B Vicuna model (Chiang
et al., 2023) with a zero-shot configuration. In total,
three models (Fine-tuned 7B LLaMA only, Fine-
tuned 7B LLaMA + knowledge base, 13B Vicuna
demo3) were accessed to generate conversations.
When combining the fine-tuned LLaMA model
with grounded knowledge, we used a heuristic rule
to determine whether to utilize knowledge directly
from the knowledge base, or to generate a response
using the LLM. Mathematically, the heuristic can

3https://chat.lmsys.org
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Experiments Accuracy F1-weighted F1-micro F1-macro

LR + Original 0.703(0.702−0.704) 0.708(0.707−0.709) 0.703(0.702−0.704) 0.606(0.604−0.608)

LR + Augmented 0.696(0.694−0.705) 0.702(0.700−0.711) 0.696(0.694−0.705) 0.615(0.613−0.623)

BERTbase + Original 0.747(0.729−0.760) 0.744(0.727−0.756) 0.747(0.729−0.760) 0.649(0.635−0.670)

BERTbase + Augmented 0.726(0.720−0.733) 0.729(0.723−0.738) 0.726(0.720−0.733) 0.639(0.630−0.651)

RoBERTabase + Original 0.759(0.745−0.767) 0.757(0.740−0.766) 0.759(0.745−0.767) 0.667(0.629−0.698)

RoBERTabase + Augmented 0.727(0.720−0.732) 0.731(0.725−0.737) 0.727(0.720−0.732) 0.641(0.633−0.648)

DeBERTav3 + Original 0.762(0.752−0.782) 0.759(0.746−0.781) 0.762(0.752−0.782) 0.683(0.652−0.708)

DeBERTav3 + Augmented 0.732(0.728−0.738) 0.736(0.732−0.741) 0.732(0.728−0.738) 0.646(0.643−0.651)

Table 1: Experimental results of testing classification models. The best performer for each metric is marked in bold.

be expressed as:

R =




argmax

c∈C
σ(q, c) if max

c∈C
σ(q, c) ≥ λ

rl otherwise

Where σ is any similarity measurement(e.g.
Bertscore), λ is an arbitrary cutoff and C is the
collection of all candidates from the knowledge
base. q denotes the incoming query and rl denotes
the response generated from LLM. A note about
generation: in most cases, the fine-tuned LLaMA
model tended to generate complete conversations
rather than single responses, which could be due
to the fact that the Alpaca fine-tuning data does
not represent an obvious conversational form. To
mitigate this, we manually selected the first sen-
tence from the entire output as the response to
the question. After assembling these excerpts we
asked 6 colleagues who have limited background
of this project to score sensibleness and specificity
for each conversation on a scale of 1-6 and had
them pick their favorite conversations based both
on realistic quality and personal preference. The
evaluation form is also publicly available. This
resulted in 12 total SSA ratings of each method
(2 conversation snippets per method, 6 raters) and
6 opinions on total quality and reality. For our
factual consistency evaluation, two co-authors con-
versed freely with the chatbot systems for a fixed
number of dialogue turns. This provided a chat
history in which the dialogue systems would be
free to "hallucinate" factual content about the syn-
thetic profile, or forget about details that were al-
ready present in the conversation several turns ago.
This method was selected for conversation gener-
ation in order to assure that the human turns were
natural—allowing for things like specific follow-
up questions, requests for further information, at-
tempts to repair disfluent conversation turns, and

other intricacies of human conversation. The co-
authors then counted the number of contradictions
that the conversations made against the knowledge
base and also counted the number of factual self-
contradictions in the dialogue history. This com-
bination of two sorts of human-rated metrics (sen-
sibility & specificity, and external grounding &
internal consistency) formed our baseline for eval-
uating a systems ability to respond fluently and
factually to an assessor’s queries.

4 Results

4.1 Query Classification

The experimental results for 4 different metrics are
reported in Table 1. We show the range of each
metric instead of standard deviation as the num-
bers are too small compared to the mean value.
The results indicate that the transformer family out-
performs the simple logistic regression model with
bag of word features. DeBERTav3, the largest trans-
former model among the candidates, achieves the
best performance for all 4 metrics. When compar-
ing model training results between the training with
an augmented corpus and training with the original
corpus, we observe that all the models consistently
perform better with the original corpus. This find-
ing can indicate that larger quantities of data does
not necessarily bring advantages to learning clas-
sification rules and we suspect the paraphrasing
potentially introduces noise that lowers the quality
of the training corpus. Comparisons across the 4
metrics suggests there is an imbalance in perfor-
mance across the domains. Higher weighted F1

score and micro F1 score than macro F1 score im-
plies the model performs poorly on domains with
less available data. Such performance imbalances
can also arise when domains share a high degree
of overlap in their conceptual definition (such as
categories like light housekeeping and heavy house-
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Model Sensibleness Specificity Realness Favorite ¬ Knowledge ¬ History

Fine-tuned LLaMA 7B 3.67 3.92 1 1 4 1
Zero shot Vicuna 13B 4.50 5.00 0 1 5 2
Fine-tuned LLaMA 7B + Knowledge base 4.92 4.33 5 4 1 0

Table 2: Human Evaluation Results. The numbers in the Sensibleness and Specificity columns represent the average
rating across evaluators. Numbers in the remaining columns are simple counts. "¬" indicates a contradiction against
an existing knowledge source.

keeping), or when there are differences in the size
or variability of the available data. If interested, a
per-domain breakdown of F1 score can be found in
Figure 4 (appendix).

4.2 Response Generation
Human functioning is not easily reduceable to an
array of numbers, so grounding the knowledge in
a way that respects the "functional levels" of the
ADL, but also embeds knowledge of specific hu-
man details that differ from person to person is a
challenge. In our evaluation of response genera-
tion using InstructGPT-like models, the knowledge-
grounding process that we employed had a modest
impact on system’s ability to speak fluently and
to speak into topics in which we did not have our
own training data, such as regular open-domain
conversation and non-functioning related conversa-
tion topics about home life. In the authors’ opinion
the open-domain response generation of raw LLMs
provided a more pleasurable chat experience across
a long conversation (something that our numeric
evaluation across five and ten turn excerpts could
not capture), but the tradeoff for factual and inter-
nal consistency provides value in the application of
these technologies for the simulation of a factually
grounded profile. The results in Table 2 indicate
that despite the immense power of LLMs, facts
stored as natural language snippets in a database
may be used to improve factual and internal con-
sistency, and this does not come at a penalty to a
simulation’s sensibleness, specificity, or realistic
behavior in all cases. It is also interesting to note
that when evaluating our LLM generated responses,
we experimented with different hyperparameters
and found that though the models provided differ-
ent occasionally during this exploration, the knowl-
edge conveyed from each run was consistent. For
example, it was unlikely in our experience that
a change to the decoding hyperparameters would
cause the LLM to generate "I have no problem
bathing on my own," when under another hyperpa-
rameter configuration it had responded "I need a

lot of help with bathing."

5 Conclusions and Limitations

In this paper, we present a comprehensive frame-
work for measuring the quality of a dialogue sys-
tem dedicated to activities of daily living assess-
ments. We have created a new high-quality dataset
of human-written questions and answers with cor-
responding profile information. We are currently
working on expanding the dataset by adding more
profiles and removing any factual inconsistencies
resulting from human error. Although more com-
plex models showed better query classification per-
formances, we need to consider the trade-offs be-
tween model size and generation time in the de-
ployment environment to ensure a smooth user
experience. We also identify areas where LLM
performance can be augmented by a knowledge
base filled with human written natural language
facts, and that this augmentation need not come at
a penalty to sensibleness, specificity, or the real-
istic quality of conversation. General conclusions
based on our initial work here may not be possible
given the limited number of evaluators and small
amount of evaluated dialogues, and this is a ma-
jor limitation of our contribution. Future work is
needed to develop a more robust and replicatable
evaluation framework, especially to perform evalu-
ations of long and complex conversations like the
type that assessors perform in the field. Such an
evaluation will need to include larger numbers of
human raters to improve the statistical power of
the surveys. Recent automatic evaluations may
also help improve development efforts, as a suffi-
ciently powerful LLM such as GPT-4 may be able
to monitor the chatbot for regressions in its abil-
ity to speak fluently, sensibly or specifically. This
assessment, known informally as the "Vicuna As-
sessment"(Chiang et al., 2023), cannot give an eval-
uation of the chatbot’s fit-for-purpose, but could be
used to compare short conversations from several
versions of the same chatbot. This could free up
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more human resources to evaluate the knowledge-
groundedness and fit-for-purpose of future versions.
In addition, given more computing budget and
more time to engineer prompts, larger language
models beyond LLaMA 7B could be further studied
or fine-tuned while experimenting with fine-tuning
datasets and process. There are also many thresh-
olds and parameters that could be further tested in
the development of the knowledge-grounding sys-
tem, wherein similarity measures inform the sys-
tem’s decision to answer using a generative model
versus responding with language directly from the
knowledge base.
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A Domains of Interest

1. dressing 2. grooming 3. bathing 4. toileting
5. incontinence accident management 6. house-
keeping light 7. housekeeping heavy 8. laundry
9. finance 10. food consumption 11. meal prepa-
ration 12. meal planing 13. mobility 14. transfer
15. mode of transfer 16. positioning 17. mode of
positioning 18. fine motor skills

B Example Labeled Survey Form

Domain Grooming
Ability Physical Assistance
Age 65-84
Gender Female
Assessor-1 "Can you tell me about

how you take care of
your grooming needs?"
intent - generic

Participant-1 "I have a hard time"
Assessor-2 "Can you brush your

hair?"intent - challenges
Participant-2 "No, I can’t reach my

hair to get it brushed in
the back."

Assessor-3 "Who helps you to brush
your hair?"intent - helper

Participant-2 "My daughter helps me
to brush my hair."

Table 3: Sample dialogue from the survey.

C Profile Information

ID Age Gender Avg rating #utterances
3b1 27 Female 3.67 252

3b108 64 Male 3.00 259
3b77 71 Female 3.50 196
3b84 84 Male 2.78 148
3b86 52 Male 3.78 206
4d18 86 Female 3.94 233
4d23 60 Male 4.11 114
4d26 96 Female 3.89 81
4d29 42 Female 1.83 50
4d4 63 Female 3.27 213

Table 4: Synthetic profile summary

D Evaluation Questions

D.1 Test questions
Bathing

1. Tell me about how bathing goes for you.

2. Can you elaborate more on that?

3. Can you get in and out of the shower easily?

4. Do you need any help with drying off?

5. Can you wash your back okay?
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Dressing

1. Tell me about how you get dressed in the
morning.

2. Is there anything else I should know about
that?

3. What about buttons and zippers specifically?
Do you struggle at all with them?

4. Can you manage your shoes on your own?

5. Do you prefer any particular type of clothing?

D.2 Example of long casual talks for factuality
evaluation

Bathing assessment
[Assessor]: Tell me about how bathing goes for

you?
[Chatbot]: I have to get my wife or a caregiver

to help me bathe. I can’t do it myself.
[Assessor]: What sort of help does your wife

give you?
[Chatbot]: She helps me undress, wash, dry off,

dress, and put on my clothes. She also helps me
shave.

[Assessor]: What parts of washing do you strug-
gle with?

[Chatbot]: I can’t reach my back.
[Assessor]: But you can manage to turn on the

water yourself?
[Chatbot]: Yes, but I can’t reach the soap.
[Assessor]: Have you thought about getting a

caddy or something to bring the soap closer to you?
[Chatbot]: No, I haven’t.
[Assessor]: Okay. Good to know. Is it easy to

dry off after you shower?
[Chatbot]: It is hard to dry off because I am not

able to stand up by myself.
[Assessor]: How long does it take you to shower

and how often do you get to do it?
[Chatbot]: I don’t like to take too much time in

the shower because I get cold easily. It takes me
about 15 minutes to shower.

[Assessor]: How frequently are you able to
shower?

[Chatbot]: I am able to shower every other day.
[Assessor]: Do you prefer when your caregiver

helps? Or your wife?
[Chatbot]: My wife helps me.
[Assessor]: Do you have any grab bars or anti-

slip mats or other things that help you stay steady
in the shower?

[Chatbot]: I have a bench in the shower.
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Figure 4: F1 score for each domain, aggregated across
experiments. (Dressing domain is not included because
we didn’t derive the test data. And the results for bathing
domain is from augmented set only as the original set
does not have test data either.)
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Abstract

Existing reference-free turn-level evaluation
metrics for chatbots inadequately capture the
interaction between the user and the system.
Consequently, they often correlate poorly with
human evaluations. To address this issue, we
propose a novel model-agnostic approach that
leverages Conditional Pointwise Mutual Infor-
mation (C-PMI) to measure the turn-level inter-
action between the system and the user based
on a given evaluation dimension. Experimental
results on the widely used FED dialogue eval-
uation dataset demonstrate that our approach
significantly improves the correlation with hu-
man judgment compared with existing evalu-
ation systems. By replacing the negative log-
likelihood-based scorer with our proposed C-
PMI scorer, we achieve a relative 60.5% higher
Spearman correlation on average for the FED
evaluation metric. Our code is publicly avail-
able at https://github.com/renll/C-PMI.

1 Introduction

Evaluating dialogues is a multi-faceted task that de-
mands consideration of diverse dimensions, which
distinguishes it from the evaluation of task-oriented
dialogue systems. Traditional n-gram-based eval-
uation metrics, such as ROUGE (Lin, 2004) and
BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002), demonstrate weak
correlation with human-annotated judgments due
to the broad spectrum of potential responses in di-
alogues. As a result, researchers often resort to
human evaluations to ascertain the quality and ef-
fectiveness of their generated system responses, es-
pecially for knowledge-guided dialog systems (Li
et al., 2022; Fung et al., 2023; Lai et al., 2023).

Substantial research has been conducted on
automatic evaluation metrics for dialogue (Yeh
et al., 2021). These metrics can be classified
into reference-based and reference-free categories.
Reference-based metrics, which depend on com-

∗Equal contribution.

paring the system response to a human-written ref-
erence response, are generally inadequate for dia-
logue evaluation due to the inherent one-to-many
nature of dialogues. The reference-free metric in-
stead uses a computational model to generate a
score for the system response with a given context.

Early models predominantly focus on a limited
set of general features of dialogue generation qual-
ity, such as context coherency and fluency. Sub-
sequent evaluation metrics investigated additional
dimensions, such as USL-H (Phy et al., 2020),
which combines relevance evaluation with fact-
to-response selection. Holistic-eval (Pang et al.,
2020) assesses content coherence, language flu-
ency, self-consistency, and semantic appropriate-
ness. D-Score (Zhang et al., 2021b) and Predictive
Engage (Ghazarian et al., 2020) introduce response
diversity and engagement scores. The recent FED
(Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020a) metric encompasses
18 turn-level and dialogue-level metrics, including
interestingness, likeability, and response flexibility.
However, all of these methods do not model the
interaction between the turn-level response and the
dialogue history and regard them as an integrated
context for score calculation.

In this paper, we focus on directly modeling
user-system interactions through the lens of Mu-
tual Information (Shannon, 1948; Ghassami and
Kiyavash, 2017) and propose a novel scorer based
on Conditional Pointwise Mutual Information (C-
PMI), which effectively captures the turn-level in-
teractions between the system and user with respect
to a given hypothesis. We demonstrate that our
approach results in a reference-free, training-free,
automatic turn-level dialogue evaluation that signif-
icantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods with
a comparable number of model parameters. Our
contributions in this work are three-fold:

• A novel dialogue evaluation metric based on
Conditional Pointwise Mutual Information (C-
PMI) that effectively captures turn-level in-
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teractions between the system and user with
respect to a given hypothesis.

• An unreferenced, training-free, automatic
turn-level dialogue evaluation that signifi-
cantly outperforms state-of-the-art methods
with a comparable number of model parame-
ters.

• A model-agnostic approach that can be served
as a generalized alternative to the Negative
Log-Likelihood (NLL) based evaluation met-
rics when interactions between previous turns
need to be considered.

2 Related Work

Developing automatic evaluation metrics for dia-
log is challenging for several reasons: 1) Dialogues
often have a one-to-many nature, rendering word-
overlap metrics ineffective. To address this issue,
metrics should be designed to be reference-free. 2)
Given the limitless nature of conversation topics
in open-domain dialogues, the dialogue evaluation
metrics are expected to understand the semantic
meaning of both the dialogue context and the gen-
erated responses. This necessitates a metric that
can leverage pre-trained large language models and
self-supervised training objectives. 3) Training di-
alogue evaluation metrics solely on labeled data
can significantly restrict the metric’s range, risking
over-fitting to the training data in terms of conver-
sation topics and response generation models. As
such, recent metrics have started to incorporate self-
supervised training objectives designed to capture
various aspects of a dialogue, such as relevance,
fluency, and interestingness among others.

Given the aforementioned challenges, large lan-
guage models have become an integral part of di-
alogue evaluation. DialogRPT (Gao et al., 2020)
employs an extended GPT-2 model trained on 147
million conversation-like interactions from Reddit.
USR (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020b) is an unsuper-
vised, reference-free tool that takes advantage of
the RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019) model. USR em-
ploys a dialogue retrieval metric for assessing dia-
logue, where the metric is trained to differentiate
between a ground truth response and a randomly
sampled response. The FED metric (Mehri and
Eskenazi, 2020a) utilizes DialoGPT (Zhang et al.,
2020) due to its capacity for capturing knowledge,
specifically within the context of conversations. It
ignores the interaction between the user and the

system and consider the dialogue history and the
system response as an integral context, while our
method explicitly captures such interaction through
conditional mutual information.

3 Background

FED (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020a) measures eigh-
teen fine-grained qualities of dialogue without re-
quiring comparison to a reference response or train-
ing data with ground-truth human ratings. The
method leverages DialoGPT and uses the follow-
up hypotheses as a means of evaluation, based on
the assumption that the language model has learned
to accurately measure the likelihood of the input
sequence. Given a dialog context c, a system re-
sponse r, and a scorer L that computes the aver-
age Negative Log-Likelihood (NLL) of a sequence
with a language model θ, the predicted score for a
pair of positive and negative hypotheses (pi, ni) is
calculated as,

|n|∑

i=1

L ({c, r, ni}, θ)−
|p|∑

i=1

L ({c, r, pi}, θ) ,

where {a, b} means text b is appended to text a,and
for each of the evaluation dimensions, |p| and |n|
number of positive and negative hypothetical sen-
tences are respectively pre-defined and used for
reducing evaluation variance. For example, given a
combined history {c, r}, the response is regarded
as more interesting if the probability of DialoGPT
generating a positive hypothesis (e.g., "That’s re-
ally interesting!") is greater than the probability
of it generating a negative one (e.g., "That’s really
boring.").

4 Conditional Pointwise Mutual
Information based Turn-level Metric

For each of the dialogue turn t, our Pointwise
Mutual Information (PMI) based metric is con-
sidering the dependencies between the following
three random variables: the full dialogue history
rt = {u0, x0, u1, x1, ..., ut} ∼ R (where ut is the
user utterance), the system response xt ∼ X and
a hypothesis h ∼ H . Ideally, we want to know
how much correlation between the dialogue history
and the system response causes the hypothesis to
be a plausible entailment of the combined history,
{rt, xt}. We measure such correlation by calcu-
lating the Conditional Mutual Information (CMI)
between the response and the history with a given
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hypothesis, i.e.,

I(R,X|H) = ER,X,H [log
p(rt, xt|h)

p(rt|h)p(xt|h)
]

= ER,X,H [log
p(rt, xt, h)p(h)

p(rt, h)p(xt, h)
].

Intuitively, if I(R,X|H) is large, the hypothesis is
less likely to be caused by the interaction (i.e., the
shared information) between R and X .

Since sampling the history on a turn-by-turn ba-
sis needs exponentially increasing computation, an
accurate estimation of the CMI between these ran-
dom variables is intractable. Therefore, we pro-
pose to measure the CMI by calculating the point-
wise mutual information contained between the
observed dialogue history and the system response
when the hypothesis is appended to the combined
history. Formally, we define our Conditional PMI
(C-PMI) score between the observed dialogue his-
tory, the system response, and the hypothesis as
follows,

C-PMI(rt, xt|h) = log
p(rt, xt, h)p(h)

p(rt, h)p(xt, h)
.

In practice, we estimate the probability of each
sequence using the averaged Log-Likelihood (LL)
obtained from a language model Pθ, i.e.,

LL(s) =
1

n

n∑

i=1

logPθ(si|s<i),

and our score is then computed as,

C-PMI(rt, xt|h) = LL(rt, xt, h) + LL(h)

− LL(rt, h)− LL(xt, h),

which can be efficiently implemented using the
modern deep learning framework. To retain the
symmetric property of the mutual information, we
also define a symmetric version of our score, C-
PMI-SYM, by interchanging the response and the
dialogue history, i.e.,

C-PMI-SYM(rt, xt|h) =
1

2
(C-PMI(rt, xt|h)
+ C-PMI(xt, rt|h)).

For integrating our scorer with the existing evalu-
ation system such as FED, we simply replace its
NLL scoring function with our C-PMI scorer, and
follow the original pipeline to get the final score
for each of the data samples.

5 Experiments

5.1 Dataset

We evaluate our model on the turn-level annotated
subset of the FED (Mehri and Eskenazi, 2020a)
dataset. This subset consists of 455 data samples,
each of which includes a dialog context, a system
response, and eight human-annotated turn-level la-
bels: Interesting, Fluent, Engaging, Specific, Rel-
evant, Correct, Appropriate, and Understandable.
The annotations are obtained through a survey with
the options of No, Somewhat, Yes, or N/A. An
additional overall impression label is measured us-
ing a five-point Likert Scale. The FED dataset
is proposed to evaluate metrics as it is annotated
with human quality judgments with conversations
from Meena and Mitsuku bots (Adiwardana et al.,
2020).

5.2 Baseline Metrics

We primarily compare our proposed reference-free
and unsupervised metric with FED, but other base-
lines are also included as follows.

BARTScore (Yuan et al., 2021) is a text-scoring
model based on BART (Lewis et al., 2020) and
does not requiring any fine-tuning. BARTScore
calculates the weighted log probability of text y
given text x:

BARTSCORE =
m∑

t=1

ωt logPθ (yt | y<t,x) ,

where the weighted sum of the log probability of
one text y given the other text x is used for scoring.

DynaEval (Zhang et al., 2021a) is an automatic
evaluation framework for dialogue response gener-
ation tasks, designed to evaluate both turn-level and
dialogue-level. The framework utilizes structured
graph representations of dialogues and is trained on
datasets that contain ground-truth human ratings.

5.3 Implementation Details

We follow the data pre-processing procedure as
used by Yeh et al. (2021) for the FED dataset , and
modify the scorer function as in the original FED
repository. Following Yeh et al. (2021), we use a
special “<|endoftext|>” token to connect each turn
of the system responses and the user utterances
for constructing a full sequence. The sequence is
then fed into the DialoGPT-large language model
to obtain the log-likelihood for calculating both the
FED score and our C-PMI score.
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Metrics Interesting Fluent Engaging Specific Relevant Correct Appro. Und. Avg.

Supervised with Human Evaluations

DynaEval 32.7 17.1 30.0 34.6 26.3 24.2 20.2 20.0 25.6

Unsupervised

BARTSCORE 15.9 14.0 22.6 8.3 11.9 7.6 10.0 12.0 12.8
FED 32.4 -13.4 24.0 14.1 19.9 26.2 -9.4 1.3 11.9
FED∗ 32.5 1.5 17.6 23.0 13.4 15.9 7.7 6.0 14.7
FED + C-PMI-SYM 48.2 16.0 36.3 27.9 11.4 15.4 17.8 9.8 22.8
FED + C-PMI 48.2 16.4 36.4 28.8 13.5 17.4 17.8 10.0 23.6

Table 1: The Spearman correlations with human judgment on the FED Turn-level dataset. Italicized values indicate
that they are not statistically significant (p > 0.05). We include the results from the supervised metric to showcase
the power of our method. For the unsupervised metrics, the highest correlation is shown in bold and the second
highest is underlined. ∗ indicates our reimplementation. The results for DynaEval, BARTSCORE, and FED are from
Fu et al. (2023). Appro. and Und. are respectively the abbreviations of the evaluation dimensions: Semantically
Appropriate and Understandable.

6 Results & Analysis

Table 1 shows that our proposed metrics, FED+C-
PMI-SYM and FED+C-PMI, outperform other
methods in most of the evaluation dimensions, and
is comparable to DynaEval which requires training
on the evaluation dataset. Both FED+C-PMI-SYM
and FED+C-PMI show substantial improvements
in Interesting, Engaging, Specific, Semantically
Appropriate and the Understable dimensions com-
pared to our re-implemented FED metric. Notably,
our metric even substantially outperforms DynaE-
val on the Interesting and the Engaging dimensions
which conceptually needs an accurate measure of
the interaction between the user and the system.
This demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach
in capturing turn-level interactions.

The performance of FED+C-PMI-SYM and
FED+C-PMI is quite similar across most dimen-
sions. However, FED+C-PMI shows slightly better
performance in the Relevant, Correct, and Under-
standable dimensions, suggesting that the asym-
metrical variant of the C-PMI calculation might
provide more accurate evaluation scores in certain
cases. We suspect that this is because interchang-
ing the positions of the response and the dialogue
history results in unnatural dialogue, which leads
to worse probability estimation from the language
models.

The results indicate that the proposed C-PMI-
based turn-level metrics are capable of providing
a more accurate evaluation of dialogue system re-
sponses compared to existing state-of-the-art meth-
ods. Moreover, our metric is unreferenced and
training-free, which makes it particularly suitable
for practical applications, such as responses selec-

tion and re-ranking.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduce a novel dialogue evalua-
tion metric based on Conditional Pointwise Mutual
Information (C-PMI) that captures turn-level inter-
actions between the system and user across vari-
ous evaluation dimensions. The proposed metric
is reference-free and training-free, outperforming
state-of-the-art methods with a comparable num-
ber of model parameters. For turn-level dialogue
evaluations, our experimental results demonstrate
that this metric can serve as a generalized alter-
native to the Negative Log-Likelihood scorer for
multi-dimensional evaluation metrics. We plan to
extend our approach to other dialogue evaluation
methods and explore its applicability to general
text generation problems. We are also interested to
see if our measure can improve the factual consis-
tency evaluation for document-grounded dialogue
or conversational question answering. Additionally,
we will investigate incorporating our C-PMI-based
metric into the fine-tuning process of LLMs.

Limitations

While our proposed method demonstrates promis-
ing results and outperforms several state-of-the-art
techniques, it is important to acknowledge certain
limitations.

• Dependence on pre-trained LLMs: Our
method relies heavily on the pre-trained
LLM’s quality and the knowledge it has cap-
tured. As a result, any biases, inaccuracies, or
limitations present in the LLM may directly
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impact the performance of our evaluation met-
ric.

• Lack of diversity in the dataset: The FED
dataset, which we use for evaluation, is pri-
marily derived from conversations with the
Meena and Mitsuku chatbots. Consequently,
it is possible that our evaluation might not
have better correlation with human ratings for
other dialogue systems or more diverse con-
versational contexts.

• Adaptability to new evaluation dimensions:
Our method currently focuses on eight turn-
level metrics. Extending the method to incor-
porate additional or novel evaluation dimen-
sions might require further investigation and
calibration.

• Computational cost: The current implemen-
tation of our approach is around twice as slow
as the baseline NLL-based method due to mul-
tiple times of the inferences of the language
model. The efficiency of the implementation
can be improved in the future by re-using the
log-likelihood of the dialogue history.

• Subjectivity in human judgments: Our eval-
uation metric’s correlation with human judg-
ments serves as a key performance indicator.
However, human judgments are inherently
subjective, which could lead to inconsisten-
cies or discrepancies in the evaluation results.

Despite these limitations, our proposed method
presents a significant step forward in dialogue eval-
uation, offering a model-agnostic, unreferenced,
and training-free approach that captures the hu-
man and the system interaction. Future work could
address these limitations and explore additional di-
mensions of evaluation, further refining the method
and its applicability across a broader range of dia-
logue systems and text evaluation systems.
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Abstract
Collecting and constructing human-annotated
corpora for training conversational question-
answering (CQA) models has recently been
shown to be inefficient and costly. To solve this
problem, previous works have proposed train-
ing QA models with automatically generated
QA data. In this work, we extend earlier stud-
ies on QA synthesis, and propose an efficient
QA data generation algorithm under conversa-
tional settings. Our model recognizes potential
dialogue topics, generates corresponding ques-
tions, and extracts answers from grounding pas-
sages. To improve the quality of generated QAs
and downstream self-training of CQA models,
we propose dropout and agreement-based QA
selection methods. We conduct experiments
on both data augmentation and domain adap-
tation settings. Experiments on the QuAC and
Doc2Dial tasks show that the proposed method
can significantly improve the quality of gener-
ated QA data, and also improves the accuracy
of self-trained CQA models based on the con-
structed training corpora.

1 Introduction

Recent progress on pre-trained language models
(Devlin et al., 2019; Clark et al., 2020; Liu et al.,
2019; He et al., 2020) has significantly improved
the performance of different natural language un-
derstanding tasks, including question answering
(QA). However, task-specific fine-tuning of pre-
trained models still requires human-annotated train-
ing corpora, especially for QA. For example, train-
ing a QA model on the Wikipedia domain needs
a training set of over 80,000 human-annotated
question-answer pairs (Rajpurkar et al., 2016). An-
notating such a training corpus is too costly to be
generalized for other domains and QA tasks. More-
over, many real-life agents answer questions in a

†These authors contributed equally to this work and share
first authorship.

*Now affiliated with Mohamed bin Zayed University of
Artificial Intelligence. Email: liping.tang@mbzuai.ac.ae

conversational style. However, collecting data for
training conversational question-answering (CQA)
models is much more challenging. Recent studies
have collected such corpora, but with human anno-
tations on less than 1,000 documents (Choi et al.,
2018; Feng et al., 2020).

Due to the limited amount of labeled training
data and questions for conversational QA tasks be-
ing more complicated, there is a significant perfor-
mance gap between single-turn and conversational
QA models. As a coarse reference rather than a
direct comparison, single-turn QA models achieve
over 90% exact match score on SQuAD (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016), and the accuracy of most CQA models
is below 70% on the Doc2dial benchmark (Feng
et al., 2020).

To address this problem of insufficient conver-
sational QA for training, we propose an automatic
conversational question-answering data annotation
method. Inspired by the recognition-generation-
extraction (RGX) pipeline (Luo et al., 2022), we
design a conversation generation algorithm (named
ConvRGX), which generates dialogues based on
grounding documents. To generate a question and
the corresponding answer in a conversation, the
model first recognizes a possible dialogue topic
from the grounding document, which provides in-
formation about the answer. Given the topic, a
number of questions are generated. We then use
a pre-trained question-answering model to verify
the generated questions by comparing the selected
dialogue topic and the answer extracted by the QA
model given the generated questions, or the agree-
ment between CQA models with different dropout.
Among all generated QA pairs, we filter out low-
quality data, samples high-quality QA pairs as the
current dialogue turn, and continue to generate
the next question. Compared to the baseline RGX
model, we improve the answer recognition module
and apply a dropout-based data selection strategy
to improve the model under conversational settings.
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To prove the effectiveness of ConvRGX, we eval-
uate the generated QA data along different dimen-
sions. We first evaluate the question quality using
Bleu (Papineni et al., 2002), RougeL (Lin, 2004),
and Q-metric (Nema and Khapra, 2018). Experi-
ments show that ConvRGX generates high-quality
questions. We also conduct self-training for the
CQA models with the generated QA data. Experi-
ments show that the data generation and selection
framework can constantly improve the data synthe-
sis quality and QA self-training performance.

2 Related Work

Conversational Question Answering Recently,
CQA has garnered a lot of interest, in which a QA
agent answers questions from users given a piece
of text as the context in a multi-turn conversation.
Numerous benchmark datasets have been proposed
to support investigations into different challenging
facts of the CQA problem, introducing increas-
ingly challenging aspects such as unanswerabil-
ity (Reddy et al., 2019), dialogue acts (Choi et al.,
2018), interpreting rules (Saeidi et al., 2018), dia-
logue flows (Feng et al., 2020), multiple grounding
documents (Feng et al., 2021), etc. Conventional se-
quence models that apply various mechanisms such
as attention (Choi et al., 2018) and flow (Huang
et al., 2019) were explored to tackle CQA chal-
lenges. With the emergence of pre-trained language
models, traditional sequence models were replaced
and methods were devised to adapt these large LMs
for conversations (Ohsugi et al., 2019; Qu et al.,
2019). Still, challenges such as long conversational
history and the lack of large training corpora exist,
with various works attempting to tackle these prob-
lems (Zhao et al., 2021; Kim et al., 2021). More
recently, CQA challenges have been extended with
open domain retrieval (ORCQA) (Qu et al., 2020),
wherein ground truth contexts are not available,
which presents the need to retrive information from
other sources, such as Wikipedia.

Self-trained Question Answering Recent work
have studied the potential for improving QA mod-
els with question generation. A question generator
benefits mutual information-based QA (Tang et al.,
2017; Duan et al., 2017), in-domain data augmen-
tation (Sachan and Xing, 2018; Puri et al., 2020;
Liu et al., 2020; Klein and Nabi, 2019), and out-
of-domain adaptation of QA models. Lewis et al.
(2019) and Lee et al. (2020) introduced QA gener-
ation frameworks for self-trained question answer-

ing. Shakeri et al. (2020) proposed an end-to-end
QA generation model, and Bartolo et al. (2021)
showed that the quality and diversity of generated
QA can be improved by difficult QA cases. Luo
et al. (2022) proposed a cooperative self-training
strategy that benefits both question generation and
answering. Lewis et al. (2021); Jia et al. (2022) pre-
sented additional applications for QA generation
systems.

Document-Grounded Conversation Generation
In view of the prohibitive cost of manually con-
structing datasets, automatic conversation genera-
tion has attracted increasing research interest. One
line of research (Gao et al., 2019; Gu et al., 2021)
focuses on conversational question generation to
produce follow-up questions based on the current
dialogue context. Gao et al. (2019) generates ques-
tions with specific coreference alignment and con-
versation flow modeling modules, simply assuming
the required answer for question generation is al-
ready predefined as input. A few efforts (Wu et al.,
2022; Kim et al., 2022) attend to generate question-
answering style conversations from scratch, the
framework of which typically involve three com-
ponents: a rationale extractor to detect the most
possible text span from the grounding documents
for subsequent question generation, a question gen-
erator to produce a natural question asking for in-
formation from the selected span, and an answer
generator to produce answers for the questions.

3 Method

For automatically generating conversational QA
data on unlabeled grounding documents, we pro-
pose a 3-step pipeline named ConvRGX. In order
to generate a dialogue turn, we first recognize the
upcoming possible topic from the grounding doc-
ument and then generate a number of candidate
questions. The generated questions are then filtered,
and a pre-trained CQA model is applied to predict
refined answers for the generated questions. The
pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1. In this section,
we introduce the details of each step of ConvRGX.

3.1 Dialogue Topic Recognition

High-quality document discourse structure are
leveraged for informing dialogue flow as we syn-
thesize question-answering conversations rather
than a separate hard-to-train rationale extractor. In-
spired by the findings in Gao et al. (2019) that as
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1. Topic selection

... Your unmarried children who are under 18 up to age 19 if 
attending elementary or secondary school full time can be 
eligible to receive Social Security benefits when you die.

And your child can get benefits at any age if they were 
disabled before age 22 and remain disabled. Besides your 
natural children , your stepchildren, grandchildren, step 
grandchildren or adopted children may receive benefits under 
certain circumstances. ..

And what age can my child receive social security benefits?

Are children under 18 eligible for social security?

When can children attend elementary or secondary school?

Remove unanswerable questions

... Your unmarried children who are under 18 up to age 19 if 
attending elementary or secondary school full time can be 
eligible to receive Social Security benefits when you die.

And your child can get benefits at any age if they were 
disabled before age 22 and remain disabled. Besides your 
natural children , your stepchildren, grandchildren, step 
grandchildren or adopted children may receive benefits under 
certain circumstances. ..

2. Question generation & selection 3. Answer refinement

Figure 1: The 3-step pipeline of the ConvRGX model, including dialogue topic selection, question generation &
filtering, and answer refinement.

conversations progress, the focus of most ques-
tions transit from the beginning of the ground-
ing document to the end, we design the conver-
sation flow by heuristically following the topic
flow along the document. For each document
d = {s1, s2, ..., sN}, we sample K instances with
T ordered sentences, i.e., Ik = {so1 , so2 , ..., soT },
where {oj}Tj=1 is an increasing sequence. In-
spired by Dai et al. (2022), a dialogue template
Ck = {(△, so1), (△, so2), ..., (△, soT )} is con-
structed for each instance, where △ indicates the
conversational question to be generated grounded
on sentence soj and soj will be replaced with a
refined answer aj .

A complete conversation is generated follow-
ing the determined dialogue flow in an auto-
regressive manner: in the first turn, the question
generator described in Section 3.2 takes as in-
put ({d′}</s>{so1}) with empty history h = ∅
and generates multiple diversified questions q1 =
{q11, q21, ...} with text dropout at different positions.
The refinement and selection module in Section
3.3 replaces so1 with a polished answer span a1
and determines whether (qi1, a1) is an answerable
QA pair worth keeping. It can remove low-quality
QA pairs (e.g., unanswerable QA pair) to avoid
misleading the models to be trained on. The
input to the question generator in the next turn
is ({(qi1, a1)}{d′}</s>{so2}) or ({d′}</s>{so2}),
depending on whether (qi1, a1) is retained or not in
the previous step. The process will continue until
the dialogue is complete.

To verify the effectiveness of dialogue topic flow,
we also experiment with a random version, where
the grounding passage structure is not maintained
in the dialog, by shuffling the sequential Ik.

3.2 Conversational Question Generation

In this work, we propose a question-generation
method for conversational QA. Given a document

d, the related dialogue history h, and the selected
dialogue topic, which is a sentence s in d, we ap-
ply an end-to-end language model to generate a
question: q = BART ({h}{d′} </s> {s}), where
d′ stands for a masked document that removes s
from d. In practice, we train BART models (Lewis
et al., 2020) for the question generation task with
human-annotated CQA data and generate questions
using the trained model with top-k sampling.

To improve the diversity in the gener-
ated questions, we propose a text dropout
strategy. We randomly replace up to
len(grounding sentence)/10 tokens for each
selected grounding sentence with <mask>. This
method is applied in the training stage of the
question generator, while no text dropout is
applied in the evaluation stage to maintain as much
information as possible for question synthesis.

3.3 Data Selection and Answer Refinement

To ensure the quality of generated questions, we
train a CQA model on human-annotated data and
then utilize it to perform data selection. Specifi-
cally, given the generated question qji and the dia-
logue history h, the pre-trained CQA model is used
to extract answers from the grounding passage P .
Based on the extracted answers, we propose the
following two data selection strategies1:

Overlap-based Data Selection was previously
used by Wu et al. (2022) and Kim et al. (2022). Un-
der this strategy, we keep all questions that produce
answers that overlap with QG-grounding sentences.

Dropout-based Data Selection is inspired by
test-time dropout (Kamath et al., 2020), which
ensembles the prediction across multiple dropout
masks to deal with out-of-domain data. During the
inference stage, we enable the standard dropout

1CQA extracted answers instead of the QG-selected sen-
tences are kept in the generated data.
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(Srivastava et al., 2014) in Transformers (Vaswani
et al., 2017). We use the pre-trained CQA model
to extract M answers from M different dropout
masks given the same input and keep the generated
question if there are at least C consistent answers
among the M extracted answers.2

Answer Refinement After selecting high-quality
questions, we propose to refine the answer using
the aforementioned pre-trained conversational QA
model. Specifically, after obtaining a consistent an-
swer from the dropout-based data selection step or
an answer overlapping with the QG-grounding sen-
tence, we extend the answer to compact sentences
and add one sentence before and one sentence after
the answer sentences given the entire passage. The
motivation is that it may be easier for the conversa-
tional QA model to predict a more accurate answer
from a shorter span than from a long passage.

3.4 QA Self-training
After selecting high-quality QA data, we construct
synthetic training corpora for fine-tuning the pre-
trained QA models. In this work, we train extrac-
tive question-answering models with the RoBERTa
(Liu et al., 2019) backbone. A linear model is
stacked on the pre-trained RoBERTa model to pre-
dict the starting and ending positions of the answers
as standard extractive QA baselines.

4 Experimental Setup

4.1 Datasets
Doc2Dial (Feng et al., 2020) contains goal-
oriented dialogues that are grounded in documents.
It consists of two subtasks: 1) grounding span iden-
tification based on dialogue context; and 2) agent
response generation based on extracted spans. In
this paper, we focus on the first subtask and eval-
uate the performance of ConvRGX under the ma-
chine reading comprehension setting. During train-
ing and auto-regressive dialogue generation, we
replace the agent response in dialogue history by
its oracle and identified grounding spans respec-
tively since no agent response generation module
is involved in ConvRGX.

Question Answering in Context (QuAC) (Choi
et al., 2018) is a standard CQA benchmark that con-
tains questions that are complex, highly context-
dependent and sometimes unanswerable. Dialogue
answers in this dataset, if available, are spans

2In our setting, M is set as 5 and C is set as 4.

within the given grounding context. We evaluate
our approach with the standard split. Dataset statis-
tics for the two experimental settings described in
Section 4.3 are shown in Appendix A.

4.2 Question Generation Evaluation
We first evaluate the quality of questions generated
by ConvRGX on the two CQA datasets. Since
there has always been criticism for evaluating the
performance of automatic generation by common n-
gram-based similarity metrics only, Q-metric was
proposed to measure the answerability of gener-
ated question-answer pairs. It scores the quality of
a generated question by assigning different impor-
tance to four types of information: named entity,
question type, relevant content and function words,
which correlates better with human judgment. We
refer interested readers to Nema and Khapra (2018)
for more details. We report the question generation
performance using 1) traditional automatic eval-
uation metrics: Bleu (Papineni et al., 2002) and
RougeL (Lin, 2004); and 2) their corresponding
Q-Metrics: Q-Bleu and Q-RougeL.

4.3 Question Answering Evaluation
To show the effectiveness of ConvRGX on address-
ing the data scarcity issue for conversational QA
tasks, we evaluate ConvRGX on downstream CQA
tasks under two settings: 1) extractive-based CQA,
and 2) retrieval-based CQA.

Extractive-based CQA The extractive-based
CQA follows the general evaluation step of QA
systems. Specifically, we concatenate the conver-
sational question, i.e., the concatenation of the
entire dialogue history and the current question,
with the grounding passage as input to a Roberta-
large model. We then stack a linear model on the
Roberta-large model to predict the starting and end-
ing positions of the answers. Under this setting,
we follow Feng et al. (2020) to evaluate ConvRGX
with Exact match (EM) and F1 score for Doc2Dial.
Following Choi et al. (2018), we report results with
F1 score and human equivalence score (HEQ) for
QuAC.

Retrieval-based CQA Besides the commonly
used extractive-based CQA setting, we further con-
sider the retrieval-based CQA tasks. Specifically,
given a new conversational question, we search via
BM253 (Robertson et al., 2009) from the database

3In our preliminary experiments, SimCSE (Gao et al.,
2021) was also used for training the representations of con-
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that consists of all conversational queries in the
dataset (original training dataset or the dataset
augmented by synthetic data). Then we treat the
answer of the retrieved conversational query as
the final answer. To be consistent with the EM
and F1 values in extractive CQA, we measure the
retrieval-based CQA with EM@k (EM@1, EM@5,
EM@10) and F1@k (F1@1, F1@5, F1@10), i.e.,
the highest EM and F1 values among top k retrieved
answers.

For both extractive and retrieval CQA, we per-
form experiments under the following two settings:

Data Augmentation Under this setting, we use
the original dataset splits that are given and train on
the training set. During evaluation, ConvRGX gen-
erates new QA pairs using documents from both the
training and validation sets, which are then used to
augment the original training set. The augmented
dataset is finally used to train the QA model.

Unseen Documents We also evaluate our ap-
proach on a set of unseen documents to investi-
gate the generalization performance. To prevent
leakage, we remove the training dialogues that
are based on documents in the validation set for
Doc2Dial. For QuAC, the documents do not over-
lap between training and validation, so the original
splits already correspond to this setting.

Implementation details for both QG and QA set-
tings can be found in Appendix B.

4.4 Baselines

Since there is no prior performance benchmark
that is readily available4, we compare the proposed
model against three baselines typically used for
natural language data augmentation, as done by
Wu et al. (2022).

Easy Data Augmentation (EDA) EDA is pro-
posed by Wei and Zou (2019) to augment data
through text editing operations. In particular, EDA
consists of four simple operations: synonym re-
placement, random insertion, random swap, and
random deletion.

Back-translation Back-translation augments nat-
ural language data by first translating the text into a
second language and then back-translating them

versational queries, which gave us similar results but required
more training time than BM25.

4The two works that we have found to be closest to our
settings are Wu et al. (2022) and Kim et al. (2022). However,
the codes of these two works are not publicly available.

to the original language. Following BERT-QA
(Chadha and Sood, 2019) and DG2 (Wu et al.,
2022), we translate all user utterances to French
and then translate them back to English.5

Paraphrase Paraphrasing rewrites text using dif-
ferent words or sentence structures. In particular,
we use the BART-large model (Lewis et al., 2020)
trained on the MRPC (Dolan and Brockett, 2005),
QQP (Shankar et al., 2017) and PAWS (Zhang et al.,
2019) datasets.6

5 Results

5.1 Question Generation Quality

We conduct intrinsic evaluation of question gen-
eration when text dropout is (w/ ) and is not (w/o)
introduced during the training and validation pro-
cess with Q-metric and n-gram-based metrics. As
shown in Table 1(a), the text dropout strategy in
question generator during training achieves signifi-
cant performance improvement at all metrics when
evaluated on the Doc2Dial validation set under
both w/ and w/o dropout settings. On QuAC in Ta-
ble 1(b), text dropout training obtains performance
comparable to the baseline when evaluated w/o
dropout, and improves the performance when eval-
uated w/ dropout. Training with explicit dropout
introduces variations to the input and enhances the
robustness of the question generator.

Comparing w/ and w/o dropout during the val-
idation process, text dropout on the validation in-
put decreases the performance since keywords in
the grounding span might be masked, resulting in
information loss and failure to derive the ground-
truth question. On the other hand, text dropout dur-
ing auto-regressive dialogue generation can boost
the downstream CQA performance. Specifically,
by masking different input positions, questions fo-
cusing on different information will be generated,
which enriches the diversity of synthesized dia-
logues. It reveals the discrepancy between the in-
trinsic question generator performance measure-
ments and the actual need for high-quality and di-
verse conversations to increase CQA performance,
showing the necessity of evaluating data quality
by extrinsic downstream CQA performance. We
report the corresponding results in Section 6.2.

5Translated via the Google Translate API.
6https://huggingface.co/eugenesiow/bart-paraphrase
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(a) Doc2Dial
Train Val Q-Bleu1 Q-Bleu2 Q-Bleu3 Q-Bleu4 Q-RougeL Bleu1 Bleu2 Bleu3 Bleu4 RougeL
w/o w/o 0.321 0.28 0.262 0.252 0.333 0.272 0.153 0.099 0.068 0.309
w/ w/o 0.327 0.287 0.268 0.257 0.339 0.282 0.164 0.108 0.078 0.318
w/o w/ 0.318 0.279 0.260 0.250 0.332 0.269 0.152 0.097 0.067 0.308
w/ w/ 0.323 0.283 0.265 0.254 0.336 0.279 0.162 0.106 0.076 0.316

(b) QuAC
w/o w/o 0.332 0.296 0.274 0.263 0.341 0.288 0.182 0.116 0.085 0.315
w/ w/o 0.333 0.296 0.273 0.262 0.342 0.289 0.180 0.112 0.080 0.316
w/o w/ 0.325 0.289 0.267 0.257 0.335 0.279 0.174 0.109 0.079 0.306
w/ w/ 0.329 0.292 0.270 0.259 0.339 0.285 0.177 0.110 0.079 0.313

Table 1: Question generator performance on the Doc2Dial and QuAC validation sets. w/ and w/o indicate whether
text dropout is introduced during training and validation process of the question generator.

Training Data Data Augmentation Unseen Documents

Original Generated best EM cor F1 cor EM best F1 best EM cor F1 cor EM best F1

✓ ✗ 62.93 75.78 62.87 75.90 49.07 67.43 48.46 67.86

✓ EDA 64.07 75.35 63.29 75.88 50.07 67.70 49.66 68.16
✓ Back-translation 63.92 75.82 62.98 75.91 49.66 67.95 49.18 68.17
✓ Paraphrase 63.98 75.89 63.82 76.07 49.37 68.01 49.25 68.15
✓ ConvRGX 64.62 77.05 64.39 77.31 50.91 69.26 50.80 69.34

✗ ConvRGX 50.88 67.84 50.80 67.87 43.67 63.00 43.28 63.06

Table 2: Extractive-based question answering performance on the Doc2Dial validation set. We report the best EM
together with the corresponding F1 scores and the best F1 together with the corresponding EM scores.

Training Data Unssen Documents

Original Generated best F1 HEQ-Q HEQ-D

✓ ✗ 71.12 67.46 11.17

✓ EDA 70.46 66.88 10.80
✓ Back-translation 70.67 66.88 9.70
✓ Paraphrase 70.47 66.54 10.00
✓ ConvRGX 71.64 68.37 12.70

✗ ConvRGX 55.58 49.57 3.80

Table 3: Extractive-based question answering perfor-
mance on the QuAC validation set.

5.2 Self-trained CQA Results

In this section, we validate the data generation qual-
ity of ConvRGX by training QA models on the
generated data and compare the self-training per-
formance. We assess the accuracy of extractive and
retrieval-based QA models.

5.2.1 Extractive-based CQA
Doc2dial The experiments on the Doc2dial
benchmark is shown in Table 2. We report the best
EM together with the corresponding F1 scores and
the best F1 together with the corresponding EM
scores. We first show the in-domain self-training re-
sults, where ConvRGX generates synthetic data on
seen documents. The experiment results show that
most data augmentation models outperforms the
model trained only with the human-generated train-

ing set, validating our hypothesis that augmenting
the training corpus can benefit CQA models. On
the other hand, ConvRGX outperforms all data aug-
mentation models across different metrics. Among
all baseline models, EDA achieves the best EM
score but the corresponding F1 is worse than the un-
augmented baseline. On the other hand, the para-
phrase method achieves the best F1. We found that
the F1 improvement of ConvRGX over paraphras-
ing is higher than the performance gap between
paraphrasing and the base CQA model, indicating
that the improvement of the ConvRGX model is
more significant.

To test the generalization ability of this approach,
we train the models on a subset of documents and
generate data on unseen documents. The results
shown in Table 2 indicate that the ConvRGX model
achieves more improvement than the in-domain set-
ting. This validates our hypothesis that CQA per-
formance can benefit from the QA data synthesis
approach on unlabeled documents.

QuAC We evaluate the model performance on
the QuAC and present the experiment results in
Table 3, where all test documents are unseen in
the training process. The ConvRGX model still
outperforms all baselines, but the improvement is
not as high as the Doc2dial model, because the
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Training Data Data Augmentation Unseen Documents

Original Generated EM@1 EM@5 EM@10 F1@1 F1@5 F1@10 EM@1 EM@5 EM@10 F1@1 F1@5 F1@10

✓ ✗ 11.86 26.18 33.06 23.30 43.13 51.05 0.86 2.14 2.82 12.07 22.75 26.75

✓ EDA 11.66 22.08 28.73 23.06 38.15 46.12 0.81 1.74 2.42 11.95 20.27 24.27
✓ Back-translation 11.98 21.90 28.05 23.38 37.98 45.44 0.88 1.74 2.24 12.08 20.19 24.01
✓ Paraphrase 11.98 22.51 28.15 23.40 38.55 45.62 0.83 1.76 2.32 12.13 20.41 24.03
✓ ConvRGX 13.17 30.72 39.35 26.22 48.02 56.85 6.34 12.71 17.15 20.59 34.43 40.92

Table 4: Retrieval-based question answering performance on the Doc2Dial validation set.

number of annotated QuAC QA samples is much
larger than Doc2dial, which reduces the potential of
data augmentation. The result further validates our
conclusion that the performance of CQA models is
significantly affected by the data annotation effort.

5.2.2 Retrieval-based CQA
We report the retrieval-based CQA performance
on Doc2Dial dataset in Table 4. ConvRGX outper-
forms all baselines across all evaluation metrics un-
der both data augmentation and unseen documents
settings for retrieval-based CQA tasks. Different
from the results of extractive CQA setting, adding
more data generated from the three baselines leads
to a performance reduction on EM@k and F1@k
(k=5,10) under the retrieval-based CQA setting.
The reason is that the three data augmentation base-
lines cannot improve the answer text coverage of
conversational questions in the dataset and can only
generate semantically similar questions.

Under the unseen documents setting, the EM
values of data augmentation baselines and the base-
line of no data augmentation are almost zero. This
is because the grounding documents in the testing
dataset are invisible in the training dataset. Thus
almost no conversational questions are grounded
on the answer texts in the testing dataset.7 Af-
ter data augmentation via the three baselines, no
new answer text is involved. On the contrary, Con-
vRGX obtains higher EM and F1 values because it
can generate conversational questions on the docu-
ments of the testing dataset to cover more possible
answer texts. More experimental results on QuAC
are in Appendix D.

6 Analysis

In this section, we report results with extractive-
based CQA models trained with only generated
dialogues on the Doc2Dial dataset to further ex-
plore the contribution of different factors to the

7The EM values are close to zero but not exactly zero
because there are some sentences overlapping among the doc-
uments in the training dataset and testing dataset even under
the unseen documents setting.

(a) No Data Selection
Dial-Num Selection Flow-Order EM F1

single -
random 2.69 31.31

sequential 2.44 22.39

(b) Best Setting without Answer Refinement
Setting Flow-Order EM F1

Data Augmentation
random 50.71 66.70

sequential 51.49 66.81

Unseen Documents
random 43.03 62.99

sequential 43.67 63.00

Table 5: Ablation study of different topic recognition
strategies (random versus sequential). Best setting with-
out answer refinement refers to QG Dropout, dropout
selection and multi Dial-Num.

quality of synthesized conversations.

6.1 Effect of Topic Recognition Strategies
Since the synthesized dialogue flows are con-
structed from high-quality documents, we analyze
the effect of topic recognition from two aspects.

Document Sentence Sampling (Dial-Num) We
examine the performance of using all sentences in a
short truncated passage to derive a single dialogue
template (single), i.e., K = 1, T = N and sam-
pling different sets of sentences to construct mul-
tiple dialogue templates from a enlarged passage
(multi), i.e., K > 1, T < N . Intuitively, the multi
setting considers different possible combinations
of sentences and hence increases the information-
coverage and diversity of subsequent dialogue gen-
eration. The EM and F1 scores are raised from
47.03 to 50.71 and 62.56 to 66.70 respectively
when the setting is changed from single to multi, in
line with our expectations. More implementation
details are in Appendix C.

Document Sentence Order (Flow-Order) We
further analyze how the sentence usage order affect
the data quality. The sequential approach derives
dialogue topic flow following the document dis-
course and aims to generate dialogues conversing
each topic (possibly in depth) before shifting to
another one. On the contrary, the random approach
increases the variability to the possible dialogues
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Selection Dial-Num QG Dropout EM F1

overlap single
✗ 35.96 54.44
✓ 41.99 59.99

overlap multi
✗ 41.21 60.00
✓ 44.24 62.56

dropout single
✗ 42.21 59.01
✓ 47.03 62.56

dropout multi
✗ 49.10 65.37
✓ 50.71 66.70

Table 6: Ablation study of QG Text Dropout (✗ ver-
sus ✓) and Data Selection strategies (overlap versus
dropout). This table reports the best EM and corre-
sponding F1 scores with random flow. (Remark: if
sequential flow were used, similar results are observed.)

Flow-Order Answer Refinement EM F1

random
✗ 35.96 54.44
✓ 40.05 58.07

sequential
✗ 36.71 54.15
✓ 38.61 56.18

Table 7: Ablation study of answer refinement (✗ versus
✓). We use overlap selection and single Dial-Num,
without QG dropout.

and is closer to information-asymmetric situation,
where no pre-knowledge of the document is given
to questioners. We found that there is no single con-
clusion that one setting is superior to the other in all
cases since the performance depends on the overall
design. In particular, sequential relies heavily on
the data selection strategy. Without turn-level filter-
ing, the single-sequential strategy produces conver-
sations strictly following the grounding document
structure, which hurts the QA self-training since
the QA model can simply predict next sentence in
the document as the answer. Experimental results
in Table 5(a) verifies this hypothesis. In our best
setting for Data Augmentation and Unseen Doc-
uments, sequential results exceed random setting
with well-designed selection strategy eliminating
low-quality QA pairs and introducing variations to
resolve the aforementioned limitation.

6.2 Effect of Text Dropout

Table 6 presents the extrinsic evaluation results of
the synthesized conversations when text dropout
is (✓) and is not (✗) introduced during the ques-
tion generation process. We measure the quality
of generated dialogues using the extractive-based
QA performance. Introducing text dropout in ques-
tion generation gave marked improvement under
all four settings. In particular, 16.8% improvement

is observed when QG text dropout is involved in
the overlap-selection and single-Dial-Num settings.
By masking different positions of the input ground-
ing span, ConvRGX generates not only diverse
questions of various forms with similar semantic
meanings, but also information-seeking questions
for different knowledge. An example is shown in
Appendix E. The contrasting results to Section 5.1
imply that evaluating the generated question quality
by intrinsic Q-metric is not sufficient.

6.3 Effect of Data Selection and Anwer
Refinement

Table 6 also shows how the data selection in conver-
sation generation contributes to the improvement
of CQA performance. First, the QA model per-
forms poorly on both EM and F1 when trained on
generated conversations without data selection. In-
troducing data selection boosts the performance
drastically, with the EM score increasing from 2.69
to 42.21 (35.96) and F1 score from 31.31 to 59.01
(54.44) if dropout(overlap)-based selection is in-
volved. Although the question generator can pro-
duce diverse questions of fluency and coherence,
the generated questions may not be answerable by
the given grounding text s. We design selection
strategies that replace the grounding span with a
fine-grained answer a and filter out low-quality, es-
pecially unanswerable QA pairs. An example is
shown in Appendix E. We also find that the dropout-
based selection strategy outperforms the overlap-
based strategy significantly in all settings listed in
Table 6. It implies that the data selection strate-
gies has a significant effect on the CQA generation
quality.

Table 7 shows how answer refinement affects
the performance of CQA. As shown in Table 7,
adding answer refinement improve the performance
of CQA, with the EM score increasing from 35.96
(36.71) to 40.05 (38.61) and F1 score from 54.44
(54.15) to 58.07 (56.18) with the random (sequen-
tial) flow-order, which implies the positive effect of
answer refinement in improving generation quality.

7 Conclusion

We propose ConvRGX, an automatic CQA data
annotation method extended from the recognition-
generation-extraction (RGX) framework for con-
versational applications, which can generate high-
quality CQA data that can be used for question gen-
eration and data augmentation. We demonstrate the
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effectiveness of ConvRGX on standard conversa-
tional benchmarks, which show improvements over
current data generation and augmentation methods
for both question quality and self-training perfor-
mance. In summary, ConvRGX presents a scalable
and effective way to approach CQA problems that
have limited human annotation.
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Limitations

This paper proposes a conversational QA genera-
tion system and evaluates the generated QA quality
on two publicly available benchmarks. Although
the improved Q-metric indicates that the ConvRGX
generates better QA data than previous methods,
the QA generation pipeline can still generate noisy
conversations and hence cannot be entirely trusted.
On the other hand, if we force the model such that
only QA pairs with high confidence are selected,
the diversity of generated data would be limited. In
the future, we will investigate the trafeoff between
reliability and diversity in CQA generation tasks.

Ethics Statement

The CQA generation system proposed in this work
can augment the performance of CQA models, but
also introduce the following risks. Firstly, the ques-
tions are generated according to grounding docu-
ments. As a result, they might deliver social biases
and misinformation contained in the documents.
Secondly, the method increases the size of CQA
corpora and the computational cost of model train-
ing. Lastly, since the system can automatically
annotate unlabeled documents, it might reduce the
number of jobs in manual data annotation.
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A Dataset Statistics

Table 8 shows the statistics of the Doc2dial and
QuAC benchmarks.

B Implementation Details

All model training and inference in this work are
conducted on a single NVIDIA RTX A6000 (48G).

CQG We implement the question generator us-
ing Bart-large based on the Transformers library
(Wolf et al., 2019). For QG text dropout, we ran-
domly replace max(1, len(grounding span)/10)
tokens with <mask>. For Doc2Dial, the number of
training epochs is set as 8 with a batch size of 4 and
evaluation is conducted after each epoch. We use a
learning rate of 3e-5 with a weight decay of 0.001.
Maximum input sequence length is set as 1024 with
dialogue history length no longer than 128 due to
the long document. Maximum target length length
is set as 128. During inference time, we initiate
multi-generation. For each grounding sentence, we
generate 5 questions. If text dropout is introduced
during dialogue generation, we randomly mask the
grounding sentence 5 times to introduce different
variations to the input.

CQA Roberta-large based on the Transformers
library (Wolf et al., 2019) is used as the model
backbone of CQA tasks. The number of training
epochs is set as 5 and the number of evaluation
steps is set as 2000 with a batch size of 15. We
use a learning rate of 3e-5 with a weight decay of
0.01. Maximal sequence length is set as 512 and
maximal answer length is set as 50. The number

of tokens for document stride is set as 128 and the
number of warmup steps is set as 1000. The whole
training process takes about 3.5 hours for Doc2Dial
and 8 hours for QuAC without any synthetic data.

C Details of Document Sentence
Sampling

Table 9 shows the data statistics of the passage
truncation and dialogue template construction for
Doc2Dial datasets reported in this paper.

Single Dial-Num We truncate each Doc2Dial
document into passages with N = 6 sentences
and obtain 6979 unique passages in total. Then
following the ConvRGX generation pipeline, each
document sentence is regarded as the grounding
span to generate a QA turn in an auto-regressive
manner. Hence, we produce a single dialogue tem-
plate with 6 turns (i.e., QA pairs) per passage.

Multi Dial-Num We first enlarge each passage
to N = 12 sentences to enable multi-template con-
struction. For each truncated passage, we sample
at most K = 3 sets of sentences, with T = 8
sentences for each set and let any two sets have
4 different sentences. Overall, we get 2794 trun-
cated passages and 7162 dialogue templates. To
verify the contribution of longer passage truncation
and longer dialogue turn to the performance im-
provement of the extractive-based QA model, we
also implement the setting of K = 3 and T = 6
as a comparison to the single setting. Experimen-
tal results indicate that both longer passage and
longer dialogue turn can bring benefits to the qual-
ity of synthesized conversations since the multi
setting is closer to the statistics of human annotated
Doc2Dial dataset.

D Retrieval-based CQA Results on QuAC

Table 10 shows the retrieval-based CQA results on
QuAC dataset.

E Qualitative Results

Table 11(a) shows an example where ConvRGX
generates multiple information-seeking questions
with different text dropout. Table 11(b) shows an
example that our question generator produces a
grammatically correct but unanswerable question
by the passage with the text in italics as ground-
ing span. Our data selection module succeeds in
identifying and eliminating such kinds of instances.
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Doc2Dial
Train Val

# doc overlap
# dial # doc # tok/doc # tok/usr # dial # doc # tok/doc # tok/usr

Data Augmentation 3474 402 833 10.2
661 272 821 10.0

237
Unseen Documents 1345 166 899 10.4 0

QuAC
Train Val

# doc overlap
# dial # doc # tok/doc # tok/usr # dial # doc # tok/doc # tok/usr

Unseen Documents 11567 6843 396.8 6.5 1000 1000 440 6.5 0

Table 8: Data statistics of Doc2Dial and QuAC datasets used in our experiments. The number of documents are
obtained after document deduplication. Models are trained on the Train set and evaluated on the Val set.

# s/psg # turn # dial/psg # diff s # psg # template
single 6 6 1 / 6979 6979
multi 12 8 3 4 2794 7162

Table 9: Data statistics of passage truncation and dia-
logue template construction on Doc2Dial dataset.

Training Data Unseen Documents

Original Generated F1@1 F1@5 F1@10

✓ ✗ 2.98 8.13 10.39

✓ EDA 2.98 6.89 8.93
✓ Back-translation 2.89 7.06 9.14
✓ Paraphrase 3.04 7.09 9.15
✓ ConvRGX 4.69 9.06 11.02

Table 10: Retrieval-based question answering perfor-
mance on the QuAC validation set.

Table 12 demonstrates a complete dialogue gen-
erated by ConvRGX grounded on the given passage
in an auto-regressive manner.
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(a) Diverse question generation example

[Passage]:
...
Your unmarried children who are under 18 up to age 19 if attending elementary or secondary school
full time can be eligible to receive Social Security benefits when you die. And your child can get
benefits at any age if they were disabled before age 22 and remain disabled. Besides your natural
children , your stepchildren, grandchildren, step grandchildren or adopted children may receive benefits
under certain circumstances.
...

[Generated questions]:
And what about my unmarried children, who are under 18 years old?
And at what age can my child receive Social Security benefits?
And what about my children who are not in school?
Are children under 18 eligible for Social Security?

(b) Unswerable question filtering example

[Passage]:
Your loan servicer can help you understand your options. You may be able to switch repayment plans
to get a lower monthly payment , consider an income - driven repayment plan , change your payment
due date , or get a deferment or forbearance. NEVER ignore delinquency or default notices from your
loan servicer.
Consider Simplifying Repayment with Consolidation
You might wish to combine your multiple federal student loans into a single Direct Consolidation
Loan to simplify repayment. There may be tradeoffs, so understand the advantages and possible
disadvantages of consolidation before you apply.

[Generated question]: What are the advantages and disadvantages of consolidation?

Table 11: Examples of (a) diverse question generation and (b) unanswerable question filtering. The question
generator of ConvRGX generates the questions taking the text in italics as grounding span.
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ConvRGX Dialogue Generation

[Passage]:
In addition to meeting our definition of disability , you must have worked long enough and recently
enough under Social Security to qualify for disability benefits. Social Security work credits are based
on your total yearly wages or self - employment income. You can earn up to four credits each year. The
amount needed for a work credit changes from year to year. In 2019 , for example , you earn one credit
for each $1,360 in wages or self - employment income. When you’ve earned $5,440 , you’ve earned
your four credits for the year. The number of work credits you need to qualify for disability benefits
depends on your age when you become disabled. Generally , you need 40 credits , 20 of which were
earned in the last 10 years ending with the year you become disabled. However , younger workers may
qualify with fewer credits. For more information on whether you qualify , read our publication ; How
You Earn Credits. What We Mean By Disability The definition of disability under Social Security is
different than other programs.

[Generated Dialogue]:
q1 : What are Social Security work credits based on?
a1 : Social Security work credits are based on your total yearly wages or self - employment income.

You can earn up to four credits each year.
q2 : How much do I need for a work credit?
a2 : You can earn up to four credits each year. The amount needed for a work credit changes from

year to year. In 2019 , for example , you earn one credit for each $1,360 in wages or self - employment
income.
q3 : What if I earn $5,440 for the year?
a3 : you’ve earned your four credits for the year.
q4 : Where can I find more information on whether I qualify?
a4 : read our publication ; How You Earn Credits.
q5 : Is disability the same as illness?
a5 : The definition of disability under Social Security is different than other programs.

Table 12: Example of synthesized dialogue by ConvRGX on the grounding passage.
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Abstract

The DialDoc 2023 shared task has expanded
the document-grounded dialogue task to en-
compass multiple languages, despite having
limited annotated data. This paper assesses
the effectiveness of both language-agnostic and
language-aware paradigms for multilingual pre-
trained transformer models in a bi-encoder-
based dense passage retriever (DPR), conclud-
ing that the language-agnostic approach is su-
perior. Additionally, the study investigates
the impact of query rewriting techniques us-
ing large language models, such as ChatGPT,
on multilingual, document-grounded question-
answering systems. The experiments con-
ducted demonstrate that, for the examples ex-
amined, query rewriting does not enhance per-
formance compared to the original queries.
This failure is due to topic switching in final
dialogue turns and irrelevant topics being con-
sidered for query rewriting.

1 Introduction

English dominates as the most widely used lan-
guage on the internet, and for communicating with
virtual assistants 1. However, the prevalence of
English-centric content creates a language bar-
rier for non-English speakers who wish to ac-
cess information and services online. To bridge
this gap, there is a growing need for multilingual
knowledge-grounded question-answering dialogue
systems that can enable individuals to access the
internet and utilize virtual assistants in their na-
tive language. While the development of English
document-grounded dialogue systems (Feng et al.,
2021) has been extensively explored, the explo-
ration of other languages remains limited.

In response to this, DialDoc 2023 shared task
extends the task of document-grounded dialogue to
include multiple languages with limited annotated

1Usage Statistics and Market Share of Content Languages
for Websites, February 2023 — w3techs.com.

*These authors contributed equally to this work.

data, such as Vietnamese and French. The develop-
ment of multilingual dialogue systems poses two
significant challenges: (i) understanding queries in
any language and retrieving relevant passages from
a collection of documents in multiple languages
(ii) generating appropriate responses in the same
language. Prior works (Clark et al., 2020; Asai
et al., 2021a) in open-domain multilingual question-
answering models have addressed these challenges
using a retriever-reader approach. Specifically, the
multilingual DPR (mDPR) model, an extension
of DPR (Karpukhin et al., 2020), is used to re-
trieve documents from a corpus. A multilingual
reader based on multilingual T5 (Xue et al., 2021a),
generates suitable responses in the target language
based on the retrieved multilingual passages. In
contrast to conventional retrieval tasks, passage re-
trieval in conversational question answering (QA)
presents new challenges as each question must be
interpreted within the context of the ongoing di-
alogue. Previous studies (Wu et al., 2022) have
shown that rewriting the question using the dia-
logue context into a standalone question can en-
hance the retrieval process, surpassing the perfor-
mance of current state-of-the-art retrievers.

The mDPR model employs a bi-encoder archi-
tecture, utilizing a pre-trained multilingual model
to encode the questions and passages indepen-
dently. The encoded representations are then
compared using a maximum inner product search
to identify relevant passages for a given ques-
tion. In this study, we evaluate two paradigms
for multilingual pre-trained transformer models as
mDPR bi-encoders, namely, a language-agnostic
paradigm and a language-aware paradigm. Specifi-
cally, we consider two models for multilingual sen-
tence embedding: Language-Agnostic BERT Sen-
tence Embedding (LaBSE) (Feng et al., 2022) and
XLM-RoBERTa (XLM-R) (Conneau et al., 2020).
LaBSE combines masked language modeling with
translation language modeling to produce language-
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agnostic sentence embeddings, while XLM-R is a
cross-lingual version of RoBERTa (Liu et al., 2019)
pre-trained on a large corpus of text in over 100
languages using a self-supervised approach. Al-
though both models are beneficial for multilingual
sentence embeddings, based on our experiments, it
has been observed that LaBSE outperforms XLM-
R. Additionally, we examine the impact of query
rewriting techniques using large language models
(LLMs) such as ChatGPT to summarize the con-
versational history more concisely and use transfer
learning to generalize to French and Vietnamese
rewritten queries.

Therefore, in this study, we investigate the per-
formance difference between the language-aware
and language-agnostic paradigms, where we found
that the language-agnostic LaBSE retriever outper-
forms the language-aware XLM-R retriever. Addi-
tionally, we explore the impact of query rewriting
on the performance of such systems. While query
rewriting has been proposed as a potential solution
for improving performance, our results indicate
that rewriting queries did not significantly improve
performance for the considered sub-samples. Our
code is available on GitHub 2.

2 Related Work

2.1 Language-agnostic Multilingual Model
Language-agnostic BERT Sentence Embedding
(LaBSE) model is essentially the BERT (Devlin
et al., 2019) model trained with a cross-lingual
training technique to create language agnostic sen-
tence embeddings for many languages. By training
on parallel data consisting of pairs of sentences ex-
pressing the same meaning in different languages,
LaBSE is able to learn how to map sentences from
different languages onto a shared high-dimensional
space, where similar sentences are located close to
each other and dissimilar ones are far apart. LaBSE
outperforms previous state-of-the-art models in a
range of cross-lingual and multilingual natural lan-
guage processing tasks, including cross-lingual sen-
tence retrieval, cross-lingual document classifica-
tion, and multilingual question answering, owing
to its cross-lingual training approach. Language
agnosticism enables LaBSE to transfer knowledge
across different languages and generate superior-
quality sentence embeddings for texts in numerous
languages, thereby making it a valuable instrument

2https://github.com/srinivas-gowriraj/
Multilingual_QA/

for researchers and practitioners dealing with mul-
tilingual text data. We have employed LaBSE in
our work due to its shared embedding space and
its ability to capture contextual information across
multiple languages enabling strong cross-lingual
performance and knowledge transfer across multi-
ple languages.

2.2 Multilingual Query Rewriting

GPT models, including ChatGPT, possess a remark-
able capability for comprehending and interpret-
ing natural language (Haleem et al., 2023; Walid,
2023). ChatGPT has proven to be highly capable of
high-quality responses to natural language queries.
Additionally, it is also effective at rewriting long
contextual information into compact queries (Wang
et al., 2023). Prompting methods (White et al.,
2023; Zuccon and Koopman, 2023) are used to
steer the LLM’s behaviour for desired outcomes
without updating model weights. In this academic
paper, we have used ChatGPT for the purpose of
query rewriting. Query rewriting by prompting
ChatGPT has potential to improve the effectiveness
of conversational question-answering systems and
aiding the retrieval of information from extensive
text collections.

3 Dataset

DialDoc 2023 shared task dataset consists of 797
Vietnamese dialogues with an average turn count
of 4 and 816 French dialogues with an average of
5 turns. These dialogues are grounded in multiple
documents from nine different domains, namely
Technology, Health, Health Care Services, Veter-
ans Affairs, Insurance, Public Services, Social Se-
curity, Department of Motor Vehicles, and Student
Financial Aid in the USA. Each dialogue turn in
the dataset contains role annotations for the con-
versation between a human and a conversational
agent, with the turns in reverse chronological or-
der, the latest turn first in dialogue history. The
retrieval dataset includes query, dialogue data, pos-
itive passages, and negative passages. Positive pas-
sages contain the answer to the given query and
are within the document, while negative passages
are closely related to the document but they do not
contain the answer to the query in focus.

4 Methodology and Experiments

The prevailing paradigm for document-grounded
question-answering models involves a retriever-
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Model Pretrained Finetuned Evaluated R@1 R@5 R@10 R@20
LaBSE zh + en fr + vi fr + vi 0.65 0.82 0.86 0.90
LaBSE zh + en fr + vi fr 0.57 0.76 0.82 0.87
LaBSE zh + en fr + vi vi 0.75 0.89 0.92 0.95
XLMR zh + en fr + vi fr + vi 0.55 0.75 0.80 0.84
XLMR zh + en fr + vi fr 0.45 0.67 0.72 0.78
XLMR zh + en fr + vi vi 0.65 0.83 0.87 0.90

Table 1: Performance comparison of language-agnostic versus language-aware multilingual dense passage retrieval
approaches pre trained on Chinese (zh) + English (en) and fine-tuned on French (fr) + Vietnamese (vi).

reader approach that comprises of a document
retrieval module, a reranker module, and an an-
swer generation module. However, in this study,
our main focus has been on the multilingual re-
triever component, while fixing XLM-R as reranker.
However, we did experiment with the Fusion-in-
Decoder (FiD) approach (Raffel et al., 2020) to
modify the mT5 model previously being used as
the answer generator (Xue et al., 2021b).

4.1 Retrieval: Language Agnostic vs
Language-aware

In this paper, we employ the multilingual dense
passage retriever (mDPR) (Asai et al., 2021b) to
retrieve passages from multilingual document col-
lections. However, the bi-encoders used in mDPR
consist of two different models: LaBSE, which is
designed for the language-agnostic paradigm, and
XLM-R, which is suitable for the language-aware
setting. To prepare the models, we first pre-train
them using the English and Chinese portions of a
document-grounded dataset. We then fine-tune the
models on three different combinations of target
datasets, namely French and Vietnamese, French
only, and Vietnamese only. Finally, we evaluate the
performance of the models on the corresponding
validation sets of each dataset combination.

The mDPR models are trained using the English
and Chinese splits, employing gold passages along
with 10 hard negatives mined through BM25. 3.
The dataset is divided into an 80-20 train-test split
using a consistent seed. The training process for
all configurations persists for 50 epochs.

4.2 Zero-Shot Multilingual Query Re-writing

To improve the efficiency of the retriever module,
we postulated that converting the query and
dialogue context history into more concise and
informative questions would be advantageous.
Drawing inspiration from the accomplishments

3https://www.analyticsvidhya.com/blog/2021/05/build-
your-own-nlp-based-search-engine-using-bm25.

of large language models, we utilized ChatGPT
for query rewriting. A specific prompt structure
was employed for the ChatGPT model, where the
question was rewritten using the last turn in the
query, and the context encompassed all preceding
turns concatenated in reverse order. The template
of the prompt that we employed is provided below:

Rewrite the question into an informative query
explicitly mentioning relevant details from the
provided context. Context : {dialogue history}
Question : {last-turn} Re-written Question :

Our study’s outcomes, which compared
language-agnostic and multilingual paradigms,
demonstrated that LaBSE-based retrievers
outperformed other methods for multilingual
retrieval tasks. As a result, we opted to utilize
the LaBSE-based mDPR retriever module for all
subsequent experiments. We also evaluated the
impact of utilizing forward-order context, but
the results indicated that it accentuated irrelevant
information.

5 Results and Discussion

Language agnostic retrievers outperform
language-aware retrievers. In Table 1, we
present the results of our experiments, where we
first pre-trained the retriever models LaBSE and
XLM-R on Chinese (zh) + English (en) data, and
then fine-tuned them on various combinations
of French (fr) and Vietnamese (vi) document
grounded datasets, as described in Section 4.1. The
findings demonstrate that the LaBSE-based mDPR
retriever model outperformed the XLM-R-based
mDPR retriever model, in all metrics and training
dataset combinations. Although XLM-R, which
is based on RoBERTa (a more advanced version
of BERT) and has 125M model parameters, was
trained on unsupervised cross-lingual data, LaBSE
still outperformed it. The BERT-based architecture
has 110M trainable parameters.
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Multilingual Query Rewriting does not lead
to better performance. The results presented in
Table 2 provide evidence that the incorporation
of multilingual query rewriting does not lead to
enhanced performance for the tested examples.
More precisely, the LaBSE model, which was
trained on unmodified subsets of English (en)
data, demonstrated superior knowledge transfer
abilities compared to models trained on queries
that were rewritten by ChatGPT. Thus, further
research is necessary to elucidate the reasons for
this suboptimal performance.

Trained on Eval On R@1 R@5 R@10 R@20
en (Raw) fr (Raw) 0.45 0.70 0.77 0.84
en (Raw) vi (Raw) 0.51 0.78 0.84 0.89
en (ChatGPT) fr (ChatGPT) 0.16 0.33 0.38 0.46
en (ChatGPT) vi (ChatGPT) 0.26 0.49 0.58 0.65

Table 2: Comparison of transfer learning approaches
using different query-rewriting approaches. Raw refers
to the original dialogue query i.e. current turn + History
while ChatGPT refers to the query re-written by Chat-
GPT using current turn and dialogue history. We use
LaBSE-based mDPR for all the above settings.

5.1 Error Analysis of Rewritten Queries

This study focuses on the evaluation of the perfor-
mance of rewritten queries generated by ChatGPT
in comparison to the original queries consisting of
a question and context. Moreover, a comprehen-
sive error analysis is conducted to identify the gaps
in the rewritten queries. Figure 1 presents notable
observations. The findings reveal that the quality
of the rewritten queries generated by ChatGPT is
inferior to that of the original queries. Further inves-
tigation shows that topic switching often occurs in
the last turn of the conversation, resulting in rewrit-
ten queries that incorporate non-relevant context.
This phenomenon is illustrated in Figure 1. The
switching of topics adversely affects the relevance
and accuracy of the rewritten queries. Additionally,
the rewriting process tends to summarize both rele-
vant and non-relevant topics from the conversation,
and hallucinate information, as shown in Figure
2. This approach lacks specificity and clarity in
the rewritten queries, further impeding their quality
and effectiveness. Furthermore, the prompts are
created manually by visually inspecting the gener-
ated outputs. While this method allows for quality
control of the prompts, it is inherently subjective

and vulnerable to human biases. Thus, it is es-
sential to explore advanced prompting methods to
enhance the overall quality of the rewritten queries,
as suggested in (Liu et al., 2023).

6 Conclusion

This paper investigates the effectiveness of
language-agnostic and language-aware paradigms
for multilingual pre-trained transformer models in
a bi-encoder-based dense retriever. The paper also
evaluates the impact of query rewriting on task per-
formance. Our findings indicate that the language-
agnostic approach outperforms the language-aware
approach. However, for the considered subsam-
ples, query rewriting did not improve the perfor-
mance over the original queries. Furthermore, the
observed topic switching in the conversations’ last
turns, and ChatGPT’s tendency to summarize non-
relevant topics and hallucination lead to less ac-
curate rewritten queries compared to the original
queries.

7 Limitations, Potential Risks, and
Future Work

The limitations of this study are primarily due to
budget and credit constraints. Consequently, our
query rewriting observations are based on a sam-
ple size of 2000, leading to limited generalizability
of findings. Another limitation of the limited re-
sources was the limited context size of ChatGPT
and the relatively long nature of the questions in
our dataset. Hence, we could not test prompting
ChatGPT with in-context examples for better query
rewriting performance. Hence one potential future
work is testing the performance of query rewriting
using in-context examples. Finally, ChatGPT ar-
chitecture is not open source, preventing us from
testing advanced prompting methods. Hence an-
other future work would be to test query rewriting
using open source models and with advanced fine-
tuning methods like Prefix Tuning (Li and Liang,
2021) and Prompt Tuning (Lester et al., 2021).

The study is also subject to the risk of "halluci-
nations" in ChatGPT’s responses, which may lead
to imprecision in query rewriting. The study sug-
gests further investigation into these issues to im-
prove the accuracy and reliability of the results. We
recommend further investigation into these limita-
tions and any potential societal biases present in our
dataset to enhance the reliability and performance
of query rewriting.
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Figure 1: An erroneous rewritten query (ChatGPT) occurred wherein the subject matter abruptly changed during the
final exchange of dialogue, as highlighted in yellow.

Figure 2: Erroneous rewritten query (ChatGPT) which considered non-relevant topics and hallucinated information
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A Appendix

A.1 Reader: mT5 and Fusion-in-Decoder
In recent years, the use of the multilingual Text-
to-Text Transfer Transformer (mT5) (Xue et al.,
2021b), a multilingual variant of Text-to-Text
Transfer Transformer (T5) (Raffel et al., 2020) has
gained popularity in multilingual question answer-
ing tasks (Shakeri et al., 2021). mT5 has the ability
to learn the representations of text that capture the
nuances of language across different languages and
contexts, allowing it to excel in multilingual set-
tings. To leverage this growing popularity of the
mT5 generative reader model, our work involves
employing a Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD) (Izacard and
Grave, 2021a) as a reader in combination with mT5.
FiD in combination with mT5 has been proven to
boost the performance of answer extraction as com-
pared to using mT5 alone (Agarwal et al., 2022) by
encoding the reranked passages individually one-
by-one and concatenating them together while pass-
ing them for the decoder stage.

We conducted further analysis on the impact
of our language-agnostic multilingual retriever se-
lection by employing a two-step process. Firstly,
we retrieved relevant passages using the chosen
retriever, and subsequently, we utilized the mT5
reader to generate responses based on these re-
trieved passages. Two different versions of the
reader were employed: the vanilla mT5 and the
mT5 with Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD) (Izacard and
Grave, 2021b). The vanilla mT5 reader takes the
query concatenated with the retrieved passages as
its input. On the other hand, the FiD-mT5 reader in-
dependently encodes each retrieved passage along
with the query. The encoded representations are
then concatenated and passed to the decoder. As a
result, the evidence fusion takes place solely within
the decoder. To assess the quality of the generated
responses, we employed BLEU, Rouge-L, and F1
metric scores.

We further evaluate the impact of our choice of
language-agnostic multilingual retriever by pass-
ing retrieved passages to mT5 reader to generate
response. We used two different readers which are
mT5 (vanilla) and mT5 with Fusion-in-Decoder
(FiD) (Izacard and Grave, 2021b). Vanilla mT5
takes query concatentate with retrieved passages as
input while FiD-mT5 encodes each retrieved pas-
sage along with query independently which is then
concatenated and passed to the decoder. The model
thus performs evidence fusion in the decoder only.

We evaluate the generated response using BLEU,
Rouge-L, and F1 metric scores.

Model Pre-trained Evaluated F1 BLEU ROUGE-L
mT5 fr + vi fr + vi 62.43 40.87 62.96
mT5 + FiD fr + vi fr + vi 64.83 42.22 64.73
mT5 fr fr 59.89 39.42 58.55
mT5 + FiD fr fr 56.76 41.47 60.00
mT5 vi vi 65.34 45.93 63.03
mT5 + FiD vi vi 68.22 45.72 65.61

Table 3: Reader performance comparison of vanilla
mT5 versus mT5 in combination with FiD

Fusion-in-Decoder (FiD) improves the overall
reader performance. As illustrated in Table 3 we
observed an improvement of approximately 4.2%,
3.51%, and 2.80% in F1, BLEU, and Rouge-L
scores, respectively when we include Fusion-in-
Decoder along with mT5 in the case of both Viet-
namese (vi) and French (fr) languages thus proving
that Fusion-in-Decoder does indeed help in bolster-
ing our Reader performance.
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Abstract

Crowd-sourcing has been one of the primary
ways to curate conversational data, specially for
certain scenarios like grounding in knowledge.
In this setting, using online platforms like AMT,
non-expert participants are hired to converse
with each other, following instructions which
try to guide the outcome towards the desired
format. The resulting data then is used for dif-
ferent parts of dialog modelling like knowledge
selection and response selection/generation.

In this work, we take a closer look into two
of the most popular knowledge grounded di-
alog (KGD) datasets. Investigating potential
biases and artefacts in knowledge selection la-
bels, we observe that in many cases the ‘knowl-
edge selection flow’ simply follows the order
of presented knowledge pieces. In Wizard of
Wikipedia (the most popular KGD dataset) we
use simple content-agnostic models based on
this bias to get significant knowledge selection
performance. In Topical-Chat we see a similar
correlation between the knowledge selection
sequence and the order of entities and their
segments, as provided to crowd-source work-
ers. We believe that the observed results, ques-
tion the significance and origin of the presumed
dialog-level attributes like ‘knowledge flow’ in
these crowd-sourced datasets.

1 Introduction

Since the introduction of data hungry methods into
dialog modeling, sizeable datasets have become an
essential asset for researchers of the field. While
generic conversational data can be harvested in
large quantities from already existing resources like
movie subtitles (Lison and Tiedemann, 2016) or
website forums (Lowe et al., 2015), more specific
datasets usually need to be curated under super-
vision. Knowledge grounded dialog is one of the
fields that has remarkably benefited from crowd-
sourced datasets like Wizard of Wikipedia or WoW
(Dinan et al., 2018), Holl-E (Moghe et al., 2018)

Method w/o response w/ response
Random 2.7 2.7
GRU 20.0 66.0
Transformer 22.5 70.4
BERT 23.4 78.2
Human 17.1 83.7

Table 1: The prior-posterior gap in knowledge selection
for the WoW seen-test dataset (from Kim et al. (2020)).
Columns show the performance (accuracy) without and
with access to the grounded response.

and Topical-Chat (Gopalakrishnan et al., 2019),
which offer grounded utterances generated by non-
expert annotators or Turkers. During the curation,
participants are commonly asked to first choose
a knowledge piece (or no knowledge) from a pro-
vided pool and then use the selected piece to ground
their next utterance on.

One common attribute in these datasets is the
sizeable difference between the knowledge selec-
tion performance with and without access to the
uttered response. The phenomenon –referred to as
the prior-posterior gap– is demonstrated in Table
1 (from Kim et al. (2020)) for the WoW dataset.
Looking for ways to improve the prior perfor-
mance, studies have tried to design methods to
capture higher-order patterns beyond the limiting
(and seemingly insufficient) turn-level scope. A nat-
ural candidate for this, is modeling the ‘knowledge
flow’; i.e. how the history of knowledge selection
affects the next selection.

In this work we investigate the potential spuri-
ous origins of ‘knowledge flow’ in crowd-sourced
KGD datasets. Focusing on the most popular re-
sources in the field, i.e. WoW, we show that com-
petitive results can be obtained in the knowledge
selection task, using very simple structural heuris-
tics. We also show that these rudimentary patterns
are not an isolated case and can be found in other
knowledge grounded dialog datasets like Topical-
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Dataset dialogs utterances Kn Kn Kn pool citations
access gold label

Wizard of Wikipedia 22,311 201,999 A sentence dynamic, multi-topic 620
CMU_DoG 4,112 130,000 S/A - static, single-topic 170
Holl-E 9,071 90,810 S sentence static, single-topic 131
Topical-Chat 9,058 198,306 S/A section static, multi-topic 219

Table 2: Four most popular (English) datasets for knowledge grounded conversation (Kn:knowledge, S:symmetric,
A:asymmetric). Citations are from Google scholar as of April 2023.

Chat, which –in our opinion– connects knowledge
selection patterns to dataset curation choices and
design.

While dataset artifacts and their relation to the
curation process have been widely studied in NLU
tasks and especially NLI (Nangia et al., 2021; Gu-
rurangan et al., 2018), it is an under-studied topic
in dialog modeling. We hope our work draws at-
tention to the issue and contributes to having better
dialog datasets, which we believe is necessary for
properly modeling higher-order dialog attributes.

2 Knowledge Grounded Conversation

2.1 Problem Formulation

In general, the question of knowledge grounded
dialog (KGD) modelling is defined over dialog
and knowledge datasets Dd = {(Ci, ri)}Ni=1 and
Dk = {(kj)}Mj=1 where ∀i ∈ {1, ..., N}, Ci and
ri represent context and response for a specific
dialog turn, and ∀j ∈ {1, ...,M}, kj is a knowl-
edge piece (e.g. a sentence or paragraph). In most
recent datasets, Dd and Dk are provided as paral-
lel, which allows for a simpler formalization over
D = {(Ci,Ki, ri)}Ni=1, where Ki (or knowledge
pool) is a subset of Dk, and often includes one or
more ‘gold truth’ (KG

i ), i.e. the knowledge piece(s)
picked by the annotator during data curation.

The problem of knowledge selection (KS) in this
context means designing a model fks to identify
the relevant knowledge piece(s) in Ki: fks(Ki) =
KG
i . Ideally fks provides a ranking over Ki which

can be used to retrieve top-k results for response
generation.

2.2 Popular Datasets

The problem of modeling open-domain knowledge
grounded conversation attracted increasing atten-
tion since the introduction and release of large
scale crowd-sourced knowledge grounded dialog
datasets with parallel dialog and knowledge cor-
pora. Table 2 shows selected details of the four

most popular KGD datasets: Wizard of Wikipedia
(Dinan et al., 2018) includes conversations be-
tween a wizard (with access to knowledge) and
an apprentice (no knowledge access) grounded on
Wikipedia articles. CMU_DoG (Zhou et al., 2018)
and Holl-E (Moghe et al., 2018) contain dialogs
about movies grounded on Wikipedia information
plus descriptions for 3 key scenes (CMU_DoG) or
a selection of movie’s plot, reviews, comments and
facts (Holl-E). Finally Topical-Chat (Gopalakrish-
nan et al., 2019) includes conversations on vari-
ous ‘entities‘ and grounded in a combination of
Wikipedia article, fun facts and news articles, in
both symmetric and asymmetric knowledge access
scenarios.

Among these, WoW is by far The most cited
dataset in the field which can be attributed to qual-
ities like proper size, gold knowledge labels and
multi-topic knowledge pool. It is also the only
dataset with dynamic pool, meaning that the knowl-
edge choices are updated at each turn. Topical-
Chat is another popular resource which creates dis-
tinction with pre-defined scenarios for knowledge
access between collocutors. However it only pro-
vides section-level (and not sentence-level) labels
for knowledge selection, which makes it less conve-
nient for supervised knowledge selection modeling.

2.3 Knowledge Selection Methods

The popular approach of breaking the KGD prob-
lem into the knowledge selection (KS) and re-
sponse generation (RG) tasks, became mainstream
with WoW. Along with the dataset, the release pa-
per (Dinan et al., 2018) also proposed a baseline
model (Transformer MemNet) which addressed
KGD in these two steps, acquiring 22.5% and
12.2% accuracy for knowledge selection on the
seen and unseen test sets accordingly1.

One of the first approaches to improve on this,

1In the seen set -unlike the unseen- dialog ‘topics’ are
shared with the training set.
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Model Method Seen Unseen
Random - 2.7 2.3
Baseline (Dinan et al., 2018) memory network 22.5 12.2
PostKS (Lian et al., 2019) posterior signal 22.5 15.8
SKT(BERT) (Kim et al., 2020) sequential latent kn selection 26.8 18.3
DiffKS(BERT) (Zheng et al., 2020) difference aware 25.6 20.1
DukeNet (Meng et al., 2020) kn tracking & shifting 26.4 19.6
SKT+ (Chen et al., 2020) SKT + posterior signal + distillation 27.7 19.4
MIKe (Meng et al., 2021) initiative aware 28.4 21.5
SKT-KG (Zhan et al., 2021b) kn transition with CRF 26 -
KMine* (Lotfi et al., 2021) posterior signal via generation 27.9 27.0
CoLV (Zhan et al., 2021a) collaborative latent spaces 30.1 18.9
DIALKI (Wu et al., 2021) dial-doc contextualization 32.9 35.5
DSG (Li et al., 2022) document semantic graph 29.4 30.8
TAKE (Yang et al., 2022) modeling topic shift 28.8 25.8
RoBERTa-base sequence classification (dialog+kn) 28.6 26.6

Table 3: Knowledge selection performance (accuracy) on the WoW seen and unseen test sets for various models.
Numbers are for the highest performing variance (when multiples were present). All models except for Baseline
and PostKS benefit from pretrained transformers. *: KMine is unsupervised (no gold knowledge labels).

was addressing and exploiting the prior-posterior
gap, which uses the posterior knowledge distribu-
tion to provide additional learning signals for the
KS module, usually via a KL-divergence loss (Lian
et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020; Zhan et al., 2021a;
Lotfi et al., 2021).

But probably the most popular approach is trying
to address the problem on the dialog level (rather
than turn level), and model higher-order ‘flows’ or
sequential patterns that could guide the knowledge
selection process. Li et al. (2019) used an incre-
mental transformer to incorporate the knowledge
selection history. Jiang et al. (2020) enhanced the
posterior signal by modeling the ‘topic drift’. Kim
et al. (2020) introduced sequential latent knowl-
edge selection to incorporate the selection history.
Zheng et al. (2020) took a more specific approach
by providing a positive bias for new or different
knowledge choices. Meng et al. (2020) explic-
itly modeled ‘knowledge tracking’ and ‘knowl-
edge shifting’ during a conversation while Meng
et al. (2021) tried to incorporate speakers’ initia-
tive. Zhan et al. (2021b) used conditional ran-
dom fields to model knowledge transition and Wu
et al. (2021) leveraged the document structure to
provide dialog-contextualized passage encodings
while adding an auxiliary loss to capture the history
of dialog-document connections. Li et al. (2022)
used document semantic graphs to guide the knowl-
edge selection, and Yang et al. (2022) proposed a

topic-shift aware knowledge selector.
More recently models like RAG (Lewis et al.,

2020) and FID (Kim et al., 2020) improved the
question answering performance by shifting the fi-
nal knowledge selection to the decoding process.
Extending this to dialog (which was implemented
differently by Lin et al. (2020)), studies have in-
corporated the fine-grained decoding-stage selec-
tion for better knowledge grounding (Shuster et al.,
2021) or combined it with the posterior signal
(Paranjape et al., 2021).

Table 3 summarizes a selection of these ap-
proaches, which mostly try to incorporate dynamic
knowledge patterns by modeling attributes like
topic shift, knowledge transition, knowledge track-
ing/shifting, knowledge difference etc.

3 Knowledge Selection Biases and
Artefacts

Our main objective in this work is to explore the
structural biases and artefacts in the knowledge se-
lection labels of popular KGD datasets. For this,
we use different methods depending on the way
knowledge pools are constructed and presented to
crowd-source workers, but in both cases, we essen-
tially investigate the same hypothesis:

Crowd-source workers often base their
knowledge selection on the structure and
order of the knowledge pool, as pre-
sented to them.
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In other words, when selecting the knowledge piece
for the next utterance, they tend to just follow
the knowledge document and pick the ‘next’ item,
instead of coming up with a more sophisticated
‘flow’. In the following sections, we explore this
hypothesis separately for Wizard of Wikipedia and
Topical-Chat.

3.1 Wizard of Wikipedia (WoW)

As mentioned before, in WoW, dialogs happen be-
tween a ‘wizard’ and ‘apprentice’, with the former
having access to unstructured knowledge. For each
dialog either the wizard or apprentice is picked to
choose the topic and speak first (the other player
receives the topic information). The conversation
begins and at each turn the wizard (system) can se-
lect from a knowledge pool which has been curated
from a collection of Wikipedia articles via basic
retrieval methods. Then the (potentially) selected
knowledge piece is used by the wizard to generate
the next utterance (system response). Out of 83247
wizard turns in the training set, 77523 (93%) are
‘knowledge-grounded’; i.e. turns where the annota-
tor has chosen a knowledge piece to ground their
next utterance on.

Figure 1 shows how the knowledge pool is cre-
ated for the wizard: At each turn, the last two ut-
terances are used as queries by a TF-IDF retrieval
module to get 14 (7 for each) relevant articles from
a Wikipedia collection (title + first paragraphs).
The dialog-topic article (title + first 10 sentences)
is added to this set to create the final pool, which
on average contains 63 knowledge sentences from
up to 15 passages or articles2. Figure 5 (Appendix
A) shows how this pool is presented to annotators.

To investigate our hypothesis, we consider 3
heuristic content-agnostic models for knowledge
selection:

• Topic-First (T0): Picks the first sentence of
the dialog-topic article in all turns.

• Topic-Next (T+): Starts from the dialog-topic
article’s first sentence, but proceeds to the next
sentence at each successive turn.

• Last-Next (L+): Picks the next sentence in
the (gold) passage that was selected in the
previous turn3.

2Since each passage corresponds to an article with a unique
topic, passage, article and topic can be used interchangeably
in the WoW context.

3If not available, the model returns the next (unused) sen-

Figure 1: Curating the knowledge pool for wizard (right)
in WoW dataset. At each turn a Wikipedia article collec-
tion is consulted using the last two utterances as queries,
and the first paragraph of the 7 most relevant articles for
each query plus the article for the dialog’s chosen topic
(first 10 sentences) are returned to create the knowledge
pool to be used for the next wizard turn.

T0 is a static (‘flow-less’) model. T+ precisely
and strictly follows the topic-article’s narrative for
dialog grounding, and L+ exploits the knowledge
selection history for the next move.

Table 4 shows the performance of these 3 models
in selecting the gold passage and sentence from the
knowledge pool. T0 does not score very high but
it offers a strong baseline for knowledge selection
in WoW. In particular the T0 performance on the
unseen test set already beats a handful of the mod-
els in Table 3 including the original baseline (18.9
vs. 12.2). Adding the basic ‘flow’ (T+) signifi-
cantly improves the KS performance (an additional
~6% accuracy), and following the L+ selection pol-
icy adds another 5% boost to accuracy, making
the content-agnostic L+ model highly competitive
among the KS models. These performances show a
strong bias towards picking the dialog-topic article
among the passages, as well as picking the ‘next’
sentence within the current passage.

3.2 Topical-Chat
Unlike WoW, in Topical-Chat (Gopalakrishnan
et al., 2019) the partners do not have explicitly
defined roles. Instead, the authors leveraged infor-

tence in the dialog-topic article (e.g. in the first turn, the
dialog-topic article’s first sentence will be selected.)
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Train Test-seen Test-unseen
Pssg. Acc. Sent. Acc. Pssg. Acc. Sent. Acc. Pssg. Acc. Sent. Acc.

Model all kng all kng all kng all kng all kng all kng
T0 67.4 72.4 18.3 19.7 67.9 72.4 18.1 19.3 70.9 75.2 18.9 20.1
T+ 67.4 72.4 23.3 25.0 67.9 72.4 24.0 25.6 70.9 75.2 24.6 26.2
L+ 68.5 73.5 27.9 29.9 68.9 73.5 28.3 30.1 72.3 76.8 30.2 32.1

Table 4: Knowledge selection accuracy for the heuristic content-agnostic models T0, T+ and L+ on WoW subsets.
‘kng’ refers to the knowledge-grounded subset. Underlined values can be compared with Table 3.

Figure 2: Grounding density for different knowledge sections at each turn in TopicalChat train set. Colors represent
speakers. (PK: Personal Knowledge; FS: Factual Section; AS: Article Section.)

mation asymmetry to implicitly cause both partners
to serve dual roles of a teacher and a participant
which more accurately reflects real-world conver-
sations.

For each dialog, 3 entities (from a pool of 300)
were picked, plus their Wikipedia lead section, 8-
10 fun facts, and a news article referencing all 3.
These resources then were divided or modified ac-
cording to one of 4 configurations (Figure 6 in Ap-
pendix B) to provide 2 identical (conf. A and B) or
different (conf. C and D) knowledge pools. Finally
Mechanical Turk workers were partnered up and as-
signed to these reading sets, and asked to chat about
them for at least 20 turns. To present the reading
set, information about an entity E (i.e. Wikipedia
sections and fun facts) were displayed as a group
titled Factual Section (FS), and the news article
about the entities was chunked into 4 similar-sized
sections (AS1-4). Turkers were asked to specify the
knowledge source (FS1-3, AS1-4 and/or Personal
Knowledge (PK)) used to generate their message
at each turn. Selecting Personal Knowledge as the
source means that the utterance is not grounded in
external knowledge.

Figure 2 shows how the grounding evolves as

conversations proceed in TopicalChat. Knowledge
sections are arranged along the Y-axis, and point
sizes represent normalized (per turn) frequency, or
density. We can see that:

1. Grounding is mainly done on Factual Sections
(FS), rather than Article Sections (AS).

2. The first part of the Article (AS1) is used sig-
nificantly more than the rest for grounding,
mainly in the beginning of the conversation4.

3. As the conversation proceeds, the grounding
density peak moves from FS1 to FS2 and FS3.

4. Personal Knowledge has a higher density in
the beginning and ending turns which agrees
with greeting patterns.

In other words, the ‘average’ TopicalChat con-
versation is likely to follow the PK-AS1-FS1-FS2-
FS3-PK pattern for grounding. Since the number-
ing of entities and corresponding Factual Sections
(i.e. FS1-3) in each conversation is independent

4This usually corresponds to opening utterances like Do
you know/Have you heard about X?
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Figure 3: Fine-grained grounding density for different knowledge sections at each turn in TopicalChat train set.
Colors indicate speakers.

Figure 4: Grounding distribution over different knowledge parts (x-axis) for different turns (y-axis) in TopicalChat
train set.

of the Article content5, the observed pattern sug-
gests that the grounding order is biased towards a
pre-determined arbitrary parameter.

To have a more fine-grained view of this pattern,
we exploit the response-knowledge overlap and em-
ploy a pre-trained sentence embedding model to
estimate the gold knowledge sentence within the
gold section (details in Appendix B). We then use
these labels to expand each FS section into FS-
wiki (the Wikipedia part) and FS-ff-{0-4} (the 5
fun facts). Figure 3 shows the resulting chart (lim-
ited to AS1, FS1, FS2 and FS3 sections), which
demonstrates the same overall tendency of ground-

5As opposed to –for example– numbered by importance or
coverage order in the supporting Article.

ing on later sentences/sections as the conversation
proceeds. The straight line is the linear regression
fit (assuming sections’ order as their value; i.e. 1,
2, ..., 19) with the slope and r2 value of 0.41 and
0.19 respectively (The slope of the diagonal line is
0.95).

The proceeding pattern is better illustrated in
Ridgeline plots. For this, we switch the axes and
invert the Y-axis direction so that the conversation
starts at the top of the Y-axis. The result (Figure
4) displays a dispersing distribution with a clear
tendency to ‘move’ forward; i.e. towards later sen-
tences/sections. As Figure 7 (Appendix B) shows,
this is shared in different knowledge configurations
(i.e. A, B, C, D in Figure 6) with slight fluctuations.
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3.3 WoW: A Markov View
As the final experiment, we revisit WoW dataset
with a more complicated knowledge selection
strategy. Inspired by the noticeable performance
of content-agnostic models, we now consider a
Markov model for KS with two stochastic parame-
ters; Passage (P ), and Line (L), with the following
domains:

P ∈ {None, DTopic, Other}
L ∈ {None, Next, Other} (1)

P can be None (no grounding), DTopic (ground-
ing on the dialog-topic passage) or Other (ground-
ing on any other passage). Similarly, L can be None
(no grounding), Next (picking the next sentence in
the selected passage)6, or Other (picking any other
sentence. These choices follow the observed biases
towards picking the dialog-topic article among the
passages, and the ‘next’ sentence within the current
passage, as discussed in 3.1.

Using this model, we can calculate initial state
and transition probabilities from the WoW training
set. Table 5 shows P0 and L0 probabilities for the
initial state (S0); i.e first turn. 0/0 and 0/1 refer to
the first turns in which wizard (0/0) or apprentice
(0/1) start the conversation. As one can see, there
is a strong bias towards picking the dialog-topic
passage (DTopic) which is expected, especially for
0/0 where DTopic is the only grounding choice.
More interesting is the tendency to start from the
first sentence, especially when DTopic is chosen as
passage (random probability: ~0.1).

P0 Turn = 0 0/0 0/1
None 0.048 0.061 0.034
DTopic 0.909 0.939 0.880
Other 0.043 0.0 0.085

L0 Turn = 0 0/0 0/1
Next (= first) 0.647 0.712 0.584
Other 0.353 0.288 0.416

Table 5: Initial state (S0) probabilities for the Passage
(P) and Line (L) variables in WoW (here Next is equiva-
lent to picking the first line in the passage).

Table 6 shows the transition probabilities for
Passage (P ) and Line (L) between successive states

6Here Next is meant with respect to the grounding history;
i.e. picking up from the last time the passage was visited.
In the case of no grounding memory (first-order Markov), L
starts from 0 every time the grounding topic changes.

P None DTopic Other
None 0.208 0.415 0.377
DTopic 0.055 0.754 0.191
Other 0.102 0.192 0.704

L Next Other
0.348 0.652

Table 6: Transition probabilities for the Passage (P) and
Line (L) variables with full grounding memory.

(full grounding memory), which demonstrates a
strong tendency to ‘stay’ in DTopic (~0.75) and an
overall preference for picking the Next sentence
((random probability: ~0.19).

Equation 1 along with the P0, L0, P and L val-
ues provides a fine-grained content-agnostic distri-
bution (CAG) over the knowledge choices at each
turn, which can be used in combination with any
content-aware (CAW) KS model. Here we examine
three ways to do so (all CAW models are based on
RoBERTa-base):

• Ensemble: We simply use the CAG predic-
tions in a mean-value ensemble.

• TokenCues: Instead of directly incorporat-
ing the CAG values, we provide correspond-
ing bias cues as special tokens in the input
sequences. In particular we add <topic>,
<next> and <prev_next> to respectively
mark the topic-article sentences, the succes-
sive sentence in each passage (w.r.t the last
visited one in that passage) and the sentence
after the one selected in the previous turn.

• Both: We use the token-cues model in combi-
nation with CAG in a mean-value ensemble.

Model S U
Baseline 28.6 26.6
Ensemble (CAG + Baseline) 31.9 33.8
TokenCues 32.8 33.8
Ensemble (CAG + TokenCues) 32.9 34.6

Table 7: Knowledge selection accuracy on WoW test
subsets (S: seen, U:unseen) for various incorporations
of the content-agnostic knowledge.

Table 7 shows the KS performance of these vari-
ations compared with the conventional sequence
classification approach (Baseline). As one can see,
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incorporating the content-agnostic knowledge (di-
rectly or indirectly), results in a significant perfor-
mance improvement. Moreover it seems that the
transformer model is capable of learning the KS
biases once proper cues are provided in the training
data: the TokenCues model matches the Baseline
Ensemble while gaining only marginal improve-
ment from the explicit CAG values.

4 Discussion and Conclusion

In this work we investigated the potential knowl-
edge selection biases and artefacts in two popular
KGD datasets. Our central governing hypothesis
was that crowd-source workers tend to simply fol-
low the structure and order of knowledge pieces,
as presented to them. For the WoW dataset, we
showed that using this hypothesis, content-agnostic
models can achieve noticeable knowledge selec-
tion performance, and combined with simple se-
quence classification training are able to compete
with sophisticated solutions. For Topical-Chat we
observed a noisy alignment between the KS se-
quence and the order of entities and their segments,
as provided to crowd-sources.

Although following the existing order of knowl-
edge pieces is not strange or unexpected (at least
within one document), we believe that the way
knowledge options are curated and presented to
crowd-source workers can be an exacerbating fac-
tor. All 4 datasets provide a large number of re-
trieved knowledge pieces at each turn (usually more
than 60) which is statistically beneficial to the
dataset, but it could also encourage an ‘easy so-
lution’ regime in which annotators opt for the safe
and convenient choice of following the already ex-
isting structure of knowledge articles, instead of
trying to create and maintain a novel ‘flow’. In its
extreme case, this leads to conversations similar to
reciting an article line by line7.

In terms of dialog modeling, these results can
suggest that the origin and significance of higher-
order attributes in the dataset can be questioned. In
particular, the concept of ‘flow’ as governing the
dialog-level pattern of knowledge selection seems
to be rooted substantially in the structure of knowl-
edge documents. This does not rule out the ex-

7There are also case-specific factors. for example in WoW
the utterance-based knowledge pieces are subject to change at
each turn, and therefore there is no guarantee that the passage
used for grounding in the current turn will be present in the
provided pool for the next turn. This makes grounding on the
dialog-topic article a safe choice, since it is always in the pool.

istence or learnability of genuine patterns/flows,
but the very low human performance for this task
(~17%; Table 1) imposes a serious higher-bound
on its discerning power; i.e. in most cases, there
seems to be not enough semantic cues in the con-
versational history to uniquely and clearly bound it
to a single knowledge piece.

Although the ultimate goal in KGD modeling is
generating proper responses (and not mastering the
knowledge selection part), but in order to model
higher-order and dialog-level conversational phe-
nomena, we probably need better datasets. One
important factor in producing such resources is con-
sidering the process from annotators’ point of view,
and how design choices (e.g. annotation interface
and instructions, size of knowledge pool, etc.) can
persuade them towards or away from ‘easy solu-
tion’ regimes which are prone to artifacts. Another
approach is providing explicit ‘scenarios’ for the
way dialogs are supposed to unfold. This is how
DuConv (Wu et al., 2019) and NaturalConv (Wang
et al., 2021) datasets (both Chinese) have been cu-
rated, but whether this mitigates the problem or
introduces new artifacts should be studied.

5 Limitations

The main limitation of our work is its focus on En-
glish datasets. While this was due to their popular-
ity and extensive usage (and our limited language
skills), it overlooks datasets like DuConv (Wu et al.,
2019) and NaturalConv (Wang et al., 2021) (both
Chinese) which employ more explicit annotation
instructions regarding dialog ‘path’ and topic tran-
sitions. Studying the way these restrictions affect
conversational attributes, is necessary for a more
comprehensive understanding of the problem.

Another limitation is the lack of an empirical
investigation on how/if these artefacts and biases
affect the final objective of KGD modeling, i.e. re-
sponse generation. This of course is not easy in
the absence of a less biased dataset, but synthetic
datasets –which have become much better in qual-
ity and flexibility thanks to large language models–
can probably provide reliable estimations, which
we plan to explore in future studies.
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A Appendix: WoW Interface

Figure 5 shows the annotation interface used in
curating Wizard of Wikipedia.

B Appendix: Topical-Chat

Considering the absence of sentence-level gold
labels in Topical-Chat, we exploit the response-
knowledge overlap and employ a pre-trained sen-
tence embedding model to estimate the gold knowl-
edge sentence within the gold section. More specif-
ically, we use the all-mpnet-base-v2 model
from the ‘sentence-transformers’ library (Reimers
and Gurevych, 2019) which shows the highest per-
formance on benchmarks, and pick the sentence
which has the highest cosine similarity with the
response. Manually checking the performance on
a small subset (500 grounded samples) shows an
error rate of 18% (accuracy =~82%) of which 10%
is due to incorrect gold section labels. Enforcing
an acceptance similarity threshold of 0.2, filters out
13% of samples including 88% of errors, which
improves the accuracy to 93%. We apply this set-
ting to the train set8, and –to keep conversations
in reasonable lengths (and therefore less likely to
be damaged by the filtering)–, we remove dialogs
with less than 80% of accepted utterances. This,
results in a more reliable subset of 7922 (out of
8,628) conversations, with 150564 utterances.

8We consider the first 20 utterances in each dialog, which
is the minimum required length during crowd-sourcing.
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Figure 5: Annotation interface for the Wizard of Wikipedia dataset (from (Dinan et al., 2018))
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Figure 6: The four knowledge configurations in TopicalChat (from Gopalakrishnan et al. (2019). E stands for Entity.

A B

C D

Figure 7: Turn-wise grounding distribution over different knowledge parts (x-axis) for different configurations (A,
B, C, D) in TopicalChat train set.
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